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Overcoming the
paradox of localism

~.

. : .

Personal
ecology,
grass roots
action
By Monte Paulsen

Earth Day promised that the 1990s would be
the "Decade of the Environment." And since
january, Casco Bay Weekly has been publishing this series of articles about personal ecology: personal because these stories have been
about actions that can be undertaken by even
one person; ecology because they've been less
about "Saving the Earth" than about learning
from it.
But if this year is any indication, the decade
ahead looks more Orwellian than utopian: despite the parades, TV shows and marketing
efforts, our country is marching to war over the
oil needed to fuel our antiquated economic
system. Our addiction to consumption has spo-
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~

ken louder than our lip service to environmentalism.
~~1L
It seems only fair to conclude this series by
asking the obvious question: living comfortably in the belly of a culture so consumed with
its own consumption, what can one person do?
After all, the most serious environmental problems - massive habitat destruction, global
warming, overpopulation -are caused by forces
beyond the reach of anyone of us. Those in
power are simply not interested in changing
things, those who are interested are simply not
empowered to change much.
This is the paradox of localism: individuals
can change nothing - and yet, they are the only
ones who can change anything. In order for
such change to occur, those individuals must
build community - not only with each other, but
also with the land that sustains us all.
Continued on page 10

Community action begins at the
grass roots. CBW illustration/peter Gorski

MaineShare calls for social action over social service

A way besides the United Way
By Andy Newman

It's giving season again, but a fledgling Maine charity
is in bad spirits because it can't hang a sock in the State
House.
MaineShare helps fund eight Maine charities that work
for peace, social justice and the environment. To raise
money, MaineShare solicits workers for funds through
payroll deduction,a technique pioneered by United Way,
the granddaddy of American charity.
But MaineShare's efforts suffered a setback this fall
when the door was slammed on them by Maine's largest

employer - the State of Maine itself - which employs 14,000
people.
The struggle finds MaineShare fighting for a shrinking
pool of charitable dollars with United Way.
And while MaineShare co-directors Martha Piscuskas
and Matt Howe admit that their untraditional fund is not
every state employee's cup of tea, they at least want to be a
choice on the menu. ''They're violating an ethic that charity
is an act of self-expression," said Howe. "One should have
an option of a variety of charitable pursuits."
Continued on page 8
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Gift certificates
always make
unique &
practical gifts.

PERFECT
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combination of
products and services
for your stressed-out
friends and family!

CONTEMPDIABY
FURNITURE
LIGHTING
ACCESSORIES

Belgian
Chocolates

*

Home
Baked
Pastries

• Floatation Tank
• Aromat.herapy Treatments
• Massage Therapy
• Video Image Hairstyling
• Complete Hairstyling
Services
• Professional Color Analysis
• Color Psychology Readings
• Personality Expression
• Wardrobe Coordination
• D.A.V.I.D. Jr. Plus Mind
Machines
• Make-up, Make-overs &
Lessons
• FuU Line of Aveda products
• Potanty Therapy

Let us put
together the
ALPHABET PINS

Gourmet
Sweets:

Red ink, looming layoffs
to greet lawmakers

AT LAST ...
LIMITED EDITION
Chris Van AJlsburg
1991 Calendar
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BIRDS EYE VIEW OF
PORTLAND
on sale $19.95

l'
Only 100 copies
LIMITED EDITION

ROCKWELL KENT'S
THE JEWEL
$175.
Carlson & Turner

DIMDRA
26 Exchange Street

ANTIQUARIAN AND SeHOURLY BOOKS

Portland's Old Port

Bought

775-7048
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Portland

774-5246

REMEMBER
YOUR LAST
LUNCH AT
SQUIRE
MORGAN'S?
HOPE TO
SEE YOU AGAIN!

BELA FLECK
Community
Cable Network
week of 11/30/9

a

Maine Lives on Stage:
Play Readings &
Recollections from Older
Mainers. (1 1/2 hour)
Sebago Magazine:
Latchkey Children _(1/2 hour)
City Arts:
An Update of Local Area
Events. (1/2 hour)
Power & Steele:
A Review of Local Area
Theater Productions.
(1/2 hour)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-1Opm and Tues., Wed.,
& Thurs. 9am-noon.
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scarborough. Channel varies in Gorham.

&THE FLECKTONES
Thursday, December 6

---*..
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11/30
12/1
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A revl_ of the top n_s stories lIffectlng
Greater PortllUld: November 19 through 27,1990.

*.---

UPCOMING
Johnny "Clyde" Copeland
1987 Grammy Award Winner
The Soviet Jazz Band
Plus Rick Marsters Jazz Band

Serving Lunch and Dinner Every Dam Dayl

State House Democrats, smarting from Republican Governor
John McKernan's re-election victory over Democrat Joseph
Brennan, are saying "I told you so," after October revenues
came in 6 percent below McKernan's projections. Democratic
House Majority Whip Joseph Mayor of Thomaston reportedly
had bumper stickers made up reading "Don't blame me_ I voted
for Joe Brennan."
That state budget deficit and state employee layoffs will
loom over Maine lawmakers next week as they convene for
what could be one of the most bitter legislative sessions in
recent memory. The latest revenue shortfalls left the state
budget $5.5 million in the red after four months of the fiscal
year and prompted democratic leaders to ask the Appropriations Committee to besin work on a package of spending cuts
when the Legislature convenes Dec. 5.
Sawin Millett, McKernan's finance chief, while conceding
that revenue estimates are off, said he will not revise projections
until November revenue figures are available Dec. 5.
Last January, McKernan revealed a $210 million budget gap
that was closed. through a combination of one-time delays in
programs, cuts in property tax relief and school aid, and new
revenue programs such as tax amnesty, early retirements and
Lotto America. Also helping to balance the budget was a
projected increase in General Fund revenues of $189 million for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1991.
But through October, revenues increased. only $9 million
over the previous year, meaning that state income would need
to jump by 17.6 percent over the remaining eight months of the
fiscal year to balance the budget. The chief culprits are the sales
tax, corporate income tax and investment income, all of which
were down sharply in October_ McKernan had been counting
on the sales and income taxes to increase by 9.3 percent and 9.4
percent, respectively_
In the Portland region, retail sales have been sliding since
last spring, when second-quarter sales tax revenues were off 15
percent. Even in August, at the height of the tourist season,
sales were down 4_7 percent, and in September, unemployment
in the Portland area stood at 4,400 people compared to 3,000 the
year before.
Adding to the state budget woes are higher-than~xpected
prison overtime costs, more persons filing for jobless benefits
and bigger expenses at the state's mental health hospitals.
Combined with lower revenues, the higher costs could push the
projected budget deficit to $30 million by the end of June,
according to some democratic estimates.
The shortfall is likely to be made up with program cuts that
could involve more than 1,000 state employee layoffs, according
to estimates by officials with the largest state employee labor
union.
New taxes have been ruled out for political reasons by
McKernan as well as on policy grounds by a special commission
studying tax reform. Draft recommendations by the
commission's three subcommittees endorsed several new
sources of revenue, such as an end to the sales tax exemption on
entertainment and recreation. But there are also suggestions by
the panel that could cost the state treasury money, such as
increased. state aid to local education and state reimbursement
of local property taxes lost due to farmland and open space tax
programs.
Further complicating the financial picture are the budget
projections McKernan will have to submit in January for the
next biennium beginning July 1, 1991. Democrats contend that
existing revenues and new program costs could combine to
leave the two-year budget short by nearly $400 million, a 13
percent shortfall. Millett has declined to comment on those
projections, pending resolution of the budget shortfall in the
curren t fiscal year_
One immediate option open to the state is short-term
borrowing to shore up its General Fund, which has been
running up to $90 million in the red because of lagging revenue
receipts.
Randy Wi/sen
NEWSBRIEFS continued on page 4

Introducing PhonesmartWith Call1face.
Now with Call Trace, harassing phone calls can
be stopped. As one of New England Telephone's new
Phonesmart services, Call Trace lets you automatically
trace the last incoming call you received, without the
need for special equipment.
All you '1eed to do is dial a special code im mediately after you receive the call, and New England
Telephone will record the phone number from which
the call was made. Then we will help you follow up on
the troce, if vou
, choose.
Call Trace can plltan end to obscene phone calls,
and to your sleepless nights.

Call Trace is just one of the new and innovative call management services from ;\lew England
Telephone_ It's a service that gives the ordinary phone
extraordinary capabilities. And it gives you better control over your calls, as well as added security at home.
Call1race is easy to use, and even easier to hook
up, because it runs through the same New England
Telephone network you're using now.
Forjust$1.50a month (and a 55 processing fee
after two successful traces to the same number), you
can have Call Trace. You can also select the other
Phonesmartservices, Caller ID~ Call Return, or

Repeat Dialing, for a very reasonable price.
If you would like more information about getting
Phonesmart in your area, please call us at
1-800-922-8383, ext. 981.
Phonesmart is another reason we're the one for
you, New England.
·CJllcr II) reqtli~ the ~lltm'iC of a ~pcrial dlSpbs unit.

@ New England Telephone
A NYNE.~ Company
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. Vermont Precision
Bunk Beds Solid
Maple
In Stock
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( Breakfast for Two )
Monel_,. UIirU ttridA7 -

~

am Ie 11 am, . .d ......". HnUcla,yL

(Ba . .et( House Breakf. . t for

'lW9)- ($ 4.29)

(Danny'. Breakfast Spedaltle. for

~- ($ 7.79)

Ea- Benedict - Aaparaau8
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or
C
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&. Cbeddar OmeJetle
Broccoli &. Swill. ODlclette .. Pl.z.za ItDl.~aDo Omelette

C

( Dinner for Two - $ 9.95 )

III

Se....ed Dally - 11:00 .. m to 8:00 pm
-naked Lasu,&na .. Uvcr SRlolhcrcd la Onion.
Chick~n NUK,getts P'laUer .. Broiled Hamburser Steak
Pot Roast oC B~C'r - Baked Haddock wUIIt Crumb Toppin.
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Matching Dressers, Chests and Nightstands Available
as well as Bookcases , Desks and Mirrors
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101 John Roberts Road. South Portland Me
773-0009"
Mon.- Fri. 10-5:30
Sat 10-4
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"Something Personal"
This Year!

:ASLICE OF PIE

'"''':':':??;'''

A Gift Certificate for a Personal Ad!
WHEN YOU BUY A CUP OF CHOWDER

!Deeuu how many words you want to
give and for how many weeks, !Ded4e if
you'd like to give Box Service,

Open daily 9-5
Saturday 11-6

CalC and use your Master Card or Visa, or
mail us your name (the recipient is your
personal information) and the amount of the
ad you want to purchase, to: Casco Bay
Weekly, 551 A Congress Street, Portland,
Maine 04101. Attn: Personal Gift Certificate.
The recipient of your Personal Gift Certificate
can simply turn it in when they place their
Personal Ad!
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low
tide
cafe
Wharf St.
Old Port

1_______________ ~u~n~!!! ~119~

THE SPECIAL'S BA

»)

wfiat a Way to (jive :Sometfiing Persona£. "
VnUjue, confidential ana '1Iery Personal

SMALL COFFEE
& MINI MUFFIN

Mariner's
Church

/or __=---"
weeK/s),
Open 6 a.m. Mon.-FrLl8 a.m. Sat.
366 Fore Street· Old Port

IN DRY DOCK FOR DECEMBER

OUR GRAND
RE-OPENING
early January

BOUNTY
At Riverside

~ "" Make this Holiday Season a Breeze!

..... I ......

Paul Voll~ was elected as
Chairman of the Cumberland
County Republican committee on Nov. 20, just three
months after he had stepped
down from the post after
being convicted of shoplifting.
In August, Volle was
convicted of shoplifting about
$20 worth of cassettes and
batteries from a Portland
Shop 'n Save in March, He
stepped down from the post
after he was convicted.
Mark Finks, a spokesperson for the Republican
committee, said Volle had
resigned because "he felt the
publicity he generated was
taking the focus off Republican candidates and putting it
on him," But with elections
over, the committee was
ready to have Volle at the
helm again, About the
shoplifting conviction, Finks
said: 'Those of us who have
worked with him and know
him know that wasn't
characteristic of Paul Volle.
We remain unconvinced of
Paul's guilt and would like to
see him exonerated."
Volle will serve a two-year
term for the committee,
which raises funds and
coordinates campaigns for
Republican candidates. He
was first elected in 1988.

On Nov. 26, Maine's train
enthusiasts and the Department of Transportation
(DOT) were stunned when
the Secretary of State's office
declared that the $45 million
railroad bond issue assumed
to have been passed on
Election Day, had not been
approved by Maine voters.
But the next day, the Secretary of State's Office reported
that Portland had sent them
incorrect voting results, and
that the bond had indeed
won.
Lauraine F1eurie of the
Secretary of State's office said
the mix-up came after the city
of Portland erroneously
transposed "Yes" votes with
"No" votes on the results it
sent to Augusta. Consequently, on Nov. 26 the
Secretary of State's office
reported that the bond issue
had lost because 253,314
voted against it and 246,911
voted for it. But on Nov. 27,
Portland's error was revealed
- the bond had been approved with 256,646 votes for
it and 243,579 votes against it
"I couldn't understand
how people could have

-- , -
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Delicious Ba ke & Serve

/ \

Hors d'oeuvre Trays

GOP committee
elects Volle
despite shoplifting
conviction

Reports that train
bond derailed
prove false

Closing December 3 watch for
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Continued from page 2
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puff pastries • mini quiches • wrapped scallops • and more

Prices from 20( apiece
Pick up your Gourmet Cakes and un-baked
Holiday Pies, ready to gal

War protests continue

CBWjColin Ma/akie

On Nov. 21, an estimated 250 people gathered at
Portland's Monument Square to protest U.S. military
Involvement In the Middle East. It was the second
protest In less than two weeks organized by the Maine
Coalition to Stop War In the Middle East. Speakers at
the rally Included Tom Andrews, who was recently
elected to represent Maine's First District In the U.S.
Congress. Future events planned by the coalition
Include a bus trip to a Dec. 1 antl·war rally In Boston
and a Dec. 6 teach-In on the Middle East. The teach-in
will be held at 7 p.m. In the Moot Court Room at the
University of Maine law School In Portland.
turned it down," said Wayne
Davis, president of
TrainRiders/Northeast, the
group trying to restore
passenger rail service
between Boston and Portland
- and to all of Maine.
The state will purchase a
line of abandoned railroad
tracks between Brunswick
and Augusta with the money
raised by the bond issue. The
company that owns the line
planned to pull up the tracks
if the bond failed and the
state couldn't purchase them.
The DOT hopes to restore the
line to service someday.

Pine Tree Legal,
State reach
agreement on
AFDC payments
A preliminary agreement
has been reached that will
speed child support payments owed to families
receiving Aid to Families
with Dependent Children
(AFDC). U.s. District Court
Judge Gene Carter signed the
agreement Nov. 26.
The agreement follows a
class action sui t filed Nov. 1
by Pine Tree Legal Assistance, Inc. against the Maine
Department of Human
Services (DHS) and Department of Finance. The suit was
filed by two mothers who
had not received child
support payments that their
former husbands had paid
into the DHS.
According to Mary
Henderson, staff attorney for
Pine Tree, the agreement
requires the human services
and finance departments to
clear the backlog of child
support payments for AFDC
families before Dec, 24, 1990.
It also requires that payments
be made to families in
emergency situations within
six working days of a request.
Finally, the state agencies
have agreed to send support
payments to AFDC families
no later than one month after
the support is received by the

state. Under federal law the
state is required to collect
chi,ld support payments for
AFDC families and then
reimburse them.
The two mothers named
as plaintiffs in the suit were
issued emergency checks
shortly after the lawsuit was
filed but Henderson said the
women are continuing the
suit on behalf of others who
may be in the same situation.
Sabra Burdick, Director of
DHS's Bureau of Income
Maintenance, said she had
been aware of delayproblems with some accounts. A
new computer and an
increase in applications for
AFOC are partially to blame
for the problems, she said.
Five staff members have been
reassigned to handle the
backlog,
The agreement is preliminary because it is designed to
deal only with the current
backlog of cases and people
in emergency situations, Pine
Tree attorneys will work
with the Deparment of
Human Services to arrive at
more permanent solutions to
the bureaucratic delays in
child support payments, said
Henderson.

MAINE BAKERY SUPPLY

75 DARLING AVE •• SOUTH PORTLAND. 775-0100 • M-W & F 8-4 Thu 8-6, Sat 9-1

RICHARD ~ PARKS ~ GALLERY

Above: Full Size "Studio" Frame & Futon
Special $369.
Left: Full Si7£ "Westwood" Frame & Futon
Special $399.

• Limited Quantities •
POIITLAND

BANGOR

288 Fore Street • 170 Park Street.
774-1322
942~

ELLSWOIITH
High Street
667-3615

major credit cards • in-store financing • free parking

RICHARD· PARKS· GALLERY
flRl COlOR

PHOTO CALENDARS

$35. 00
for one

Saturday 10 - 4

Recycling success
buries RWS in
newspapers
The recycling program in
the Portland area is collecting
double the amount of
newspapers expected and
Regional Waste Systems
(RWS) is paying a local
company to help them deal
with the newspapers.
According to Eric Root,
Director of Materials Recycling, RWS's original estimate
of 20 tons of newspapers per
week was based on national
statistics. Root said the good
news is that Portlanders are
recycling better than the rest
of the countrYi the bad news
is that RWS 's newspaper
Continued on page 6
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Old Port, Portland· 774-4455

:Jwon's
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Holiday Sale

15%
OFF

Entire selection of framed art
on display and in stock prints.
Docs no t include pn::viowly
placed custom framing orders
& c.o nsignment art.

Gift Certificates
Available

Burnell's Custom Framing
449 Forest Ave " Forest Avenue Plaza, Portland 772-4859
Holiday hours: Mon-Fri. 10-6, Sat . 10-5 • Offer ends Dec. 24, 1990

Orders recieved by
December 18th
are guaranteed for
Christmas delivery,
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Cohen Konrad.
Jane McCarty. LCSW
Susan Partridge. LCSW. Ph.D.
Steve Young. LCSW
Are Pleased to Announce

the Opening
of a Group Practice
Specializing in

COUNSELING
for
• P re-Schoolers
• Youth. K-12
• Parents
• Families
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THE NATURAL
HISTORY OF
PARKING LOTS
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'We're back in business," said "Jolly" John Pulsifer, the
colorful Saco car dealer, after winning a $1 million dollar financing agreement in U.s. Bankruptcy Court Nov. 20. In August
Pulsifer filed for protection from creditors under Chapter 11 of
the federal bankruptcy code.
The agreement called for Pulsifer to pay approximately $1
million out of his frozen assets to his largest creditor, General
Electric Capital Corp. (GECC). This represents a portion of his
total debt to GECC. In return, Pulsifer will obtain a loan back
from GECC of up to $1 million, on which he will have to pay
interest weekly. The loan enables Pulsifer to buy his 1991 inventory and gives GECC a lien on that inventory, said Jacob

Manheimer, attorney for Pulsifer.
''This is the first step in reorganization," said Manheimer.
'Without the financing it would have been very difficult." They
will be filing a plan for reorganization within 60 to 90 days, said
Manheimer.
'We're rocking and rolling here," said Pulsifer on the last
day of his Joll y Thanksgiving Celebration Sale. "A customer just
came up to my office to tell me he'd just bought a car and to
wish me luck. People helping people when they're having a
hard time - that's the Maine way:' Pulsifer said.
"We're open 'til midnight tonight," he added.
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~Weekly.

These new and returning
advertisers help support us
in our effort to provide you
with an alternative to the
daily news.

Vermont College of
Norwich University,
Vermont

•

Amity Furniture
Restoration &
Repair, Portland

•

Maine Audubon,
Falmouth

•
School House Arts

Center, Sebago lake •:

•

Danforth Gallery,

Portland

•

Carlson & Turner
Books, Portland

•

Danny's Deli and
Bake Shop, Old
Orchard Beach

•

Three Weavers
Studio, Portland

•

The Potter's of
Studio 132, Portland

•
Gulf of Maine
Books, Brunswick

Continued from page 5
baler isn't fast enough to
handle the average 40 tons a
week collected since the
program began almost two
months ago.
Waterville's Keyes Fibre
Company pays RWS $25 a
ton for the newsprint but it is
costing RWS $40 a ton for
handling. RWS delivers the
papers to William Goodman
& Sons in Scarborough for
baling, then trucks them from
Scarborough to Waterville.
"1 knew we would
eventually have to consider
new equipment or other
contractual arrangements,
but this was an unexpected
timing problem," said Root.
He called this a "growingpain kind of problem," and
said RWS would wait until
the pilot program had been in
effect for three months before
fully examining options for
the future. Alternatives
include purchasing a new
paper baler, establishing a
long-term relationship with a
contractor such as Goodman,
or establishing other markets
for the newspapers.
Newspapers comprise
approximately two-thirds of

the solid waste collected in
the recycling program. Root
said there have been no
handling problems with
glass, plastic and metal, but
that "there is room for
improvement."

Committee wants
land seized for
Jetport expansion
Portland's Community
Development Committee
thinks the city should seize
apprOximately 47 acres of
land by eminent domain for
expansion of Portland
International Jetport.
The committee recommendation comes after more than
two years of unsuccessful
attempts to reach an agreement on price with the
owners, said Thomas
Valleau, Portland's Director
of Transportation and
Waterfront. IT the City
Council votes in favor of the
recommendation, the land
will be condemned by
January, said Valleau.
The city has had two
appraisals of fair market
value done within the past 18
months, said Valleau. One
recent appraisal set the fair
market value at $2.8 million.
IT the city condemns the
property, it will presumably
pay the owners a price close
to that figure.
The owners can then argue

in court that the price paid
does not reflect the value of
the property. BCD Airport
Partnership has owned the
land for approximately three
and a half years, according to
Robert Durney Jr., one of the
partners. He said his group
has had two appraisals done
on the property but declined
to comment on the price they
have in mind.
In 1988 voters approved a
$3.2 million bond to acquire
more land around the Jetport.
The additional land would be
used for more terminal
parking and a new access
road from Congress Street,
said Valleau.
''The time is now to buy
the land before it's developed," said City Councilor
Esther Clenott, who heads
the Community Development Committee.

IPE proposes
downtown
management
district
Portland Landmarks' noon
lecture series that ended Nov.
27 produced as many ideas
about what should be done to
improve downtown Portland
as there are problems facing
Maine's largest urban center.
But even though city leaders
are far from agreement on
what to build there, Intown
Portland Exchange (IPE) has

proposed a way to manage it.
After the conclusion of the
Landmarks' lecture series on
Nov. 27, IPE, an association
of downtown businesses,
proposed creating a "Downtown Management District"
that would promote
Portland's downtown and
provide services - such as
security, maintenance,
parking, and event management - above and beyond
those already provided by
the city and voluntary efforts.
IPE president Dave Robinson
released the recommendation, which came from an adhoc committee comprised of
downtown property owners
and business people who
have been stud ying the idea
since June. Their recommendations, are modeled after
successful districts in cities
such as Seattle, Denver, and
Burlington.
''This is a proposal for
doing something," said
Robinson, who called the
management district a "selfhelp program for downtown." The proposed district
would include the entire Old
Port, as well Congress Street
from City Hall to Longfellow
Square.
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The American Bistro~
Custom House Square Parking Garage
25 Pearl St.. Portland. Maine
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This watch is the
Ultimate Maine Gift:
a brown moose
tops the dial,
surrounded by 11
green spruce trees,
on a white face .
Gold hands,
including sweep
second hand.
circle the
State of Maine.
'i' Classic textured
black leather band
'i' Gold bezel with
stainless steel back
'i' Quartz movement
'i' One year guarantee
Easy to read and
great fun to wear.
this watch will be
treasured for
many seasons
to come.
$55.00
Mail orden add
15.00 for shipping
and handling.
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cast
pewter Christmas
ornaments by
Woodbury Pewter
& Hampshire
Pewter.
A Very Special
Holiday Gift.
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Reported by loan Kantro,
Andy Newman, Monte Paulsen
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We are proud to present the work of
one hundred talented artists and
craftspeople. Exquisite gifts for
discriminating tastes.
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and Spruce Watch
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NEW ENGIAND'SPREMIERE COLlEC1'roN OF
VINTAGE AND CONTEMPORARY COSTUME
JEWELRY, GIFTS AND DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES
FOUNDONLY AT CONCEITS
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JEWELRY

To purchase by mail
call 775-4236 or
visit our restaurant at
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CONCEITS

Give Aunt Mia a Chargrilled
Quesadilla or your brother Chip, a
French Dip. by doing your
holiday shepping at Friday's. Our gift
certificates come in denominations of
$10. $25. or any other amount
you want. And they can be used
for any of our menu items.
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No Assembly Required,
Holiday Gift Idea.
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The Jolly One emerges, media and money follow
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Jolly John walked away from the U.S. District Courthouse unscathed.
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Gift Certificates.
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Imported Angora
& Wool Sweaters
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BESIDES THE UNITED WAY
Continued from front page

MaineShare
addresses
lithe root
causes of
problems rather
than the
symptoms of
problems."
Matt Howe

Weekly deductions from employees' paychecks have become
the lifeblood of American charities.
The reason is simple: it's easier for workers to part with
money before they see it. Writing a $100 check to a charity can
seem daunting even to the most saintly, but having $2 a week
skimmed from a paycheck is barely noticeable.
Employees tend to give three to seven times more through
payroll deduction than they do if they have to dig into their
pockets or write checks, according to Matt Howe, co-director of
MaineShare.
United Way pioneered soliciting money through payroll
deduction in the early '405. In 1943 a federal law took effect that
required employers to withhold federal income and social
security tax payments from employee pay. As machines were
developed to calculate the deductions, early United Way
groups realized that it would be relatively easy to make contributions to their cause as well.
Last year, $2 billion of the $3 billion that United Way raised
nationally came through payroll deductions and one-time
contributions from employees.

Local United Ways work the workplace
The United Way of Greater Portland's offices on Oxford
Street in Portland are carpeted and orderly. On the wall over
the couch in the waiting room there is a framed sheet of United
Way commemorative stamps. Plaques hang on the walls and
throughout the office there are decals, t-shirts and other promotional items emblazoned with the United Way emblem: a
rainbow rising out of an open hand.
Meg Baxter was promoted to executive director last year
after 18 years with United Way of Greater Portland. Before that,
she had worked for a small United Way in Massachusetts,
operating a food pantry in New Bedford. During college, Baxter
worked at Boys and Girls Clubs in South Boston.
Another United Way emblem - the row of people holding
hands that looks like a paper cutout - is pinned to the lapel of
Baxter's navy blue blazer. She has a confident, professional air
and her face has a healthy glow against a crisp white blouse, a
pearl necklace and pearl earrings.
Baxter said the local charity raised $3.3 million - more than
half of its $6 million - in the workplace last year. That money
came from 32,000 workers who worked for such major employers as 1.1. Bean, S.D. Warren, UNUM, Shaw's, National Semiconductor and several local banks.
Rob Gordon, executive director of the Kennebec Valley
United Way, said giving presentations to groups of workers is
superior to doing mailings or soliciting door-to-door, which

Meg Baxter
prove time-consuming and expensive. Besides reaching a lot of
people, Gordon said workplace campaigns are educational for
workers, informing them about community services they may
need someday.
Gordon handles the United Way's Combined Charitable
Appeal, a payroll deduction campaign for state workers. The
Combined Charitable Appeal allows state workers to give
through payroll deduction either to United Way, International
Service Agencies or National Health Agencies. For printing
materials not only on its own behalf, but also for the other
charities, the Kennebec Valley United Way skims 12 percent of
the total contributions to all the charities to cover printing and
other costs.
Of the money the United Way of Greater Portland raises,

Baxter said the group takes 15 percent to cover salaries for 20
full-time employees and other administrative expenses. It sends
1 percent of the donations it receives to United Way of America
in Alexandria, Virginia. (Baxter said the local chapter ends up
saving as much money as it sends away in discounted materials
and training from the national headquarters.)
The remaining money goes to local agencies. Baxter stressed
that the United Way in Greater Portland is "totallyautonomous" from the United Way of America and the 10 other
United Ways in Maine.
Thirty-nine agencies will be supported by the United Way of
Greater Portland next year with money collected in the most
recent campaign. With a few exceptions, those agencies provide
direct health and human services to local people in need. People
who are homeless, who have AIDS, who have been the victims
of sexual abuse, who have problems with drugs or alcohol,
abused children and many others benefit from the services the
United Way supports.
The United Way of Greater Portland uses a three-tier priority
system to determine which needs require the most urgent
funding. This year, the United Way listed 17 needs in the first
tier. Those needs included sexual abuse, adolescent pregnancy,
substance abuse, AIDS medical care and education, day care,
affordable housing and child abuse. Groups addressing those
first-tier needs were more likely to get a share of United Way
funding than other groups.
The United Way assures donors that their money isn't
squandered by United Way-supported agencies. The United
Way's allocation committee is made up of 40 volunteers who
first visit agencies on-site and go over their books and budgets.
Agencies and the allocation community partake in what Baxter
calls "a huge dialogue throughout the year about what it is that
you are doing and how are you going to prove that you did it."
The process can be frustrating and intimidating for some social
service agencies, Baxter said. But she said it is the best way of
"ensuring the donor's dollars are being used in an accountable
way."
In all, Baxter said that giving to the United Way "is the best
way to care in our community. Because we hit the broadest
range of agencies and we feel we can be accountable for the
dollars."

MalneShare looks for a share
MaineShare occupies a one-room office over Farrell's
Department Store in downtown Augusta. The office overlooks
the Kennebec River and has tile floors, posters tacked up on the
walls and mismatched office furniture. It costs MaineShare $83
a month.
Both Howe and Martha Piscuskas are 30 years old, and as
they set out to raise money in rorporate workplaces, both look
decidedly uncorporate. Piscuskas wears her hair back in a bun
and has a pencil poked through it. There are three earrings in
her left ear, one earring in her right ear, and one earring in her
nose. She wears a sweater, skirt and wool tights. Howe wears a
shirt and tie, khaki pants and hiking boots.
MaineShare was the idea of Larry Dansinger, the co-chair of
Maine's Institute for Nonviolence Education, Research and
Training (INVERT). Dansinger thought that forming an umbrella fund-raising group would not only help fund nonprofit
social action organizations in Maine, but also would forge a
coalition between those groups. MaineShare formed last year
when Dansinger hired Martha Piscuskas to direct the project. In
June, Matt Howe joined MaineShare after serving as campaign
manager for a similar federation of Boston-area social action
and social service organizations called Community Works.
In its first campaign last year, MaineShare rollected about
$3,000 from 200 employees at four workplaces. This year,
MaineShare is a giving option at 15 Maine workplaces, including the Portland School of Art, Tom's of Maine and Pine Tree
Legal Services. The group hopes to collect $10,000 from 2,000
employees this year.
That money is divided evenly among eight member groups
unless a MaineShare donor earmarks money for a particular
group. MaineShare organizations have a statewide focus and
promote social change through education and ad vocacy. They
address issues including domestic violence, toxic pollution,
health care, child care and U.S. foreign policy. (See sidebar:
Under MaineShare's umbrella.) Fifteen percent of the money
that is donated to MaineShare is skimmed off to pay administrative rosts, including salaries for Howe and Piscuskas. Both
work part-time and have other jobs.
Howe doesn't think that groups funded by United Way and
MaineShare are mutually exclusive but rather are complementary. While United Ways fund the American Cancer Society,
MaineShare funds the Maine People's Resource Center - a social
action group that fights cancer-causing toxic pollution. While .
United Ways fund shelters that care for victims of domestic
abuse, MaineShare funds the Maine Coalition of Family Crisis
Shelters - which aims to shape public policy, and educate the
public to prevent battering and change attitudes.
MaineShare addresses "the root causes of those problems
rather than the symptoms of problems," Howe said. "We want
to see an elimination of human problems that are persistent

rather than throwing money at problems and just caring for
people and saying that's enough."

The flap with the state
MaineShare's efforts suffered a setback this fall when the
door was slammed on them by the State of Maine itself, which
boasts 14,000 state employees. On Sept. 24, Governor John
McKernan signed a new policy into effect that made it more
difficult for charities to participate in Maine's charitable
campaign. The new policy raised the minimum number of
member groups a charity must have to participate in the
campaign from five to 15. It also said charities must provide
"human services" to Mainers to be eligible to participate.
With only eight groups and a focus on advocacy and education rather than providing
human services, MaineShare
was excluded by the new rules.
Under the old rules,
MaineShare had expected to be
eligible for the giving program
next fall.
On Oct. 6, MaineShare called
0
a press ronference and blasted
the new policy for snubbing
nonprofit advocacy groups that
didn't provide direct service.
"Services alone cannot address
the romp lex problems facing
the State of Maine," said Jeanne
Davis of the Maine Peace Fund.
The new rules were drafted
by Rob Gordon of the Kennebec
Valley United Way - the very
agency which stood to lose the
most if MaineShare had been
allowed to compete.
John Atwood, who is
Maine's commissioner of public
safety and who chairs the
state's giving campaign,
approached Gordon last summer and asked him to draft a new
policy. Gordon said he complied with Atwood willingly
because the old policy was loose and the state needed a "tighter
policy." Gordon said he modeled the new policy after the
federal government's policy on workplace giving.
Piscuskas said she called Gordon several times last summer
to view a draft of the policy and offer input. Piscuskas said that
Gordon told her each time she called that the draft was not in
the office. By the time Piscuskas saw the policies, they were no
longer in draft form but had already been signed into effect by
the Governor.
Gordon said there was an "assumption on MaineShare's part
that they would be included in (the policy) ... I don't know
where that assumption came from."
"Forgive us for thinking it was written to exclude us," said
Howe.
Adding to MaineShare's sense of being an outsider was
Atwood's questionable insider status at the United Way. Last
winter, while serving his second term as chair of the state
campaign, Atwood accepted a seat on the board of directors for
the Kennebec Valley United Way. Amid the publicity generated
by'MaineShare over the new policy, Atwood said he may resign
from the United Way if he chairs the state appeal again next
year.
Both Atwood and Gordon fault MaineShare for calling in the
press to complain about the new policy without first approaching them with their gripes. "I think their rather severe critique
was a little premature," said Gordon.
"There's no reason this rouldn't be revisited" and amended,
said Atwood, who recently met with Piscuskas and Howe and
agreed that the duo would put suggested changes to the new
policy in writing.
MaineShare was successful at being included in campaigns
in the cities of Augusta and Portland this year. When Portland
city officials were ronsidering MaineShare, Baxter voiced
resistance to including other charities. "We met with a couple
people at City Hall a year ago to layout our concerns when we
thought they were getting into the whole process a little
precipitously," said Baxter.
Despite the United Way's objections, Portland city employees did have a choice among charities they could support this
fall. Of the $24,000 that campaign raised, employees pledged 67
percent to United Way, 15 percent to the Combined Health
Appeal, 13 percent to International Service Agencies and 5
percent to MaineShare.
'1£ we weren't successful, people wouldn't be nipping at our
heels," said Baxter. 'We have very clearly been the leaders
historically in workplace giving and orchestrating workplace
campaigns. And in a way I'm honored that people want apiece
of that, because it says that we've been successful."
Howe agreed - and stressed the significance of giving - no

matter where:
"I think one's charitable giving is a mirror of one's values
and perspectives. If you look at one's charitable gifts, you can
tell a lot about that person. If they give all their money to the
church, you know something about that person. If they give all
their money to anti-nuclear organizations, you know what's
important to that person. Through our charitable gifts we
express what we care about and how we would like to go about
making a better world."

Andy Newman writes about
what gives for Casco Bay Weekly.
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Under United
Way's wing
With the money it raised this
year the United Way of Greater
Portland will fund 39 groups:
American Cancer Society
800482'{)1l3
American Heart
Association of Maine
800-462-4202
American Red Cross,
Portland Glapter
874-1192
Arthritis Foundation,
Maine Glapter
729-44553
Big Brothers/Big Sisters
of Greater Portland
874-1016
Boy Scouts, Pine Tree Council
797-5252
Boys and Girls Gubs
of Greater Portland
874-1070
Camp Fire, Hitinowa Council
~977

CBWphoto{fonee Harbert

Under MalneShare's umbrella
MaineShare's eight member groups work for peace,
social justice and the environment. Those groups are:
• INVERT (Institute for Nonviolence Education,
Research and Training): Publishes the Maine Progressive
and the Maine Al ternative Yellow Pages, a directory of
grass roots, progressive groups in Maine. INVERT also
funds conferences and training seminars on promoting
nonviolent social change in Maine and elsewhere - 8273107.
• Maine Council of Veterans for Peace: Advocates
world peace and shuns U.S. military intervention through
public speaking and protests - 797-2770.
• Maine Peace Fund: Funds the Peace Economy Project,
which helps communities like Bath and Brunswick rope
with defense cuts by working toward peacetime economies - 772-0680.
• Center for Vision and Policy: Fosters understanding
between different ethnic, racial and religious groups, as
well as between men and women - 283-0171.
• Maine Coalition for Family Crisis Services: Addresses
domestic violence through public education and policy
development. A booklet by the coalition, Information
Guide for Abused Women in Maine, helps women who
have been victims of domestic violence to cope, and
advises them on how to use the legal system to deal with
abusive situations - 945-5102.
• Maine Displaced Homemakers Project: Helps homemakers who have been divorced, or whose spouses die or
become disabled, to become economically self-reliant - 1800-442-2092.
• Maine People's Resource Center: The research arm of
the Maine People's Alliance, the group advocates for toxic
waste cleanup, an equitable corporate tax system, affordable health care, workers' rights and other citizen causes 761-4400.
• Maine Foreign Affairs Education Fund, which
enlightens Mainers about U.S. governmental policies
toward other countries. The group currently is focused on
the Middle East and Latin America. Publishes Citizens'
Guide to the Legislature - 236-4694.
For more information, contact:
MaineShare
P.O. Box 2095
Augusta, ME 04338
622-0105

Catherine Morrill Day Nursery
874-1115
Center for Community
Dental Health
874-1025
Cerebral Palsy Association
874-1125
Community Alcoholism Services/
Diocesan Human
Relations Services
874-1030
Community Counseling Center
874-1030
Community Health Services
775-7231
Cumberland County Child
Abuse and Neglect Council
874-1120
Drug Rehabilitation, Inc.
874-1040
East End OIildren's Workshop
772-9524
Family Crisis Shelter
874-1197
Freeport Community Services
865-3985
Goodwill Industries of Maine, Inc.
774-6323
Holy Innocents
871-7431
Ingraham Volunteers, Inc.
874-1005
Jewish Community Center
772-1959
Kennebec Girl Scout Council
767-3317
Maine Poison Control
871-2950
Northeast Hearing
and Speech Cen ter
874-H165
Peaks Island Glild
Development Center
766-2054
People's Regional
Opportunity Program
874-1140
Pine Tree Legal Assistance/
Domestic Violence
774-8211
Portland Foster
Grandparent Program
773-0202
Portland Ministry at Large
874-2370
Preble Street Resource Center
775-0026
Regional Transportation Program
774-2666
Sl Elizabeth's Glild
Development Center
871-7444
Salvation Army
774-6304
Shalom House, Inc.
874-1~0

Southern Coastal Family Planning
874-1095
Young Men's Ouistian Association
874-1111
Youth Alternatives
of Southern Maine
874-1175
For more information, contact:
The United Way
of Greater Portland
233 Oxford St.
Portland, ME 04101
874-HXlO
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MAINE
ENVIRONMENTAL
PRODUCTS

GRASS ROOTS ACTION
Continued from front page

OIS'~BU'ons.INCOQPORAJm

"Recycled products thal
make a difference"

The gift that
shows you care!
100 sheets of 81/ Z x J 1"
for $10.50 or
61/4 X 9" for $9.50
white or ivory
recycled stationery
with 50 envelopes
and handUng)
P.O. BOX 3322

~ PORTLAND,ME04I04 ~
772-4408

Give an

Original
One-oJ-a-kind pottery
hand-made in Maine
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376 Fore St.
Portland's Old Port
Dally 9 - 9

We Have Books and More!
Check our Display Windows
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Only when concerned individuals join together in community can they overcome the paradox of localism. But one must
be cautious when choosing allies.
There are three directions in which individuals can reach for
support: up toward those empowered to help them; out to
neighbors and like-minded citizens; and down to the web of
nonhuman life that supports us, and the spirit of the life that
lives within each of us.

Reaching up: great green things

(includes tax, shipping
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BOOKS

is now located at
81 Ocean St.,
South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
U.ed & Out-or-Print Book.
We buy book., too.
tues to fri 12:30-5, .at11:30-4

As children, we were taught to go to an authority figure
when we needed help. We were taught to seek out a parent, a
teacher, an official- an adult. Things aren't so clear now that
we're the grown-ups, but the tendency to reach "up" for help
remains strong.
So we go looking for those who are bigger and stronger,
those who can put things right. We write to corporations and
ask them to change their ways. We ask lawmakers to pass laws
to protect us, and vote against those who do not. We support
those who broadcast the messages we want to hear.
It's an understandable habit. But the experience of the last
few years suggests that the powerful haven't been very helpful.
In fact, they've often proven to be part of the problem:
• Although they advertise the "great things" they're doing
for you, the chemical companies that have been polluting our
back yards for years are polluting them still. Recent cases of
"green baiting" are too numerous to list here, but the polystyrene recycling scam is a good example.
After wasting a couple of years trying to convince the public
that garbage bags and diapers would biodegrade in your
landfill (they won't, at least not during the next 300 years or so),
eight of the nation's largest chemical companies pitched in $2
million apiece toward a recycling pilot project. Amoco, Arco,
Chevron, Dow, Mobil and three others set up National Polystyrene Recycling Company to prove that the lightweight plastic
widely used in food containers (and often referred to by the
Dow trade name Styrofoam) could be recycled into other
plastics.
Last fall, National Polystyrene bought a plant in Leominster,
Mass., and began melting down McDonald's hamburger boxes.
The sponsor companies promptly bought hundreds of millions
of dollars worth of magazine and television advertising boasting about their $16 million test project
But there are a few things those ads don't tell you - like the
fact that the pilot program is failing. Remanufacturing polystyrene is not cheap: it uses just as much energy and releases just
as many harmful chemicals as manufacturing virgin plastic. On
top of that, the cost of shipping all those lightweight but bulky
hamburger boxes to Leominster makes the recycled plastic
significantly more expensive. Worse still, all but one shipment
of the melted McBoxes have been rejected as too dirty by
Rubbermaid, the planned buyer. Earlier this month,
McDonald's quit the project and said it would quit using
polystyrene.
Not that any of this has deterred the chemical companies which are still spending at least $10 on advertising for every
extra $1 they spend to keep afloat this company with neither a
supplier nor a product.
• In the face of such outright misrepresentation, you might
expect the federal government to intervene. Instead, the feds are
working to make things easier for these companies. The revised
Clean Air Act, for example, is neither the "new" nor the
"tough" bill that Georges Mitchell and Bush are calling it. The
aforementioned oil companies lobbied hard to strip the bill
clean of the automobile emission restrictions that were the
cornerstone of early versions. And, like its predecessor, it allows
large industries to pump tens of billions of pounds of poison
into the air each year. What's "new" is that this bill goes a step
further: whereas the old Clean Air Act merely sold industries a
license to pollute, this one allows a company at low production
to "sell" excess capacity in its license to another polluter thereby assuring that all the air that's been paid for gets polluted.
New state regulations are little better. The much-touted new
clearcut regulations proposed by the Maine Department of
Conservation will "restrict" cJearcuts to 250 acres - 250 acres!
And worse still, the loophole-riddled definition of a cJearcut
allows these swaths to be cut so close together that this rule
may prove worthless in protecting small-animal habitat.
• At times, the news media has served as a check on such
corporate and governmental misdoings - but not this time.
While magazines have been falling over each other to do stories
about "environmental" topics - such as the recent spate of
stories about Earth First! founder Dave Foreman - and new
environmental publications are hitting the newsstand almost
every month, few have dug into the aforementioned problems.
Their reluctance could have something to do with the fact that
the aforementioned companies have been buying the lion's

share of advertiSing. The April issue of National Geographic,
for example, carried 21 pages of corporate boasting: seven pages
were purchased by automobile manufacturers, six by chemical
companies (including companies promoting the polystyrene
scam), and one each by the timber and nuclear industries.
With print media writing fluff, will TV provide us with a
woodsy Woodward and green Bernstein? Not likely. CBS has
adopted the aura of such investigations in "E.A.R. T.H. Force," a
prime time drama that debuted in September. "E.A.R.T.H.
Force" features environmental crusaders whose mission is to
fight perpetrators of eco-crimes - but it doesn't look likely to
stay on the air. Just as weird was the TBS "Voice of the Planet"
special, in which William "Beam me up" Shatner trekked to
Nepal, where he found Mother Earth, played by Faye
Dunaway.
Each of these powerful estates - corporations, government
and the media- have made valuable contributions to public
policy in the past. But in developing an ecologically sustainable
perspective for the country's future, they are failing. What's
worse is that they have often caused - or at least worsened - the
environmental problems plaguing the back yards of those who
can do little about them. Now, their willingness to go to war to
protect this system has shown their trul1 colors.

Reaching out: the NIMBY patrols
It is easy to see that allying ourselves with the forces of our
own destruction is not healthy. What is less obvious is that in
choosing to fight against those forces, we drain our limited
resources while they drain theirs - and together we do exactly
what we endeavor to prevent.
Earth Day 1990 marked a turning point for the U.S. environmental movement it was the point at which "environmentalism" became part of mainstream American culture. But the
mainstream and the movement remain apart. The movement is
made up of many factions, most of which are small and isolated
from the few media-savvy environmental organizations. And
there are troubles at both ends of the spectrum:
• Not surprisingly, the membership rolls of the largest
environmental groups have grown like cancer during the last
few years, as has the funding. But a closer look at who some of
those members are - and where some of the funding comes
from - might cause you to think twice before counting on any
real help from these pinstripe activists.
The National Wildlife Federation is perhaps the most
shocking example. Only 22 percent of its 1988 budget of $63
million came from members. The rest was made up by corporate donations, including top polluters like Amoco, Dow, Duke
Power, DuPont, Exxon, G.M., I.B.M., Monsanto and Waste
Management, Inc. Don't let them fool you that these investments don't win returns. The revolving doors of government
and industry have begun to include the boards of groups like
the National Wildlife Federation. Other environmental groups
that have taken substantial amounts of money from major
polluters include the World Wildlife Fund, the National
Audubon Society and the Sierra Club.
Even the leaders of Earth Day 1990, which promised to
return citizen power to the environmental movement, now
appear more concerned with making money than with making
a movement Organizer Dennis Hayes, who last November
promised that the event would include follow-up aimed at
building citizen action groups, is now using his position to put
together Green Seals - not a citizen organization, but a company
that will grant approval to consumer products in exchange for a
fee. The organization plans to issue proposed standards this
month, and to begin testing products and awarding seals next
year.
.
• At the local and state levels, these and other groups are
primarily concerned with lobbying for better laws. And victories have been won here: The Natural Resources Council of
Maine was successful in strengthening this state's new recycling
law; Maine Audubon worked hard to keep the clearcut rules
from being any worse. But many activists are frustrated with
the piecemeal protection offered by these efforts; and are afraid
that these patchwork laws will provide no more shelter than the
patchwork forests these laws permit.
So it has become popular to go around the lawmakers and
take issues directly to the public. The success of Portland's 1987
waterfront referendum fueled several ambitious referendum
drives in recent years. But the failure of California's "Big
Green" referendum and the rejection of funding for the Land
for Maine's Future board earlier this month suggest that these
referenda live or die at the whim of the prevailing political
winds.
• The strongest force in the present U.S. environmental
movement is not any of the "big ten" environmental organizations, but is the dispersed power of the tens of thousands of
NIMBY - an acronym for Not In My Back Yard - groups scattered across the country. Ranging in size from handfuls to
hundreds, these groups are usually all-volunteer and often
know little - if anything - about one another. As a result, they
spend a lot of time reinventing the activist wheel, a factor which
Continued em page 12
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Praising, blaming the messlnger
In the year that has passed since the staff and I began
working on the Personal Ecology series (which concludes with
this issue), Casco Bay Weekly has been both praised and
attacked for publishing these stories.
Thirty-two CBW readers wrote to praise, criticize or add to
the series. A few readers of the other 20 alternati ve newspapers
which ran parts of the series also sent comments. All together,
about a million readers saw these articles, in publications as
small as the (now defunct) Vermont Vanguard and as large as
Utne Reader.
But the most curious and vehement response came from a
14-year-old Gorham resident, who wrote to 150 of this
newspaper's advertisers and threatened to boycott those
businesses if they continued advertising in Casco Bay Weekly.
"I was shocked when I saw that your business advertised in
Casco Bay Weekly," began the one-page, photocopied letters.
CBW's Sept. 27 article on overpopulation was specifically
criticized for its staunch support of every woman's right to
choose whether or not to have an abortion. After that came the
threat "H you continue to knowingly advertise in a paper that
takes these stands ... you also run the risk of alienating a lot of
people ... Most of them would be willing to avoid using the
services of those who sponsored it. And my group, Christian
Teen Alliance will most definitely let them know who is
advertising, and who has stopped." Some versions of the letter
also included a postscript, which promised "a list of people
who are supporting our effort."
The letters were signed: Matthew DeRienzo, Director,
Christian Teen Alliance.
Matt DeRienzo is a well-mannered boy, hesitant in his
speech but not his ideas. On the day I spoke with him, he wore
dark blue sans-a-belt slacks and a light blue shirt. He would be
a high school freshman, but his parents, Ken and Linda
DeRienzo, prefer to school him at home. Along with his older
sister Ami, they were involved in ronvincing Gorham High
School to withdraw a sexual orientation questionnaire from use
in that school. The DeRienzos, who are active in a Gorham
Baptist church, contended that the values survey promoted
homosexuality and attacked family values.
Together with his sister, DeRienzo started the Christian Teen
Alliance last summer. The letter-writing campaign is the largest
project the two have undertaken. They plan to start chapters at
several area high schools, but they nave yet to hold an organizational meeting. "It's just my sister and I, so far," said
DeRienzo, who uses their home address (95 Queen St. in
Gorham) on Christian Teen Alliance correspondence.
He said that his project was not a boycott, but merely a
campaign to make advertisers aware of "what was being said in
the paper." He refused to name his supporters, but Deane
"Stocky" Stevens - who is president of the Pro Life Education
Association (PLEA) and who drove the young DeRienzo to our
interview - said the 200 statewide members of PLEA would
support DeRienzo. When asked for the list of supporters
mentioned in his postscript, DeRienzo said, "Oh, well - I was
going to put one together."
Of the 150 advertisers DeRienzo has written, he said four
have responded: two were against him, one wanted to know
more about his group, and one promised to stop advertising in
CBW. He refused to name any of the advertisers who had
written him, including the one he claimed had stopped advertising. Casco Bay Weekly AdvertiSing Manager Holly Lynn said
she was not aware of an ad pulled as a result of the DeRienzo
letters.
'We're not on a mission to clean up the media," said
DeRienzo, who said he had not read Casco Bay Weekly before
discovering the population article. "I don't know of other
papers that have challenged my viewpoint so outright.
"Abortion is not a proper means of fighting overpopulation,"
he said, "which in my opinion is not a problem anyway."
DeRienzo said that modern abortions are just as dangerous to
the mother as those done before abortion was legalized. He also
said that the frequently quoted numbers of women who have
been injured or killed as a result of back-alley abortions are
"phony" figures, made up by pro-choice activists.
Monte Paulsen
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plays into the hands of the corporate or military polluters they
typically oppose.
Besides their sheer numbers, the strength of the NIMBY
patrols is in their well-focused missions. Each group targets a
specific problem or project. Standish Townspeople Opposed to
Pollution (S.T.O.P.), for instance, has been committed to
cleaning up a toxic lagoon left by GTE Standish. Clamshell
Alliance has spent two decades fighting the Seabrook nuclear
power station. But whether they win or lose, these specific
targets are also a weakness: now that GTE has agreed to clean
up the lagoon, S.T.O.P. has lost much of its steam; now that
Seabrook Station is on line, Clamshell is losing support.
Of greater concern is the selfishness of the NIMBY premise:
move it somewhere else and we'll leave it alone. The typical
NIMBY group consists mostly of educated, middle-class white
people. When such a group is successful in moving an undesired project out of its "back yard," the polluter often simply
takes the pollution to another - usually less educated, less
affluent and less white - back yard. In this way, the NIMBY
patrols have become a racist factor within the environmental
movement.
The services of all of these groups are valuable. But no matter
how effecti ve their actions, they tend to come after the back
yards get polluted, after the problem merits study and publicity, after the legislature fails to act, after the problem exists. Like
a hospital consisting of only an emergency room, reformoriented environmentalism can do nothing until it is too late.
Meanwhile, the sickness lingers outside the hospital doorsbeyond the reach of community groups - gaining new ground
and readying for the next battle.
This is the paradox of localism: local environmental (and
economic, and cultural) problems almost always originate
elsewhere, and therefore cannot be solved at the local level - but
the local community is the only place they can be solved.

Reaching down: the grass roots
"Environmentalism has always been a human-centered
movement that viewed the environment as something out there
that we had to save for ourselves - for ourselves because it was
our environment," complains activist Jamie Sayen. "It became
an ego trip to be identified with such noble, selfless labor.
Yuppies loved to view themselves as saviors of the environ-

ment. It became a party - but no one bothered to notice that the
guest of honor was dying."
Sayen, a radical ecologist involved with the New Hampshirebased biodiversity group Preserve Appalachian Wilderness
(PAW), continues: "This is not a party; it's a holocaust ... We are
in the midst of a holocaust, and environmentalists are running
around with Band-Aids. At least if they threw a teaspoon of
water on the conflagration we could console ourselves that they
understood the nature of the problem."
But it is exactly the nature of the problem that prevents wellmeaning individuals in business and government - and within
the mainstream environmental movement - from understanding
the problem. These lost do-gooders are too close to the forest to
see the trees: as part of the prevailing power structures, or as
part of large organizations committed to working within those
structures, they rarely notice that those structures are failing to
solve the problems - and they are utterly blind to the fact that
those structures are often causing the problems.
This blindness has caused these environmentalists to consistently confuse symptoms -like oil spills and global warming with problems -like the unquenchable thirst for oil. Though
they are passionate about fighting the symptoms, they look like
fools, running around with Band-Aids while the forest bums.
Citizen groups suffer a similar blindness. Though they can
see the sources of the pollution in their back yards more clearly,
they don't know who their allies are. Some continue to reach
up, and in so doing they play into the hands of the polluters.
Others reach out, massing armies of activists for quixotic
battles. But both groups fail because the communities they build
are too anthroPQcentric. They talk about "grass roots" organizations - but they don't listen to the word.
Ecological activists need to build community not only with
other people, but also with the real grass roots - the roots of the
grass! No natural community consists of only one species. Our
very existence is built on a complex web of interrelationships
between the many plants and animals that sustain our air, food
and water. No definition of community that does not include
these neighbors will be complete; and no environmental
struggle that does not consider their fate will be successful.
Overcoming one's anthropocentrism and building community with our ecosystems redefines environmental issues in a
way that makes them solvable. Once I understand the relationships on which my neighbor species depend for survival, J
cannot define my back yard as anything less than the entire
watershed - from the White Mountains to the Georges Bank.
Once I broaden my back yard to include my bioregion and the
oceans and skies that support it, then protecting my back yard

becomes a broader strategy - and NIMBY-style activism is
transformed into a useful means of protecting my community.
Indeed, a protest undertaken by such a community could lend
an entirely new meaning to the idea of biological warfare.
Consider the impact of living simply within your own back
yard - for example, the decision to eat organic, locally grown
food instead of processed food. Of course, the local farmer and
grocer will fare better. But more important, the large corporations that threaten my back yard will fare worse: none of my
money will go to the oil companies that make agricultural
chemicals and fertilizers, none will go to the oil companies that
make the polystyrene packaging, none will go to the oil companies that profit when the food is trucked all over the country,
and none will go to the oil companies that own the comer foodand-gas store where I didn't buy my food. And, in addition to
providing me with more nutrition, the local food probably cost
me less money - which means I had to spend less time earning
money, which, for most people, means less time spent as an
accomplice to the power structure that threatens my back yard.
And the changes that follow from such a simple reformation
of human consciousness extend well beyond the present
environmental struggle. Once we are no longer outsiders in the
natural community, we are free from alienation and the need to
dominate other species. Ecologist John Seed explains it this way:
"'1 am protecting the rain forest,' develops to 'I am part of the
rain forest protecting myself. I am tha t part of the rain forest
recentl y emerged into thinking.'"
This year-long series has been an attempt to think like a
forest. In community with the forest, we are like all other
species: we simply exist.
But unlike the forest, we do not exist simply.
Living simply - not "saving the Earth" - is the challenge of
the new decade.

Monte Paulsen is Editor & Publisher of Casco Bay Weekly.
He sometimes behaves more like a plant than an animal.

"The Glacial E"atic" is a journlll about the ecological health of the
bioregion that includes northern New England. It is published quarterly
(more or less) by Preserve Appalachum Wilderness, RFD 1, Box 350,
N. Stratford, NH 03590. Subscriptions are $12.50 a year (and worth
more), but they'll send you a free sample cupy if you request one.
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A few trees worth reading:
No one can gain an ecological education apart from the land.
Back before folks moved around so much - say, 500 years agomost people knew the land they lived on. They learned from
their elders, who learned from their elders, and so forth. But
Western cultures have lost the habit of listening to elders. As a
result, books have become to modem culture what elders are to
more rooted people: vessels of experience and wisdom.
There are many good books on ecology. The selections below
have been chosen for their contributions to ecological thought
and their significance to this bioregion. If you're searching for a
gift to give during this solstice season, consider these ecological
classics. Trees died that these books might be printed, but in
these books lay the seeds for a green future.

"How Can One Sell the Air?"
Any serious contemplation of ecology in this bioregion
should begin with the Native American perspective, expressed
succinctly by Chief Seattle in his now-famous 1851 speech. An
excellent reprint is available from The Book Publishing Company, Tenn., 1988.

"Walden"
Henry David Thoreau's classic account of his life at Walden
Pond. It's worth prowling the used bookstores for a wellthumbed version of this environmental classic. Houghton
Mifflin has been printing a cheap paperback version for years;
and in 1975 published a "Selected Works of Thoreau" - which
also includes "The Maine Woods."

"My First Summer in the Sierra"
John Muir's strong love for the Sierra Nevada range of
California was perhaps best expressed in this book, first
published by Houghton Mifflin in 1911. Muir's writing has been
reprinted in many formats, including the excellent "Ten Essays
on Wilderness," by Peregrine Smith Books, Utah, 1980.

"Sand County Almanac"
More than any other, this book sowed the seeds of the
modem ecology movement. Aldo Leopold was a forester who
underwent a dramatic conversion from the shallow resourcemanagement mentality to become an early spokesman for
wilderness and ecological diversity. First published in 1949,
"Sand County Almanac" is a collection of homey but insightful
stories. Ballantine published a paperback version in 1986.
Oxford University Press published a commemorative edition in
1989.

"Silent Spring"
Rachel Carson's cry against shortsightedness and greed
documented the ecological consequences of pollution, pesticides and overpopulation. Credited with the ban on DDT, Silent
Spring remains an inspiration after 25 years in print. Less wellknown but equally important is Carson's "The Sea Around Us."
Both were published by Houghton Mifflin.

"Turtle Island"
Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Gary Snyder named this
bioregionallandmark "Turtle Island," after the name given in
Native American creation myths for the continent we call North
America. The book is a cross-fertilization of ecological and
Buddhist ideas, and it concludes with Snyder's 1969 manifesto
to deep ecology, entitled "Four 'Changes.'" New Directions,
N.Y., 1974.

"Desert Solitaire"
Although Edward Abbey is more well-known for his outlaw
novel "The Monkey Wrench Gang," which expresses his outlaw
philosophy through the adventures of four defenders of canyon
country, "Desert Solitaire" is a more reflective, insightful book.
It is perhaps the most beautiful ode yet written to the American
West. Touchstone Books, N.Y., ]970.

"The Unsettling of America"
Wendell Berry is a poet and farmer from Port Royal, Kentucky, who advocates a return to traditional farming. He decries
the destructive effects of agribusiness on the environment and
on social fabric of rural America. Be warned: he argues that the
environmental crisis is ultimately a crisis of morality. Sierra
Club Books, San Francisco, 1977.

"The Green Alternative"
Brian Tokar is a Vermonter who is active in both the Green
and Bioregional movements, and who writes a regular column
for Boston-based Zeta magazine. This is the most comprehensive study of environmental activism in North America, and it
includes complete notes and sources. R & E. Miles, San Pedro,
Calif., 1987.

"Ecological Revolutions: Nature,
Gender & Science in New England"

Ten key values
Changing your attitude toward your home bioregion and the
species you share it with is an ongoing process. There are no
"10 things you can do to change your relationship with the
land." But you can change the attitude you take toward everything you do. This attitude is well described by the "10 Key
Values" adopted by the U.s. Greens, who continue to ask these
questions within their loose network of local groups.
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STORIES
OF
PASSION

Ecological wisdom
How can we operate human societies with the understanding that we are part of nature, not on top of it? How can we live
within the ecological and resource limits of this planet? How
can we build a better relationship between cities and countryside? How can we guarantee the rights of nonhuman species?
Grass roots democracy
How can we develop systems that allow and encourage us to
control the decisions affecting our lives? How can we ensure
that representatives will be fully accountable to the people who
elected them? How can we return to traditions like civic vitality,
voluntary action and community responSibility?
Social responsibility
How can humans respond to suffering in ways that promote
dignity? How can we encourage people to commit themselves
to lifestyles that promote their own health? How can we resolve
interpersonal and intergroup conflicts? How can we encourage
such values as simplicity and moderation?
Nonviolence
How can we develop effective alternatives to our current
patterns of violence, at all levels, from the family and the street
to nations and the world? How can we use nonviolent methods
to oppose practices and policies with which we disagree, and in
the process reduce the atmosphere of polarization that is itself a
source of violence?
Decentralization
How can we restore power and responsibility to individuals,
institutions, communities and regions? How can we encourage
the flourishing of regionally based culture, rather than a
dominant monoculture? How can we reconcile the need for
regional self-determination with the need for the centralized
regulation?
Community economics
How can we redesign our work structures to encourage
employee ownership and workplace democracy? How can we
restructure our economic system to reflect the wealth created by
those outside the formal economy: those who work at
parenting, housekeeping, gardening, volunteering, etc.?
Post-patriarchal values
How can we replace the cultural ethics of dominance and
control with more cooperative ways of interacting? How can we
promote the building of respectful and responSible relationships across gender lines and other divisions? How can we
learn to respect the inner part of life as much as the outer
activities?
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Respect for diversity
How can we honor cultural, ethnic, racial, sexual, religious
and spiritual diversity within the context of individual responsibility to all beings? How can we reclaim our country's finest
shared ideals: the dignity of the individual, democratic participation, and liberty and justice for all?

Because social ecology and bioregionalism build on the basic
desire to care for all living things, feminism is an intrinsic part
of these movements. Feminist scholar Carolyn Merchant has
penned a provocative ecofeminist analysis of the historical landuse patterns in New England. Chapel Hill, N.e., ]989.

Global responsibility
How can we be of genuine assistance to grass roots groups
in the Third World? What can we learn from such groups? How
can we cut our defense budget while maintaining an adequate
defense? How can we reshape world order without creating just
another enormous nation-state?

Although not original sources, there are three more books
worth mentioning. All three resemble textbooks, with essays
and analyses compiled from various sources: "Deep Ecology:
Living As If Nature Mattered," Bill Devall and George Sessions,
Peregrine Smith Books, 1985; "Healing the Wounds: The
Promise of Ecofeminism," edited by Judith Plant, New Society
Publishers, Philadelphia, 1988; and "Home! A Bioregional
Reader," New Society Publishers, 1990.

Future focus
How can we induce people and institutions to think in terms
of the long-range future, and not just in terms of their
short-range, selfish interests? How can we encourage people to
develop their own visions of the future and move more effectively toward them? How can we make quality of life, rather
than open-ended economic growth, the focus of our thinking
about the future?
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A stocking
stuffer to make
her eyes sparkle!
reg. $10.95

Now $8.99

distributes 23,000 papers free
of charge every Thursday.
No persun may take more than one
of each issue without the
permission of Casco Bay Weekly.
Additional copies of the current
issue and/or most back issues may
be purchased for $1 each at the
Casco Bay Weekly office.
Domestic subscriptions are mailed
3 rd class and are $40lyear,
payable in advance.
Office hours are Monday 9-7 p.m .•
Tuesday through Friday 9-5 p.m.
and Saturday 12-3 p.m.

Casco Bay Weekly
is published by
Casco Bay Weekly, Inc.
Dodge D. Morgan, president.
Entire contents e 1990.

Casco Bay Weekly
551A Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101
2077756601
fax: 775 1615
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Casco Bay Weekly is a member
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On this day exactly one
year since the demise of the
Berlin Wall, symbolizing the
end of the Cold War, and
exactly 52 years since
Kristallnacht, the first
coordinated and widespread
use of terror by the Nazis
against German Jews just
prior to the outbreak of
World War II, the world
again is poised for war.
References to Iraq's Saddam
Hussein as a modern-<lay
Hitler are as commonplace as
are references to the appeasement of Hitler in 1936, a tactic
which, we are reminded.
made the Second World War
all but inevitable. While I am
encouraged by reference to
history as a repository of
collective knowledge which
might suggest pOSSible
solutions to current problems. I am dismayed by the
selective reading of that
history to support a course of
action which has apparently
already been decided.
Today, just two days after
a major off-year election in
which the national political
landscape was insignificantly
changed, President George
Bush has unilaterally decided
to send another 200,000
American troops to the
Persian Gulf region. This
move unquestionably
changes the nature of this
mission from a defensive
force, protecting "American
interests" (a thinly veiled
euphemism for oil) in Saudi
Arabia and the Emirates, to
an offensive force with the
capability to remove Iraqi
troops from Kuwait forcibly.
Who has sanctioned this
reversal of roles? Why isn't
Congress asserting its
constitutionally mandated
power "to declare War ... and
make Rules concerning
Captures on Land and
Water" (Article I, Section 8)?
Where is the press who so
often are credited with
"bringing the Vietnam War
into our living rooms" in the
1960s and 19705, thus
hastening the end of that
nightmare? Is it more newsworthy to "cover" a war than
to help prevent one? In this
regard praise should be given
to the clear and impassioned
criticism of our new offensive
posture in the Gulf by Liberal
Mark Shields on a recent
edition of the MacNeil-Lehrer
News Hour, a criticism that
was supported by his
conservative colleague David
Gergen and by host Jim
Lehrer. It was an all·too-rare
moment in broadcast journalism.
I don't want to sound
entirely peSSimistic, because I
believe there are signs of
reawakening among Americans. Levels of opposition to
our deployment of this huge
number of soldiers. even
before any deaths by "hostile
fire." are already much
higher than opposition to
similar deployments in
Indochina before large-scale
combat deaths. Some '1essons" from Vietnam have, I

15

believe,beenlearned,and
many now have a sense of
"Here we go again." Cliches
and slogans should not be
acceptable in answer to the
tough questions that must
now be asked. before the
bullets. missiles and gas
canisters start to fly.
To what extent is the
deployment of American
troops to Saudi Arabia the
result of a failure to pursue
conservation and alternate
energy sources in the 1970s
and especially in the 198Os,
thus increasing our reliance
on imported oil over these
years from roughly 25
percent to 50 percent of our
energy mix?
Why did President Bush
wait until Congress was in
recess and the election over
before making this significant
shift in policy? Has the
diplomatic route and negotiation been thoroughly exhausted, or for that matter
has negotiation been attempted at all?
It may seem to an objective
observer that Iraq's motives
under Hussein were at least
as defensible as those of the
United States in its invasion
of Grenada under Reagan
and Panama under Bush.
This is not to justify either of
these actions, but rather to
place them in perspective.
Will we be forced into an
offensive policy (the real
word is war), because of the
very presence of over 400,000
troops, as some conservative
military analysts have
recently predicted, despite
their stated objective of
preventing war? Does the
recently announced shift of
active service units from
Western Europe, especially
Germany, signal a permanent
redeployment of American
troops to the oil-rich Arabian
peninsula now that the Cold
War has apparently ended?
Can anything truly be
debated once hostile fire has
commenced?
Will President Bush ever
give the American people his
rationale for this massive,
expensive and potentially
deadly action? If the
President's real rationale is to
protect "our way of life," i.e.,
cheap petroleum, how can we
as a law-abiding and democratic nation claim this
resource as our own when it
clearly lies beneath the soil of
another country?
Finally, to all those now
contemplating the possibility
of war in the Middle East, the
most difficult question of all
must be addressed: Is this a
cause for which you are
prepared to see your daughters and sons, your husbands
and wives die, along with
those of your Iraqi counterparts? Is this a cause for
which you would feel it
"sweet and proper to die for
your country"?

~/a..~
~chaeIC.Connollr,;
South Portland

The Casco Bay Weekly Calendar: 10 days and more ways to be
Informed, get Involved and stay amused.
Submissions for Entertainment Weekly sections must be
received In writing on the Thursday prior to publication. Send
your Calendar and LIstings Information to: Ellen L1burt, Casco
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress., Portland, ME 04101.
$5. Put on your black slacks,
your darkest sunglasses and
let the CKQ give you an
out-of-booty experience.

• Gigantic jazz: The Charlie
Kolhase Quintet, a progressive jazz unit consisting of
off-duty members of
Boston's cri ticall y
acclaimed Either
Orchestra, will
perform tonight
at 9 p.m. in the
CafeNo,20
Danforth St.,
Portland.
Tickets are

What child Is this? He ain't
"Greensleeves, " honey.
See November

• Sublime
blues:
Johnny
Clyde

Copeland,
sometimes
called
"The Texas
Twister,"
the "International Ambassador of the
Blues" and
"Mrs.
Copeland's
son,
Johnny" is
going to
do some
big, soulshredding
things
tonight at
Raoul's

Roadside Attraction, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. The
show starts at 9 p.m., and
tickets are $8. The tables up
front are reserved for those
persons with good cardiovascular health. For more
information, caIl 773-6886.
• Operetta after dark:
USM's music and theater
departments present
Sondheim's "A Little Night
Music" tonight at 7:30 p.m.,
Saturday (Dec. 1) at 7:30
p .m. and Sunday (Dec. 2) at
5 p.m. in the RusseIl Square
Theater on the USM
Gorham campus. (See
Concert listings for other
dates and times.) Tickets are
$7; $4 for students. For more
information, call 780-5483.
• Open art: The people at
F.O. Bailey, 137 Middle St.,
Portland, are celebrating a
gallery full of new art
tonight with an opening
from 6 to 9 p.m. Meet
artists Lisa IXlnnarrigo,
Marty Chabot, Lisa
Dombek, Nick Humez, Padi
Mayhew Bain, Cindy
Mcguirl, Orlando OliveraNajara, Jay Piscopo, David
PoIlock, Steven Priestly,
Larry Plass and Lee
Rosenblum. See their
paintings, photography,
jewelry, glass, pottery,
handwoven blankets and
smiling faces. For more
information, call 774-1479.

• Walking/talking heads:
Get the "inside story" on
Christmas/Hanukkah/
Saturnalia fashions from
WGME-TV news personalities Felicia Knight and
Mindy Todd at the Starlight
Foundation of Maine
Holiday Fashion Preview, 3
p.m. at the Woodlands Club
in Falmouth. Several area
boutiques and clothiers will
showcase upscale fashions.
Tickets are $20, and can be
obtained by calling 8465068 or 781-5310. Proceeds
benefit the Starlight Foundation of Maine, which
grants the wishes of critically, chronically and
terminally ill children.
• Act fantastic: Auditions

• Kids books: Barbara
Cooney, author and illustrator of Island Boy and many
other children's books, will
discuss (and sign copies 00

How wild
were the WJlve!sT'
See December 1.

Friday Night Dance Party

How To Trim
Your Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials
Haddock

18+
Chern Free

in a Chive
Vermouth
Sauce

$9.95
ctJe3P81

tnan a movie

One of many entrees under $10
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IfJTI~1r~m
"THE COLLECTION"
''THE DUMBWAITER"

by Harold Pinter
Nov 23

to

Dec 16

for The Fantasticks will be
held this evening at 6 p.m.,
and at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow
(Dec 3) at The Center for the
Arts at the Chocolate
Church, 804 Washington St.,
Bath. Required: You should
bring sheet music to the
audition, and you should
either be fantastic or be
capable of soon becoming
fantastic. Call 443-9507 for
more information.
• Meet the greens: The
Greens, Maine's progressive
and ever-active environmental political party, are
(is?) holding a state-wide
"Organizing Meeting"
today at 1 p.m., Mary Lowe
Coffeehouse, Colby College,
Waterville. Join a movement that is actually in
motion! For more information, call Tom Noblesmith at
282-0091.

• Be impressed: Judith
Sobol, Director of the Joan
Whitney Payson Gallery of
Art and all-around art
history wizard, will give a
lecture this evening at 8
p.m. entitled "French and
American Impressionism:
An Overview." By some
coincidence, this lecture will
be given in the Joan
Whitney Payson Gallery's
Ludcke Auditorium. There
will even be a reception
following the lecture in the

MTVI

Zootz Fridays - Stili only
31 FOREST AVE. - 773-8187

(\lasun. lh,ll is . .. )

C-A-F-E BOOKSTORE

called "Preschool Winter
Collages" today from 11
a.m. to noon. Preschool
children can create their
own "winter-wonderland"
montage with a variety of
child-safe materials. The
Children'S Museum of
Maine is located at 746
Stevens Ave., Portland. For
more information, call 7975483.

• The USM Dept of Community Programs is sponsoring a seminar entitled
"Local Area Networking: A
Seminar for Business and
Technical Professionals"
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
today at the Holiday Inn by
the Bay, Portland. The
seminar will provide
practical, in-depth information on planning, purchasing, implementing and.
managing LAN's_The cost
is $100 for the full day; $60
for half a day. Group rates
are available. For more
information, call 874-6500.

• Feets-on training: USM
Lifeline offers a "Hands and
Feet Massage Workshop"
from 6:30 p.m. to 9 p.m. this
evening in USM's Payson
Smith Hall, Falmouth St.,
Portland. Christina Lyons, a
certified massage therapist,
will teach beginners and
experienced participants to
identify appropriate massage strokes for maximum
relaxation and/or stimulation, and to perform those
relaxing, stimulating strokes
correctly. The workshop fee
is $16; preregistra tion is
required. For more information and free brochure, call
USM Lifeline at 7804170.
• On-stage benefit: The
Casco Bay and Port of
Maine Chapters of the
American Business
Women's Association are

throwing a "Steel Magnolias" benefit/theater party
this evening at 7:30 p.m. at
the Thaxter Theater (420
Cottage Rd., South Portland). A reception begins at
7:30 p.m.; the curtain goes
up at 8 p.m. (Proceeds from
this performance will go to
scholarship funds that
benefit local, budding "steel
magnolias.") Tickets are $15
each. For tickets and further
information, call Kathy
Bascom at 797-7388.

• The Portland Symphony
Orchestra presents "The
Magic of Christmas," a
yuletide concert featuring
singer-actress Karen
Stickney, WGME-TV's Jeff
Barnd, The Parish Ringers
(directed by Ray Cornils)
and the l00-voice Magic of
Christmas Chorus tonight at
8 p.m. in the Portland City
Hall Auditorium. (See
Concert Listings for other
concert dates.) Discount
tickets will be available to
seniors, full-time students
and groups of 10 or more.
For more information, call
773-8191.
• The Portland School of
Art presents the Annual
Holiday Sale of fine arts and
crafts by the faculty, staff,
alumni and friends of PSA
from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. today
(Dec. 7), and from 10 a.m. to
4 p .m. tomorrow and
Sunday (Dec 8 & 9) at the
Baxter Building, Portland
School of Art, 619 Congress
St., Portland. For more
information, call 775-3052.
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What kind of animals does
this guy consort with?
See December 8.
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GET HAPPY
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OUR

.sat 12/1

Solve a Hilarious Mulder Mystery
over a Four Course Dinner!
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9-5p.m.
• Great Gifts
• Demonstrations
• Refreshments

The Scott Reeve8 Trio

Mark Polishook: piano
Ben Street: bau
Scott Reeves: trombone

NEW FROM CHRONICLE BOOKS
• great grub
also available
• great wine
·sun 1212
Frida Kahlo cards & Calendar
Open Jazz Jam
Wed&. Thurs'ru8PM,Sund.ys 12·5.
.wed 12/5
20 danrorth 4at. •
K • B arry S aun d ers ...
.~t
555 CONGRESS STREET
"Cu I Doc
772-811
PORTLAND. 761·3930
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dents. This is the guy who
made all those spooky
recordings of saxophone/
wolf pack duets. Really
interesting and intriguing
stuff! For more information, call 782-7228.

The Vintage
Repertory Theater pre.enls
lunesco'8 "The Lesson"

with
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• thurs 11129
Tbe Fabulous
Cbarlle Koblhue quintet
• fri 11/308:30 p.m. $5.00
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CHRISTMAS
SHOW & SALE

Keeping you at th,e
top 0' the food cham!
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• Seasonal sounds: The
Paul Winter Consort
perfonns and evening of
world music and New Age
jazz tonight at 8 p.m., Saints
Peter and Paul Church,
Lewiston. Tickets are $14,
$12 for seniors and stu-

.
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RAFFLES

161-1119
58 Pine Street 773-8223

• Eco-bio stereo: Hear two
of the region's environmental bigwigs speak this
evening at 7 p.m. in the
Student Center Amphitheater, USM Portland Campus. Gary Lawless,
bioregionalist, writer and
poet, will speak on "leaving the Borders Behind."
John Rosenbrink, a national
Greens spokesperson and
professor of ecology and
political science at USM,
will speak on "Greens, the
Politics of Transformation."
For more information, call
874-6598.
• Acute fruit: Desperate
Avikadoz will bring their
particular (or should I say
"peculiar?") brand of folk/
rock fusion to the College
Room, USM Campus Center
(Bedford Street, ortland)
today from 5 to 7 p.m. This
(free) concert should be
liberating, refreshing and
very delicious. For more
information, call 874-6598.
• Tots montage: The
Children's Museum of
Maine presents a workshop
Available at

SSG munchies
4-6 pm

.

same place. Hard to believe? Utterly true! We
swear! The Joan Whitney
Payson Gallery is located on
the campus of Westbrook
College, 716 Stevens Ave.,
Portland. For more information, call 797-9546.
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Baker's Table

Half the price of other II1der 21 clubs

And alot more /un than
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her latest book, "Hattie and
the Wild Waves," from
noon to 2 p.m. today at
Harbour Books, 40A
Lafayette St., Yarmouth (at
Lower Falls Landing). For
more information, call 8466306.
• Kids crafts: Children can
catch up on their holiday
gift-making at the Portland
Museum of Art's Holiday
Workshops, where they
will create objects with a
western theme: quiltinspired cards, ornaments
and hand-printed bandana
scarves. The workshops
will be offered at three
different times for ages
seven through twelve:
today (Dec. 1) from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m.; and next
Saturday (Dec 8) from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m., and from
1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. The
workshops are $8 each for
museum members and $10
for non-members (supplies
included). Additional
children at the workshops
are $5 each. (The Museum
has scheduled workshops
on Dec. 6 for children ages
three through six. See For
Kids listings for further
information.) Prepayment
and preregistration are
required. For further
information, call 775-6148.

\'1\ \l~
\THURSDAY8
HAVE ARRIVED!

Fresh music from the world's
greatest dance clubs, spun by Dale
Charles, D.J. from Boston's
hotspot - The Hub Club.
EVERYTHURSOAY

Only at ZOOTZ
31 FOREST AVE • 773-8187
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WHAT'S WHERE

Three Weavers

Studio Sale

OmtinlU!d from 10-.u.y CALENDAR

Sara Hotchkiss
Alida Landry
jody Meredith

SILVER
SCREEN

Friday, November 30 4-8pm
Saturday, December 1 10-Spm
RUGS' CLOll-IING • ACCESSORIES

615 Congress St. #301
diagonally across from Portland Museum of Art

871-1426

• FA B U LOU S.

Holiday Open House
December 1 & 2
Saturday & Sunday

•

Complimentary
Refreshments & Balloons

arty GoodsaCut Flowers
NEW shipment of Bonsai

the
free parking
130 St. John St.- Portland

761 .. 1580

Pure, understated
style in 14K gold
and sterling silver

d. cole jewelers
10 Exchange Street
Portland
772-5119
Sunday 1 1-6
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Monday through Saturday 10-9

Avalon Diroctor Barry Levinson returns to
Baltimore, where he filmed 'Diner' and
"Tin Men,' aHer making the geographically diverse "Good Moming, Vietnam'
and 'Rain Man." Levinson's latest movie
is an autobiographical account of three
generations of an immigrant Jewish
family living in Baltimore.
Child'. Play 2 John Lafia's sequel about
a murderous doll named Chucky, who
must kil an innocent child to reduce his
time in purgatory. Really.
Dance. With Wolve. Kevin Costner is a
gentle hippie in a Civil War soldier's
body. He communes with one-dimensional, stereotypical New Age versions
oftheSioux Indians, who give himarealcool, nature-boy name.
flight of the Eagle Three men pilot a
balloon from Sweden to the North Polesounds like a good idea, right? - and
freeze to death. But, hey! They have a
heck of a Ume before that happens. With
Max Von Sydow, Gorgan Stangertz and
Sverre Anker Ousdal.
Ghost Patrick Swayze ptays a dual rolecorpse and ghost - in a somewhat banal
story about the underworld afterlife. Demi
Moore ishis worried, bereft girlfriend and
Vincent Schiavelli is an experienced
poltergeist who shows Swayze the
ghosUy ropes.
Henry and June Henry Miller, June Miller
and Anais Nin launch a (small) sexual
revolution in Paris. Fred Ward, Maria De
Madeiros and Uma Thurman.
Home Alone Mom and dad forget to hire
a babysitter and suddenly it's a game of
burglars versus I'infant terrible. With Joe
Pesci and Daniel Stem .
Jacob'. Ladder Man is trapped between
awful reality and ugly unreality as he
searches for sanity in NYC. With Tim
Robbins, Elizabeth Pena and Danny
Aiello.
The Kraya Twin brothers rule London's
underground during the 1960s. Dirocted
by Peter Medak, with Billie Whitelaw,
Tom Bell, Steven Berkoff and Kate
Hardie.
Longtime Companion A small group of
friends, seen one day each year in the
decade of the '80s, gets ever-smaller as
AIDS takes its toll. With Stephen Caffrey,
Brian Cousins, John dossett, Mark
Lamos, Mary-Louise Parker and Cambell
Scott.
Memphl. Belle Matthew Modine stars in
this movie about a World War II bomber
crew on its final mission.
Miller'. Croaslng A ponderous tribute to
the morally ambiguous crime drama of
Dashiel Hammett by Ethan and Joel
Coen. With Gabriel Byrne, Marcia Gay
Harden, John Turturro, Jon Polito andlast but not leastl - Albert Finney.
Misery Paul Sheldon (James Caan) is a
writer of romance novels who has a I~tle
accident in the Colorado wilderness breaks both of his legs, in fact - and is
imprisoned by one of his 'biggesr fans
(Kathy Bates). Dirocted by Rob Reiner.
Mr. Deatlny Jim Belushi plays a man who
wonders what his life might have been ~
he hadn't struck out in a high school
baseball game.
The Nlllunol HlatDr)' of Parking Lola A
not-too-attentive father hands his rebellious teen over 10 his even more rebellious older brother for disciplining.
Thanks. Dad I With Charlie Bean (b.
Wyatt) and Ch3Jles Glenn Taytor.
The Nutcracker Prince Animated story
of a young girl who dreams ofa fairyland,
, the Mouse King and the Nutcracker
Prince - a love interest, see? Featuring
the voices of Kiefer Southerland, Peter
O'Toole and Phyllis Diller and the original
Tchaikovsky Nutcracker score .
Predator 2 An alien takes on Los Angeles
drug punks. With Danny Glover and Gary

Busey.
The Aeacuera Down UnderBemardand
Miss Bianca, crime-stopping rodents of
the 1977 Disney release The Rescuers,
do " again - in Australia. Featuring the
voices of Bob Newhart and Eva Gabor.
Rave,..1 of Fortune Claus von Bulow is
tried and convicted of murdering his wife
in a three-ring legal circus. With Jeremy
Irons, Glenn Close and Ron Silver.

Nickelodeon

Cinema City

Temple and Middle streets,
Portland.
772-9751
AU times through Dec. 6
Fri & Man- Thu: first, third and
fourth shows
Sat-Sun alt shows
Jacob'a Ladder (R)
1 :20,3:55,7:10,9:50
(through Nov. 29)
MIae'Y(R)
1 :20, 3 :55,7:10,9 :50
(from Nov. 30)
Danc_ WIth Wolv. . (PG)
12:45,4:15,7:45
Th. Rescuen Down Under (G)
1 :10,4 :20,6:55,9 :15
Predator II (R)
1 :30, 4:00, 7:20,9 :45
Rocky V (PG)
1 :40,4:10,7:30, 9:55
Hen'Y and June (NC 17)
1, 3 :40. 6 :50, 9 :30

Bradtee's Plaza
Exit 8, Westbrook
854-9116
Listings run through Nov. 29

General Cinemas

Call ahead for movies and times.
Wltch_(PG)
Mat Sat-Su n 1, 3
Jacob'. Ladder (R)
7:15,9:15
Mat Sat-Sun 1:15, 3:15
R..cu. . Down Under (G)
7,9
Mat Sat-Sun 1, 3
Jacob'. Ladder (R)
7:15,9:15
Mat Sat-Sun 1 :15, 3:15
Memphl. Bell. (PG)
7 :15,9:15 only
Dances WIth Wolves (PG)
Sun-Thu 8 pm only
Fri-Sat 6 :30, 9 :30
Mat Sat-Sun 1:15, 3:15
Predator II
7 :15,9:15
Mat Sat-Sun 1:15, 3:15

Maine Mall

Maine Mall Road, South

Portland

774-1022
The Nutcracker Prince (G)
1 :15,3:15, 5 :05,7,9
(through Nov. 29)
1:15, 3 :15 (from Nov. 30)
Rev.rsal of Fortune (R)
4:50,7:10,9:30 (from Nov. 30)
Thr. . Men and a Little Lady
(PG)
(playing on two screens) :
1:30, 4, 7, 9 :20
12:45,3,5:15,7:35,10
Chlld'a Play 2 (R)
1:15,3:15,5:15, 7:15,9:15
Home A1on. (PG)
12:45, 3, 5 :20, 7:40, 10
Whit. Palace (R)
1,3:15,5:30, 7:45,10
Qhoat(PG)
1 :30, 4:15,7,9:50

EvenIng Star

The Movies
10 Exchange St, Portland
772-9600
Th. Flight of the Eagl.
Nov. 28-0ec. 2
Wed-Fri 7, 9:15
Sat-Sun 1, 7
Longtime Companion
Dec. 1-4
Sat-Sun 3 :15, 9 :15
Mon-Tue 7, 9
Th. Natural History
of Parking Lots
Dec. &-9
Wed-Sat 7, 9
Sat-Sun Mat 1

Moose Alley
46 Marli<et St., Portland
774-5246
Dec. 4
Total Recall (R)

9pm

Tontine Mall , Brunswick
729-5486
Miller'. CroNlng (R)
Call ahead for times

Rocky V Sylvester Stallone is reunited
here with original Aockydiroctor John G.
Allildsen. Rocky Balboa is in debt to the
IRS, but too mush-brained to climb back
into the ring. Real-life boxer Tommy
Morrison becomes Rocky's protege,
which doesn't sit well with Rocky Jr.,
played by real-life son Sage Stallone.
Sibling Rivalry Carl Reiner's comedy
about a housewife's affair with a stranger
with a (fatal) heart condition. With Kirstie
Alley and Carrie Fisher.
Th.... Men and a Little Lady In this
sequel to Three men and a Baby, the
baby (Robin Weisman) is now five years
old and her mother (Nancy Travis) has
moved in with the boys. Mommy and
Tom Selleck fal in love. What comes
next? Spellbinding.
Total R.call Arnold Schwarzenegger
loses his memory on Mars. Wouldn'
you? Discomfited by this experience,
Arnold kits a lot of colorful people in
colorful ways.
Whit. Palace Susan sarandon is a waitress on the poor side of town andJames
Spader is the younger man in her life,
WIIc,," Based on a story by Roald Dahl,
"Witches' is a contemporary fairy tale
about witches who tum children into
mice. The story has a perverse appeal.
The sultry and cold Angelica Huston is
cast In the rote of a witch. Nicolas Roeg
promises to uncover chikllood fears in
the same unrelenting way he looked at
loneliness, doubt and other grown-up
fears In movies like 'Insignificance;
'Performance' and 'Track 29.' Playing
against these expectations, unfortunately, is the creator of those adorable
muppets, Jim Henson. If 'The Witches'
were just about the witches It would be
better. Roeg takes a perverse pleasure
in watching the witches torment children.
Huston plays the roie of the Grand WHch
superbly. She's ruthless and hideous,
the ultimate lOrrnentor. The special effocts that show her wearing her true
colors are marvelous.

From Good Home. (rock) Moose Alley , Salutea. 20 M ilk St. Portland. Open nightly
46 Market St. Portland. 774-5246.
until t am. No cover. 774-4200.
Tonto's Big Idea (rock) Old Port Tavem , Bounty. 200 Riverside St, Portland. Fri11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
days, 18+. Open Fri-sat until 3 am. Opens
Sun-Thu at 8 pm. 772-8033.
JohnnyCIyd. Copeland (blues) Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave, Portland . 773-6886.
T,Blrd'., t 26 N. Boyd St, Portland. FriSwift Icecubea (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
Sat Dancing '50s & '60s, Wed Con temporaries. 773-8040 .
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627.

SATURDAY 12.1

SUNDAY 12.2

Monday Night Football Wide Screen
TV (culture) Moose Alley, 46 Market St.
PorUand, 774-5246 .
Monday Night Football Wide Screen
TV (culture) Old Port Tavern, 11 Moulton
St, PorHand. 774'()444 .
Open Mic Night, Raoul 's ,865ForestAve.
PorUand. 773-6886 .
Monday Night Football Wide Screen
TV (culture) Spring Point Cafe, t75
Pickett St, S . Portland. 767-4627.

CLUBS
THURSDAY 11.29
Charll. Kolha . . Qulnt.t Oazz) Cafe No,
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8t 14.
Zane Michael Rav.n (acoustic)
Horsefeathers, 193 Middle St, PorUand.
773-3501.
F1aall Allen (piano) Little Willie's, 36 Market St. Portland. n3-4500.
Pal Live (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891 .
Hot Cherry PI. (rock) Moose Alley, 48
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Savoy Tru1'IIe (rock) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. n3-6886.
Tonto'. Bit Ide. (rock) Old PortTavem,
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-044".
SwIft Icec:ubea (rock) Spring Point cafe,
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4827.

FRIDAY 11.30
Mr. Mojo'. Big Night 0' BI,," (b~)
Blue Moon, 425 Forest Ave, Portland.
871-0663.
Vlntag. Rep.rt0'Y Company,
loneaco'. "Tbe L • ....,,· (theatre of
the absurd) Cafe No, 20 Danforth St,
Portland. n2-81 t".
Barry ArvIn Young Bend (rock) Dry Dock.
84 Commercial St, Portland. 774-3550.
SWInging BecIoulna, Think Like Alta
(rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Porland.
772-7891.
Blue Roota (Blues) Horsefeathers, 193
Middle S1. Portland. n3-3501.
Scott Oa"'.yTrio Oazz) Little Wilie's, 36
Market St, Portland. 773-4500.

CONCERTS STAGE
FRIDAY 11.30

Mr. Mojo'. Big Night 0' Blues (blues)
Blue Moon, 425 Forest Ave , Portland.
87t -0663.
Scott Aeevea Trio Gazz) Cafe No , 20
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8t t 4.
Darien Brahm. (rock) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial St. Portland. 774-3550.
Left Nut, Knuckle Sandwich (rock)
Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland. 7727891.
Karaoke (lip sync, interactive entertainment) Horsefeathers. 193 Middle St,
Portland. 773-3501.
Scott Oakley Trio (jazz) Little Willie's, 36
Market St, Portland. 773-4500 .
Johnny Clyde Copeland (blues) 9 pm,
From Good Home. (rock) Moose Alley ,
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest
46 Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
Ave, Portland. Tickets: 58. 773-6886.
Tonto'. Big Idea (rock) Old Port Tavem, Chrl.tlne lavin, John Gorka, patty
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
larkin & David Wilcox ·On A Winter'.
Archang.1 Jazz Band Bane1lt (jazz)
Night,· (folk) 8 pm, First Parish Church ,
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 773425 Congress St, Portland. Tickets are
6886.
$10 in advance. 773-6205.
Pat P.pln Project (rock) Spring Point Portland String Quartet North Coast
Cafe, 175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767Lights by Kay Gardner, Quartet in B Flat.
4627.
'Sunrise· by Haydn and Brahms' Quartet in A minor (classical) 8 pm. Tickets:
$12, $6 for kids under t2 and for seniors
over 65.761-1522 .
Bowdoin College Community Or'
chestra and Chamber Choir (classiCafe No Jazz Jam, open jam session with
cal and choral) 7 :30 pm in Pickard The rhythm section (byo jazz) Cafe No, 20
ater, Memorial Hall, Bowdoin College.
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8t t 4.
Brunswick. Works by Stephen Storace,
Sonny Paul Blues Band Open Jam
Beethoven, Mozart and Van Buren . Free
(blues) Geno's, 13 Brown St, Portland.
and open to the public. 725-3747.
772-789t .
Rand)' Bean & Company Gazz) 8 pm, the
Darien Brahm. (rock) Gritty McDuff's,
Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St,
396 Fore St, Porttand. 772-2739.
Bath. Big Band era selections from
In.lde Out (rock) Old Port Tavem , t t
Johnny Mercer, Duke Ellington, Cole
Moulton St, Portland. 774'()444.
Porter and the Gershwins, as well as
Sunday Brunch In the Ballroom, feainstrumentals featuring guests Gerry
turing a Classical Duo, Portland Regency,
Wright, Jime How, Les Harris Jr. , Don
20 Milk Street, Portland . 774-4200.
Doane and others. Tickets are $8 in
Unplugged Concert. Acou.tlc mualc.
advance or anyllme for seniors and
no cover. Tonigh t: Curt Bessette, Lazy
children, $10 at the door. 442-8455.
Mercedes, Random Notes. Raoul's , 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.

MONDAY 12.3

TUESDAY 12.4
Blue Roota (blues) Gritty McDuff's, 396
Fore St, Portland. 772-2739 .
Total Recall (movie) Moose Alley , 46
Market St, Portland. 774-5246.
The Walt.,. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Rlc:k Ma,.te,. Jazz and Vocala (big
band jazz) Salutes in the Portland Regency, 20 Milk St, Portland. 774-4200.
Open Mike Night with Peter GI._on,
Spring Point Cafe, t 75 Pickett S1. S.
Portland. 767-4627 .

SATURDAY 12.1

Bob Franke (blues) 8 pm, USM's Luther
Bonney Auditorium. Tickets $6 advance,
$8 at door, kids half price. 773-9549 .
Archangel Jazz Band (jazz) Benefit concert. 9 pm, Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave,
Portland. Smallcovercharge. 775-2494.
Boreall. Wind Quintet (chamber music)
8 pm at The Chocolate Church, 804
Washington St, Bath . Selections from
Gershwin'S Porgy & Bess, Bernstein 's
West Side Story and Tschaikovsky's
Suite from Music for Children . Tickets:
$t 0, $8 for seniors and children. 4428455.
The Mu.lc Educator'. Jazz/Jam
..... Ion (jazz) 2-4:30 pm, Verrillo's
Restaurant, Exit 80fthe Maine Tumpike,
Portland. Special guest: Joe Lanamme,
saxophonist. 846-9741 .
Handel'. M . .aiah: Portland Concert
Aaaoclatlon with the M . . .lah 0 ....
cheatr. (choral) 8 pm in Portland City
Hall Auditorium. Tickets are $25, $20,
$t 5 and $10. 772-8630.

SUNDAY 12.2

Handel'. Me•• iah: Portland Concert
Associalion with the Meul'" Orcheatra (choral) 3 pm in Portland City
Hall auditorium. Tickets: $25, $20, $15
and $10. 772-8630.
Windham Chamber Singe,. (choral) 3
pm, St. Joseph's College on Sebago
K.Barry Saundera Band faaturlng
Lake in Standish . Christmas concert by
Alan N....w(jazz) Cafe No, 2O Danforth
29 Windham High School students.
St. PorUand. 772-8114 .
Tickets : $5 general admission, $3.50 for
Worry DoIIa (rock) Geno's, t3 Brown St,
Children and seniors. 892-6768, ext. 456.
Portland. 772-7891.

WEDNESDAY 12.5

C ....lc: Ken Grlmal~, Jer,
emy Lealer, Curt a.a..tte (acoustic)
Horsefeathers, t 93 Middle St. Portland.
773-3501 .
Bachelor Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 46
Market St, PorUand. 774-5246.
The Walt.,. (rock) Old Port Tavern. 1 t
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444.
Red Light Revue (rock, r&b) Raoul 's, 865
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886.

Portland Symphony Orchestra (clasSical) MagiC 01 Christmas yuletide concert will include singer-actress Karen
Stickney, WGME-TV 's Jeff Barnd, The
Parish Ringers dirocted by Ray Comils
and the tOO-voice Magic of Christmas
Chorus. 8 pm, Dec 7. Portland City Hall
Auditorium. Other performance dates:
Dec 8, 2 :30 and 8 pm; Dec 9 , 2 :30 and8
pm; Doc 13, 8 pm; Dec 14, 8 pm; Dec t5,
2:30 and 8 pm : Doc 16, 2 :30 and 8 pm.
Tickets are $25, $23, $20, $16 and $9.
Discounts available to seniors. fUll-time
students and groups of to or more. 7738191.

~tlc:

TUESDAY 12.4

The Collection and The Dumbwaiter,
two one-act plays by Harold Pinter, will
be presented by Mad Horse Theatre
Company from through Doc 16. Tickets
are $14 Thurs-Sun, $t5 Fri-Sat, with a
$2 discount for seniors and students.
955F Forest Ave. PorHand. For more
information , call 797-3338.
Hana Chrl.tlan Ande....n will be presented by the Portland Lyric Theater on
three consecutive weekends beginning
Nov 16. This seldom-seen stageshow is
based on the Danny Kaye movie, and
features lyrics and a score by awardwinning Frank Loesser, including songs
such as Thumbelina and Wonderlul
Copenhagen. Performances arescheduled for Fri and Sat eves, with Sun
matinees at 2:30. 176 Sawyer St, S.
PorHand. Call box office to reserve tickets : 799-1421 or 799-6509.
A Liltle Night Music by Stephen
Sondheim Performed by USM theatre
students and Opera Workshop. Nov 30
and Dec t and Doc 5 through Dec 8 at
7 :30 pm, Dec 2 and Dec 9 at 5 pm.
USM's Russell Hall, Gorham. $7 public,
$6 USM staff, $4 students. 780-5483.
Myatery Cafe: Portland'. Only Dinner
Theater Solve a hilarious murder mystery over a four-course dinner. Fridays
and Saturdays, 7 pm, TheBaker'sTable,
434 Fore St, Portland. For more information , call 863-1035.
Schoolhouse Arls Center presents The
Best Christmas Pageant Ever, a story
about a family of juvenile delinquents
who bully their way into being cast in the
lead roles in achurch'sannual Christmas
pageant. For audiences of all ages. The
show runs fromNov3Q-Dec 160n Fridays
at7 pm, saturdays at 2 pmand7 pm, and
Sundays at 2 pm. Alt tickets are $4.
Reservations can be made by calling
642-3743. The Schoolhouse Arts Center is located half a block north of the
intersection of routes 114 and 35 in
Sebago Lake Village .
Steel Magnolia. Theater Party FundRaiserThe Casco Bay and Port of Maine
Chapters of the American Business
Women's Association will hold a party on
Doc 6 at 7:30 pm, at Thaxter Theater
(420 Cottage Rd, S. Portland). A reception begins at 7:30 pm: the curtain goes
up at 8 pm for Steel Magnolias. Tickets
for this entertaining evening are $15
each, with proceeds benefitting local
scholarship funds. For tickets and further
information , call Kathy Bascom at 7977388.
Velveteen Rabbit The st. Joseph's College Theatre Guild, in conjunction with
Windham Center Stage Theatre, will
present seven performances of this
musical which follows the adventures of
a toy rabbit as he tries to become real.
Doc 8 through 15, with matinee, evening
and dinner theatre performances available. Cost is $5 per ticket, free to preschoolers and senior citizens. The dinner theatre perforrnanceon Dec 8 is$15.
St. Joseph's Theatre, SI. Joseph's College on Sebago Lake in Standish. For
additional information or to make reservations for the dinner theatre performance , call 892-3052.

AUDITIONS

AudItion. for The Fanta.tlcu will be
held at 6 pm, Doc 2 and at 7:30 pm, Dec
Bowdoin College Chorale (choral) 7:30
3 aIThe Center for the Artsatthe Chocopm, Bowdoin College Chapel, Brunswick.
late Church. 804 Washington Street,
Highlights from Handel's Messiah and
Bath. Bring sheet music to audition. Call
Four Songs for Women's Chorus by
443-9507 for information.
Brahms. 72&-3747.
Deeperate Avlkedoz (folk-rock fusion) Audition. for G.org Buechn.r'.
Woyzeck - to actors needed, six men
&-7 pm, College Room, USM Campus
and six WOmen. Dec 8 from 1-5 pm, at
Center, Bedford Street, Portland. Free.
the Where House, 29 Forest Ave, be874-6598.
tween Zootz and The Euro Cafe. Production dates Jan 24-26 and Jan 31-Feb
Zootz. 31 Forest St, Portland. Wed :
2. There will be some pay based on ticket
Progressives, Thu : Live Music. Fri: Post
sales. For more information, call 772Modern - Chern Free: Sat: Cutting Edge
9640. n you are interested but cannot
Dance; Sun : Request Night. 773-8t87.
make it to the audition, call Hanan Baker
The Paul Winter Consort 1218 (world
The Moon, 425 Fore St, PorUand. Open
at the above number. He has copies 01
music) 8 pm, Saints Peter and Paul
nightly, 8 pm on ... Fri-Sat until 3 am. No
the script available for reading.
Church, Lewiston . Tickets $14 general
cover. 871-0663.
public, seniors/students $12. 782-7228.
ConlinlU!d on prlgt 20

DANCING

UPCOMING

NANCY
MARGOLIS
GALLERY

HOLIDAY

199 0
The gallery where you will find
wonderfully unique imaginings in all
sizes and prices.
Holiday Hours:
Monday through Saturday 10-6, Sunday 12-5
367 Fore Street

Portland, ME 04101

207.775.3622

"

:·. Stein
GAil FRY
-1

CONTEMPORARY GLASS

GERALDINE
AN TI Q U EWOLF
lie E STATE j(W El iY
Mon . . Sat. 10:30 . 5; Sun. 12 - 4
16 MILl< STREET
PORTlAND, MAINE 0.101
101 - 774 - 8994

Holiday Sale and Open House

BLOCK PARTY
1 Danforth St. to 53 Danforth St.
Meet the Makers, the Movers and
the Shakers in Portland's New-Port
neighborhood. Join with them for a
weekend of celebrating the season.
Refreshments will be served.
Ample parking is available.

Sat. December 1, 10:00

to 5:00

Sun. December 2, 12:00 to 5:00.
Amity Antiques. Books Yes
Cafe No. Richard Wilson
Danforth Gallery. Peter Spano
Grace Degenaro. Maralyce Ferree &
Options • Lori Gottlieb Axelson
Connie Hayes. Libby Lyman
The Muse Press. Picture Deuxville
Port Auto Body. Fran Shanley
Spurwink Signs. Taylor Sign
Bradley Wiseman. Giobi's • Star
Foundation. Autohaus Mark Merrill

20 Ozsco BAy VWekly

November 29,1990

DON'T

WAITIsgg
3
MONTHS
ONLY
FULL

MEMBERSHIP

ART

beginning

Dec. I, 1990

NO INITIATION FEE ... EVER!

Portland ARegency
HEALTH CLUB

20 MILK ST.· OLD PORT 871-7054

p resen ts - - - - - -

CHRISTINE LAVIN
JOHN GORKA
PATTY LARKIN
DAVID WILCOX
_ in concert _

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 30 8:00 PM
FIRST PARISH CHURCH

425 Congress Street, Portland

•

·tlckets·
$10.00 in advance at
RECORD EXCHANGE, Pordand
MACBEAN'S, Brunswick • ~I STKAWBERIUES
$12.00 at the door
INFORMATION: 207

Classic
Rock

N'

RoU

OPENING
The An Gal ..ry lit Six DeerIng st....t.
PorUand. The Spirit 01 Christmas: recent
paintings 01 Charles Burdick. Marguerite
M. Lawler and Phyllis Woll Wilkins.
Preview and reception lor the artists Nov
30 Irom 6-9 pm allhe historic George M.
Harding House. decorated lora Victorian
Christmas. Open house to visit with the
artists Dec 1 Irom 11 am-5 pm. Gallery
hours: 11 am-5 pm Tue·Sat the first two
weeks 01 the month;therealler. by chance
or appl. m·9605.
The Baxt_ GIII..ry, PorUand School 01
Art, 619 Congress St, PorUand. Faculty
Exhibition. through Dec 21. Public Reception Nov 29 Irom 5-7 pm. Gallery
hours:Tue-Sun 11 am-4pm,onThurstili
9. Free admission. 775-3052.
Danforth Gllilery, 34 Danlorth St. Portland. Prints lor Peace, a benelit show
and sale lor Very Special Arts Maine.
Artwork will include woodengravings,
etchings. limitededitionsandmonoprlnts
by 20 Maine artists. Very Special Arts is
a non-profit organization dedicated to
dell9loping enrichment programs in all
the arts lor people with and without disabilities. Reception at the gallery on Dec
1 from 3-6 pm. Hours: Tue-Sun, 12-5
pm, through Dec 23. 775-6245.
E)yerUbr.ry, York Institute Museum. 371
Main St, Saco. Art For Every Parlor: The
Sculpture 01 John Rogers, opening Dec
5. Hours: Tue & Wed 1-4 pm. Thu 1-8
pm. 282-3031.
F.O. Bailey. 137 MiddleSt, Portland. New
art in the lorm 01 paintings. photography.
jewelry. glass. pottery and handwoll9n
blankets. Artists showing include Lisa
Bonnarrigo. Marty Chabot. Lisa Dombek,
Nick Humez. Padi Mayhew Bain. Cindy
Mcguirl, Orlando Olivera-NaJara. Jay
Piscopo, David Pollock. Steven Prieslly,
Larry Plass and Lee Rosenblum .
Opening from 6-9 pm. Nov 30. For more
inlormation. call 774-1479.

AROUND TOWN

Randy Aromando (left) .nd w.1t Dunlap (right) In
"The Dumbwaiter"

Pinter Squared
On Nov. 23, the Mad Horse Theatre Company opened a three-

week run of Pinter Squared, a pair of one-act plays by Harold
Pinter; 'The Dumbwaiter" (directed by Michael Howard) and
'The Collection" (directed by Cynthia Barnett). It was a lovely,
queasy, nervous-making evening - true to the Pinter tradition.
'The Collection" concerns the human problem of verification everybody lies about love! - in the context of protean sexuality everyone is capable of everything. Bill, live-in lover of wealthy
textile designer Harry, has had a heterosexual interlude with
Stella - at least, he says he has. Stella says he has, but then her
husband, James, says he has and then says he hasn't. Has he? Did
she? And why does the (ostensibly) jealous, hetero-husband
James linger so ardently in Bill's parlor?
In "The Dumbwaiter," two hit men await their next job in the
basement of an abandoned resturaunt while orders for increasingly rare gourmet foods arrive via a dumbwaiter. Pinter's script
alternates moments of high, nervous humor with macabre slices
of sick tragedy, a one-two punch that is more often endured by
audiences than enjoyed. (It should be noted that Pinter fans
swallow the bitterness of his work and then line up for more. His
manipulations are as wonderful as they are evil.)
The cast of 'The Collection" - Tony Owen, Michael Rafkin,
Lew-Ann Leen and Donald Jellerson - acquitted itself in trouper
fashion, but was occasionally seized by a Slight, first-night
paralysis that left me a little cold .
And Ms. Barnett's directorial approach often placed her desire
to please the house between the playwright and his audience.
Pinter is funny; he is extremely double-damned funny. But much
of the unfunny language included by Pinter to gradually build a
"theatre of menace" was lost in a purely comic delivery, which
reinforced the audience's tendency to giggle out of place. "The
Collection" is most certainly not a confused comedy .
There were also a few minor physical directions that were
uncomfortable to watch. For instance; early in the play, Bill
(played by Donald Jellerson) leans "casually" up against a
doorjamb while juggling a double handful of tapes prior to
selecting one to play. Try this yourself; it's about as natural and
easy as scratching your scalp with your kneecap.
'The Dumbwaiter" suffers equal amounts of effectiveness and
misdirection. Walt Dunlap's Ben is an ingeniously hypocritical
and laughably moralistic "professional" killer. Randy
Aromando's Gus is a perfect idiot: wonderfully analytical about
things like tea and "crisps" (potato chips), and utterly stymied by
his shoelaces. I felt that I could safely sell this man the Brooklyn
Bridge.
But the pauses in the dialogue, intended by Pinter to convey
things beyond the words themselves, were often rendered by the
cast of 'The Dumbwaiter" as neutral breaks between sentences.
Even the noncommunication that takes place between the quick
(Ben) and the not-so-quick (Gus) has a set vocabulary of facial
expressions and body English that silently continues the conversation, Dumb incomprehension is a coherent statement of selfaware stupidity - a statement that the cast failed to make.
Having said tha t, both casts and directors should be congratulated for not" Americanizing" the EngliSh, and for preserving the
beautiful chaos of Pinter's scripts. If the Mad Horse brain trust
can only be persuaded to back off on the volume a little - the
sound/music track is unbearably loud and "dramatic" - they
should have a very successful run.

Barrldott Gllileri. . , 26 Free SI. Portland. Paintings by Sigmund Abeles
through Dec 1. Nso at the gallery is a
selection 01 19th- and early 20th-century
American paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10
am-5 pm, sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011.
Congre.. Square G.llery. 42 Exchange St. Portland. Holiday exhibition
01 small paintings by gallery artists in all
media lor holiday gilt-giving. Also on
exhibit will be hand-colored photographs
by David Kloplenstein, sculpture by
Carmen Melito and Melita Brecker.
Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, 11 am-6 pm;
Sun . 11 am·4 pm; evenings aller
Thanksgiving. For lurther inlormation,
call 774-3369.
D..,forth Gallery, 34 Danlorth St. Portland. "The Maine Artists' Space: an
exhibit 01 works by emerging artists
through Nov 29. Hours: Tue-Sat 11 am5 pm. 775-6245.
0..., Velentg.s Gallery, 60 Hampshire
St, PorUand. Island Portfolios: an exhib~
01 color woodcuts completed on
Vinalhaven Island, Maine. during the
summer 01 1990, by Charles Hewitt,
Alison Hildreth and Katarina Weslien.
Gallery hours : Thu 12~ pm, Fri-SatI25 pm. Sun 12-4 pm. or by appl. 772W.D. Cutlip
2042.
Dlmora. 26 Exchange St, Portland. Mixed
media collages by Lori Austill and portrait photography by Kevin Wells through
Nov 30. Open daily. 775-7049.
Element. G.llery. 56 Maine St, AahleyLeonardaon, 57A BrackeltSt, first The Pine Tr.. Shop .nd Bayvl_
Gallery, 75 Market St, PorUand . lmages
1Ioor. The Martini Show, an art opening
Brunswick. Art to Wear: one-ol-a-kind
01 Porttandin Watercolor: George"Bear"
01 original graphic design, pastels, porand out 01 the ordinary clothing. jewelry
Blake. Through Nov 30. Special Holiday
traits. drawings and sculpture by Ashley
and accessories. Wearable art lor winShow, featuring Santa sculptures and
Leonardson. Irom 5-9 pm on Dec 1.
ter, holiday dressing and gilts with conwatercolors by Robert Stapleton . Nso
Therealter. gallery open on saturdays
temporary style and wit lor men and
on
exhibit are watercolors by Carol
pm
lor
the
month
01
December.
lrom
5-9
women . Through Jan 16. Gallery hours:
Sebold and black and white photographs
For more inlomnation, call 761-4696.
Mon-Sat , 10 am-5 pm; Sun, 12-5 pm in
of Maine by Neal Parent. Show runs
December. 729-11 08.
The Many H.nd. Gallery (the back room
Irom Dec 1-31 . Gallery hours: Mon-Sat,
in
Basics),
537
Shore
Rd,
Cape
ElizaEv... G.llery, 7 Pleasant St. Portland.
10 am-6 pm; through Christmas, Sun,
beth .Open House Dec8& 91rom lOamBlack and wh~e photographs by George
12-4 pm. For more inlormation, call 7735 pm. For more inlormation, call 767Daniell through Dec 1. Hours: Tue-Fri 10
3007.
4016.
am-6 pm, Sat 11 am-4 pm. 879-0042.
Greenhut G.II.r.... 146 Middle St,
Portland. Holiday Group Showing consisting 01 all new small works by 20
Maine artists. Through Dec 31 . Gallery
hours; Mon-Sat, 10:30 am-5 ;30 pm. For
more inlormation, call 772-2693.

Portl.nd MUMUm of Art, Sell9n Con- New England Foundation for the Arts
gress Square, Portland. 'Perspectill9s:
oilers support lor artists working in crafts,
photography and experimental media.
Celebrating the Contemporary,'Ieatures
the work 01 six contemporary Maine
Two grant programs, theNEFAINational
artists: Dozier Bell, Katherine Bradlord.
Endowment lor the Arts Regional FelAlison Hildreth. Frederick Lynch , William
lowships lor the Visual Artists and the
Manning and Abby Shahn, through Dec
New Forms Regional Initiative, areavail2. "Rellections olthe Built Environment, "
able lor individual artists throughout the
New England region in 1991. The first
an exhibition 01 31 paintings. drawings,
sculpture and ceramics on loan Irom the
will award 10 awards in cralts and lOin
pemnanent collection. Exhibition demphotography this year. All awards will be
onstrates how. over the past century.
lor $5,000. The second will support the
architecture has continued to playa dicreation 01 new work by emerging and
lesser-known artists in the contempoverse role in art. both as imagery and as
a physical presence assuming a sculp rary and traditional arts. Six to 12 awards,
ranging Irom $2,000 to $5,000, will be
turallorm. Through Jan 20, 1991. 'The
distributed. The deadline lor submisArtist's Model,' an exhibit that concen trates on the human lorm and examines
sions for both is Jan . 31,1991. Program
the relationship between artistandmodel
guidelines and application lorms are
is on view through Feb 17. Hours: Tueavailable by contacting the New EnSat 10-5; Sun 12-5; Iree on Thu eves, 5gland Foundalion lor the Arts. 678
Massachussetts Ave., Cambridge, MA,
9. For more inlomnation . call 775-6148.
02139; telephone (617) 492-2914. lnlorPortl.nd Public Libr.ry, Monument
mation and assistance may also be obSquare . Portland . "The Art olillustration :
tained by contacting any 01 the six New
Works by Sylvia Orchard and Nantz
England state arts agencies.
Comyns" through Nov 29. Hours; Mon,
Wed and Fri. 9 am-6 pm; Tue and Thu.
12-9 pm; and Sat, 9 am-5 pm. 871-1700.
The Stein Gallery. 20 Milk St, Portland.
James Holmes' blown glass vase lorms
in abstractlruit shapes, through Nov 30.
Stephen Nelson and Daniel Gaumer's
interpretations in glass 01 impressionist
paintings. Dec I-Jan IS, 1991 . Gallery
Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-6 pm, Sun 12-5
pm. 772-9072.
Thom •• Mo.er C.blnetm.ker'. Book Signing at Harbour Books Barbara
Showroom . 415 Cumberland Ave,
Cooney, author and illustrator 01 Island
Portland. An exhibition olquilts by Maine
Boy and many other children's books,
artists Debb Freedman and Barbara
wi. discuss her latest, Hattie and the
Smith through Dec31 .Showroornhours:
Wild Waves, 12-2 pm, Dec 1. 40A
9 am-5 pm, Mon-Thu . 774-3791 .
Lalayette St. Yarmouth (at Lower Falls
USM'. AREA Gallery. Campus Center.
Landing) . 846-6306.
96 Falmouth St. Portland. Dutch Treat: Dioxin in Maine'. Rlvera:MichaelGough
Perceptions 01 Holland, a group show 01
Irom the Ollice 01 Technology Assessmixed media through Dec 15. Gallery
ment 01 the U.S. Congress. will speak.
Hours: Mon-Fri 7 am-I 0 pm. Sat-Sun 10
Dec 1 Irom9 am-noon. Also. on Dec 6 at
am-l0 pm.
7 :30 pm, Our Toxic and Hazardous
Waste: Who Cleans Up? Who Pays?
These issues will be addressed by an
environmental lawYer, a prolessor 01
environmental studies and environmen tal lawyer, and an environmental histoM.lne Audubon Society, Gilsland Farm.
rian. Both events will be held in the Beam
118 U.S. Route 1. Falmouth . Exhibit 01
Classroom. Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin
wildlife wood carvings and sculptures by
College, Brunswick. For more inlomnaDavid Smus 01 Pownal through Dec 2.
tion , call 725-3000.
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5
Energy Conservation CI..... The
pm. 781 -2330 .
Energy Conservation Divisionolthe Dept
Portl.nd School of An's Visiting An·
01 Economic and Community Develop1st Serl. . pre.ent. Lis. Yuakavage.
ment will conduct a series 01 workshops
painterlprintmaker, at 7 pm. Dec 6, the
on energy conservation this fall. Upon
Baxter Building, 619 Congress St, Portcompletion olthe workshop, participants
land. Admission is Iree. 775-3052.
will receive a certificate lor a 50 percent
Thom.s Memorl.1 Library, 6 Scott Dyer
rebate up to $200 lor weatherization
Rd, Cape Elizabeth . Bernice Madinek
materials, energy efficient fighting prodGlixman will display a selection 01 her
ucts and heating system maintenance.
sculpture through Dec 8. 799-1720.
The REAP workshops will be conducted
University of Southern M.ine Art
through area adult education programs.
Gllilery, Gorham. USM 's Art Faculty
Contact your locat Adult Education Didisplay their work Irom Nov 29-Dec 13.
rector or the Energy Conservation Divi12 noon-4 pm, Sun-Thu ; closing recepsion at 289-6000 lor workshop times and
lion 4-6 pm, Dec 13. Free and open to
places nearest you .
the public. 780-5009.
G.ry Lawl ... , bioregionalist, writer and
poet, will speak on "LeaVIng the Borders
Behind." John Rosenbrink, a national
Greens spokesperson and prolessor 01
ecology and political science , will speak
on "Greens, the Politics 01 Translormation" 7 pm. Dec 4. Student Center Amphitheater, USM's Porlland Campus.
Gr. .n Political Party State-Wide Organizing Meeting. 1 pm, Dec 2. Mary Lowe
Coffeehouse, Colby College, Waterville.
Call Tom Noblesmith at 282-0091 for
lurther inlormation.
Langu.ge Tabl. . Ior people who wantto
leam how to speak French . German ,
Annu.1 Holiday S.le of Item. by
Russian or Spanish. The USM Dep't 01
Portl.nd School of An laculty, stall
Foreign Languages and Classics at the
alumni and friends. Dec 7 (2~ pm). Dec
Portland campus has scheduled stall
8& 9 (1 Oam-4 pm) , at the BaxterBuilding.
members to help people. The sessions
Portland School 01 Art, 619 Congress St,
are scheduled lor weekday alt's and
Portland. 775-3052.
early eve's through mid-December.
An R.ttle The Mu.eum Guild of the
Members 01 the public who are interPMA will hold a raffle leaturing prizes
ested in finding out more about this serincluding luxurious getaways. A trip lor
vice and where each table meets can
lour to Disney World. a weekend at
call 780-4290.
Northeast Harbor. a weekend in Boston Loc.1 Are. Networking The USM Dept
including lour tickets to a Bruins game
01 Community Programs will be sponand a trip lor two to Bermuda are among
soring "Local Area Networking ; A Semithe prizes. The rallie drawing wi! be held
nar lor Business and Technical Proleson the evening 01 Dec 2 at the Guild's
sionals' on Dec 51rom 8 :30-4:30 at the
holiday benefit . Raffle tickets will benelit
Holiday Inn by the Bay. 88 Spring St,
the Portland Museum 01 Art and are
PorUand. The day will proVide practical.
$1 00 each . Call 797 -5565 lor ticket inlorin-depth inlormation on planning, purmation .
chasing, implementing and managing
Docent Training The Portland Museum
LAN 's. The cost is $100 lor the lull day;
01 Art is seeking enthusiastic women and
$60 lor hall a day . Group ratesare availmen to participate in its volunteer Docent
able . Call 874-6500 for a brochure.
Training Program. beginning in January Maine Audubon Public Educ.tlon
011991 . Dooentsare trained guides who
Program on RecycllngMaineAudubon
provide tours lor school students and
Society is offering a series 01 one-day
other members 01 the public; they also
worikshops lor teachers and community
work at the front desk 01 the museum
leaders. The workshops are designed to
providing inlomnation and visitor services.
provide basic inlomnation on resource
Please call 775-6148 lor lurther inlomnause in nature and human society; ' how
tion and an application lorm. Application
to' inlormation on recycling, reusing and
deadline is Dec 1, 1990.
reclamation; hands-on activities, demThe Joan Whitney Payson Gallery of
onstrations and problem-solving. These
An. Westbrook College. Portland . Lecworkshops are Dec 1 at Bonney Eagle
ture - French and American ImpresHigh School in West Buxton and Jan 5 at
sionism: An Overview, by Judith Sobol,
the Maine Audubon Headquarters in
Director. the Joan Whitney Payson GalFalmouth. Fee is $25. For more inlomnalery 01 Art. 8 pm, Dec 3, Ludeke Auditotion, call 781 -2330.
rium. Reception 7-10 pm. Dec 3. 797Cc"ti"""d 0" p<lge 22
9546.

SENSE

Join in the 1990 HOUDAY CEI.EBRATION
at the Portland Museum of Art
Annual lighting of the Copper Beech Tree
Thursday, November 29 from 3:00 - 5:30 p.m.
Festivities include free admission,
refreshments, caroling, and
performances. Celebrate the season
with a Portland tradition I

Santa Arrives
Sunday, December 9 at noon
Watch for him in front of the Museum!
Special performances inside following
Santa's visit.
Made possible by The Portland Newspapers.

David J . Wertin
in association with

The

GREAT
NORTHEAST
PRODUCTIONS, tNC.
presents

Indigo
Girls

Thurs., Dec. 13 • 8PM
PORTLAND EXPO
Advance tickets available at all T1CKETRON outlets Including Cumberland County Civic Center
Box Office in Downtown Portland;
The Record Exchange (Old Port);
Strawberries Records
(Maine Mall).

OUT OF TOWN

Tlcke.. avatlabte at Expo Box
omce on day of .how only.

~

GOOD E.GG

CAFE

Th(r Im,t a ki mn ... if's'

a vi~1 d~fvop, full of Ymarcfsai'ld ro~fial 'rvury! That s- vJry I~L~' I _-:-~
r leave -the crokl~ tv -I\'zilvll't:C
rlsk~takl~, tnrl)l-sukl~

pros:

1te kl~ KIVljs aVId kwce¥ls t{t
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whatalooVt you 7

Photo Christmas Cards
20 cards with envelopes

~'l~li.£i

7.99 ~gl~r ~O~~ative

Ready in just 5 days
or your cards are free!*
Cards can also be made from your color Print or slide
for an add~ionat 2 .99.
Christmas card orders accepted through December 11 , 1990.
"Ask in store for details.

.......~. . . .~........~. . . .,... Register to Win a Bike
in time for Christmas!
Enter a drawing to win a 10 speed Huffy touring bike.
See details at counter.

11-......................16. . . .16. . . . . .

30 City Center, Portland • 772-7296
71 US Route 1, Scarborough • 883-7363

cs:

o"cr ,Q~ "~'''''''cVl

22 CAsco Bay Wukly

NOtIf!mber 29, 1990
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HELP

Mark the joyous start to the
holidays with Handel's
Messiah performed by
Portland's Choral Art Society,
the Messiah Orchestra and:
Andrea Mathews, soprano
Kenneth Fitch, countertenor
Frederick Urrey, tenor
John Osterdorf, bass

SAT., DEC. 1, 8PM'" SUN., DEC. 2, 3PM
Portland City Hall Auditorium

,

Tickets: $22/18114/10

\

I

!

I

Portland Concert Associatioo
262 Cumberland Avenue
Portland, Maine 04101
Sponsored by

@

772·8630

New England Telephone

..

AYE CARUMBA!
SALUTES IS GETTING
HOT!
THURSDAY

lEX MEX HAPPY HOUR
FRIDAY

HOT UN" SPICY HAPPY HOUR
free buffet & drink specials both nights

S\LUTES
II"

I E Ei+.

AT THE PORTLAND REGENCY
Corner of Milk & Marker 5rrcers • Appropriate Dress Only
(

I

I

D('cember7, 8, 9, 13 , 14 , 15, 16

Magic of

Porllalld City Hall ALldlioriLlm

Christmas
Portland

Symphony

The R_. Grow BesIde the Or.... It.,
May Barton'. N_ Engl ....d, a lecture
by Brad Daziel, professor of English at
Westbrook College, will be delivered
from 7-8:30 pm on Dec 4 at Westbrook
College Library, Maine Women Writers
Collection. S1evens Avenue, Portland.
Admission is $ 10. For pre-registration or
further information, call 797-7261, ext.
263.
A Soclall.t View on the Chang .. In
E. .t.rn Europ. Southern Maine
Democratic Socialists of America will
hold a public meeting at which Bogdan
Denitch - chair of the annual Socialist
Scholars Conference, contributing writer
to Dissent magazine and vice-chair of
the Democratic Socialists of America will speak at 7:30 pm. Nov 29, in the
Portland Public Safety Bldg, 109 Middle
Street, Portland. Free admission.
Start Your OWn Busln... Workshop
Portland SCORE, Service Corps of Retired Executives, a volunteer organization supporting small business, will hold
a workshop covering all important considerations in starting a bUSiness . including how to organize . budgeting ,
marketing and record-keeping. Nov 29,
at the Score offICeS at 66 Pearl St.
Portland. For more information and reservations, call 772-1 147.
St.ve Luttrell. poet, editor and musician, will read from his newty published
collection of poetry, The Green Man and
OtherPoerns, 7:30 pm, Nov29,at Rallies
Cafe Bookstore, 555 Congress St. Portland. For more information, call 7613930.
Us.,..' Group The Downeast 9gers, a
group of owners of Texas Instruments
home compu1er and related hard- and
software. are interested in helping anyone owning a TI99/4A find what s/he
needs 10 make the system more productive. Monthly meetings held every second Mon at Maine Specialty Foods, 184
Read St, Portland. For more info or
directions, call Tom Berman at 7745048 or Patrick Powell at 934-2952.

Karell Slicf1/ley, Soprallo
JetT Baffld . Narrator
Magic of Christmas Chorus
Porllalld Brass Ouilltet
The Parish Rillgers
Ray Cornils. Organ

Call 773-8191

Orchestra
TOSJII!/II k, S/t/maaa
MI"'I( DmY/f11

SENSE

MOil - Fri. 9-6. Sat . Nooll-6
Sponsors: • •:lji!:iW:r::~ 'II SINe

,'I/(/ ("H,/ud.lf

_LE!l

··········*··--·--··-···--·-········----~~dk:;;~~~;;;·;ri~;····-····
Name
Pho ne- Bu5. _ _

Home

Address _ _ _ _ _~_ _
City/StlZip _ __
Check to pso
Visa/MC
No.
Ex p
Sig.
S1 a d ded 10 char~ ord(>l,> Entlo<.c.;J '>t.'lIadrJr('<;'>Cd
,>ldmlX'd (Om'{'lopc
MAil 1"'50 lOM)rlleSI. f'orl ldoo M~ ()'IU)I
InqUire about dt-.<:ounb

number of tickets:
A Fri, Dec. 7. ROO p m
B Sat .. Dec. 8. 230 pm
C. Sat.. Dec. 8. 8:00 pm
D. Sun Dec. 9. 2:30 pm
E. Sun .. Dec. 9. 800 pm
F Th u Dec. 13.8:00 pm
G. Fri.. Dec. 14 800 pm
H Sat Dec 15.2:30 pm
J. Sat. Dec. 15.8:00 pm
K Sun . Dec 16.230 pm
L Sun .. Dec 16.800 pm
525_ 523 520 S 16 S9_

CHECK US OUT!

~BREAKFAST

• Egg Dishes-Plain or Fancy

Complete Breakfast Specials
(w/cofTee or tea)
from $1.95 - $2.45

~LUNCH

• Salads
• Soups
• Veggics
• Hot & Cold Dinners
from $3.95 to $5,95

We bake our own While,
Rye & Wheat Breads.

~DINNER

• Pancakes
• Muffms & Bagels
• Belgian Waffies-plain or topped
• Omelets
• Much more!

At Scarborough Only- Dinner
Classics from 4pm-8pn Daily
(exc. Sun,) $5.95 & $6,95.
Mon-Wed: Two $5,95
Classics for $8,50,

• Stuffed Pork ,
• Chicken Cordon Bleu
• Baked Ham
• Turkey Dinner
• Baked Mannicotti
• Much more!

BREAKFAST SERVED ALL DAY

The MAGIC MUFFIN Restaurants
Rt. 1 Scarborough. 883-1462
Market Place· Fax 883-1419

551 Congress St • 773-6957
Portland • Fax 761-7094

OFF THE
CLOCK

Out of Africa (Into Portland)
World music, world beat, ethnojam, reggae, zydeco, juju,
sal~, ~alypso, highlife - call it what you will. In any case, such
exotIc Imports have been streaming across our country's borders
lately, more or less unchecked by customs authorities. Are these
new sounds safe for consumption? What sorts of western musics
are a~ded to the " uncut" item before distribution to the general
publ~c? Is the recreational use of this music, as many claim, on
the nse? These are a few of the questions I hoped to answer on
Nov. 21, when Master Ibrahima of Senegal brought his 10-piece
ensemble, comprised of musicians from around the world, to
Zootz.
The ~tage was set with a large array of instruments, primarily
percussIOn. There were congas, Djimbes and Sabar drums from
West Africa. A pitched "talking" drum sat in front of a glowing
space heater, as though its owner were trying to recreate a subSaharan climate for the finicky thing. As the evening's show
progressed, these percussion instruments proved to be the
binding medium for the various world musics presented ,
The group took the stage to enthusiastic applause, all of them
dressed in colorful African tunics and loose-fitting pants.
Ibrahima's band, consisting of keyboards, lead and rhythm
gU.itar, bass, set drums, assorted percussion and vocals, were
eVidently warmed up and ready to play following their sound
check. The performance, begining with the first measure,
sounded crisp and tight. Master Ibrahima cued the other
musicians through transitions in the tunes with his precise
drum-fills and emotional singing.
Midway through the opening tune, the dance floor of Zootz
was evenly coated with gyrating mammals - one of them
reminded me of a baby manatee, the way she hung her head and
sort of blobbed around to the beat. I laughed at her good
naturedly, but when she glared back at me, I became selfconscious and withdrawn. "I must keep my mind on my work,"
I thought.
If there was a weak link in this group, it was (unfortunately)
the vocals. Master Ibrahima's voice was not very present in the
mix, and sounded a bit shrill. There were consistent problems
when the two backing singers attempted harmony parts with
Master Ibrahima , Their harmonies (and occasionally the unison
parts as well) were often badly out of tune. In fairness, the hall is
not an acoustic Garden of Eden, and the stage monitors may not
have helped the group much.
An action-packed first set was followed by a brief intermission. Master Ibrahima spoke candidly about his music and the
message he hopes to convey. Insisting that world beat and the
recent cross-fertilization of American music will remain undaunted by changing trends, Ibrahima said: "This music carries
a culture, A culture is a life." Ibrahima returns yearly to his
native Senegal "to study the music,"
World music as an idea raises a few thorny questions: Will
the music of diverse cultures wind up getting packaged and
homogenized in a throwaway society? Will we westernize
African music before they have a chance to Africanize us?
(lbrahima has pointed out repeatedly that his native music has
had to be simplified and supplied with steady dance rhythms to
be palatable to American audiences.) Perhaps more seriously, do
we have a vested interest in maintaining a view of Africa as a
land of primitive people and music - an imaginery space for a
weary technological SOCiety to drown its sorrows?
'This is a dance show, not an anthropology colloquium," you
will say. Wednesday night's show was surely both, and the
growing preoccupation with world beat music makes these
questions pertinent. As a driving dance group that made sitting
still a chore, Master Ibrahima's ensemble was a hands-<lown
success, and for a delighted Portland audience, that seemed
enough.

Th. AIDS Project Board of DtNCtO'"
is seeking new members. The Board is
a diverse, spirited and active group, and
people are needed who are willing to
. voIunl9er time, experience, energy and
creativity. (A sense of humor is always
welcome.) People who have considered
doing something to help those who are
living with AI DS in Southern Maine, call
the AIDS Project al774-fi877.
Center for Volunblry ActIon is looking Donat. BloodThe Portland Red Cross Is
looking lor donors. Give life. For more
for a volunl9er 10 fill the position of
information. caU 775-2367.
Coordinatorof Calendarof Events. About
three hours a week are needed 10 or- ....lIng Apprentlc .. are now being accepted for an innovative program creatganize and update a calendar of events
ing healing environments. Volunteers
and activities planned by Portland
wil gain hands-on experience. For more
agencies and organization. The caleninformation, call Maybe Someday at 773dar is sent every other month to various
3275.
organizations who use it as a planning
tool. For more information. call the Cenler Holiday Carrole,.. Intown Portland Exchange is looking for groups to particifor Voluntary Action at 874-101 5.
pate in the Downtown Holiday Carroling
Crosa Country Skf Ben.m The AmeriSeries to be held Dec 7-23. Carrolers
can Lung Association in cooperation
are needed Thursday evenings and
with the Maine Nordc Councilisollering
weekend aftemoons . lnterested groups
a limited number of 199()-1 991 "Gold
of carrolers should contact IPE at 772Cards' for only $50. The card allows
6828.
holder up to six visits at each participating ski area, which totals 90 passes. The
card is valid any day of the week. For
more nformation,call the American Lund
Association at 1-800-462-LUNG.

Rich Harth

Maine Handicapped Skiing is looking
for students and volunlgers for its ninth

season . MSH is a non-profit organization that teaches downhill skiing. costfree , to physicaUy challenged children
and adults with the help of specially
trained volunlger instructors. Students
must be six years of age or older, be
interesled in learning 10 ski and have a
physical dsability. All ski equipment, lilt
tickets and instruction are provided free .
Volunteers need to beintermediatelevel
or bener skiers and must attend two
days of training clinics in Nov or Dec. A
free day of skiing is given for each dayof
volunteerng. Anyone in1erested in b&coming involved with MHS as a volunteer or student is urged to contact Betsy
Doyon at Maine Handicapped Skiing ,
Sunday River Ski Resort, RFD 2 Box
1971 Bethel, ME 04217, or call 8242440.

BIracial Famlll.. ' Support Group The
YWCA Racial Justice Committee has
organized a support group for parents of
children in biracial fami6es. Dec 12. from
6:30-8 pm, at the YWCA, 87 Spring St,
Portland. Participation is free and open
to the public. For more information, call
the YWCA at 874-1130.
Chronic Fatlgu. Syndrom. Support
Group meets the first and third Sun of
every month from 4-5 pm in the Mercy
Hospital basement auditorium. Formore
information, call 775-221 9 or 625-8412 .
Ingr.h.m Voluntee,.. Help available by
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774-HELP.
Maine'. F1,..t Brain Tumor Support
Group will meet every Thursday evening
at 7 p.m. at New England Rehabilitation
Hospital of Portland (NERH-PorUand).
13 Charles SI. This new group has been
designed by NERH-Portland and the
American Cancer Society to meet the
special needs of adults with brain tumors
and theirfamilies. ln1erested participants
should contact Rev. Wish prior to their
first meeting for a brief preliminary inl9rview. People are encouraged to join any
time by calling Wish at 775-4000, ext.
542.
O.C.D. Support Group meets weekly on
Tuesdays at 7 pm, Williston West
Church, Portland. Free.
Senior Out ....ch ServIc. . ln response
to the needs of older people, Southern
Maine Area Agency on Aging is providing
Senior Outreach Services to the following
locations : Warren Congregational
Church. 810 Main St, Westbrook, 1st
Mon of each month. for residents of
Westbrook and Gorham, from 9 am-12
noon ; Ross Center. 38 Washington St.
Biddeford. 1st Tue of each month , for
residents of Biddeford. Saco & OOB,
from 9 am-12 noon. Art Elder Advocate
wi" be available to assist residents w~h
their aging-related issues and concerns,
such as Medicare, Insurance, housing.
social security, etc. This service is provided free of charge. 775-6503 or 1800-427-7411 .
The Path of Recov.ry Portland Sufi
Order oilers a series of small meetings
involving meditation based on the Sufi
teachings of Hazrat lnayat Khan and
sharing focused on bringing spirituality
into our lives. Meetings are modeled
after 12-step groups and welcome
anyone with a desire to recover from
addictions or codependency. Meetings
are Tuesdays. 7 :30-8 :30 pm at
Woodfords Congregational Church .
Open to the public. Donations are welcome. For more information, call Jan at
878-2263. Robin at 767-2315 or Ell at
774-1203.
The Sing I. Pa ... nts' Home SchOOling
Support Group meets once a month .
Any Single parent nterested in home
education is welcome to attend. For
more information, call 772-7269.
Southern Main. Slngl.. Social Group
for single, Widowed. divorced or separated people over 35 meets Friday,
Saturday and Sunday evenings in various locations from Biddeford to Portland.
Call Linda at 934-1692, Roberta at 2849322 or Ruth at 892-4407.
Special Int.....t AI!. M••tlng for
peopl. living with AIDS meets
weekly on Tuesdays at8 pm at the PWA
Coalition , 377 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Meeting designed 10 provide a
safe space in which to discuss HIV issues, while living positively sober. This
meeting is open only to those who have
tested HIVIPositive or have bee n diagnosed with AIDS. For more information ,
call 871 -921 1.
Health I..ur....ce Asslstanc. Clinics
Prolect Main. N.'ghbor. a federally
funded partnership between Maine's
Bureau of Elder and Adult Services, the
Southern Maine Area Agency on Aging
and other convoonitygroups, is opening
the first two in a series 01 Health Insurance Assistance Clinics for older people.
Trained volunteers will be available to
answer questions about Medicare.
Medicaid and Medicare supplemental
health insurance and to assist people
with claim forms. Clinics will be held on
thefirstand third Thursdays of the month
at Mercy Hospital, Portland. To make an
appointment for one of the clinics, call 1800-427-7411 or 775-6503.
WINGS, a non-prof~ organization dedicates to providing support for low-income single parents announces The
Kids' Place. providing day care for children from infancy to eight years in South
PorUand. Reasonable rates and nurturing environment. For more information,
call 767-2010. Also, weekly support
group helps set goals that lead to selfsufficiency and to discuss problems
single parents encounter Tuesdays, 7-9
pm at 139 Ocean St, S. Portland and
Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 11 Day St,
Westbrook.
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FOR THE NATURE LOVER de
ON YOUR GIFr UST

THESE

BOOTS
ARE MADE FOR

Headquarters for:

WALKING.

•
•
•
•

Bird feeders and Bird seed
Binoculars and Scopes
Children's Books and Toys
Environmental Gifts and
The Largest Selection of
Natural History Books in the area
• Maine Audubon Society Memberships

(They just happen
to look great!)

Fun·fur-lined, treated

leather slouch boot with
mini-lug sole - $89

32D Main 5t. • Freeport. 865-1444
• parkmg m the re ar •

~

MAINE AUDUBON SOCIETY

118 Route One, Falmouth 781-2330
Hours: Mon. thru Sat. 9-5 • Sun, 12-5. Closed 12/25
Gift Certificates Available. We Mail Order,

BRING THE FAMILY TO AN}ON'S
Affordable Elegance for the Whole Family
"LUNCH SPECIALS" 11:30 am-5pm, 7 days
• Fish & Chips. Liver & Onions
• Meat Loaf & Gravy. Eggplant Parmigiana

YOUR CHOICE $2.95
.Fried Shrimp. Broiled Salmon
• Chicken Parmigiana • Terriyaki Beef Tips

YOUR CHOICE $~.95
• Fried Scallops. Tortell ini Seafood Carbonara
• Lobster Roll • Fisherman's Platter (Haddock, Shrimp, Qams)

YOUR CHOICE $4.95

"DINNER SPECIALS"
Sun.·Thurs. 11:30 am 'til Closing • Frl & Sat. 11:30am 'til6pm
• Boiled Lobster Dinner with Lemon and Drawn Butter,
• Sicilian Sirloin laced with Fresh Garlic and Italian Parsley,
with Potato or Pasta
• Chicken Parmigiana with Choice of Pasta
• Maine Shrimp Scampi served over Linguini
• Baked Haddock Frornage with Potato or Pasta
• Raviolis or Spaghetti with Meatballs or Sausages

YOUR CHOICE $6.95
A bow Dinner Specials Sewed with our own Hmnemade Freshly
Baked Italian Bread and Butler, Soup or Salad, and Coffee or Tea

• !lapJlY Hour Mon,·Fri. 4·8pm
• FREE Appetizers in our Lounge
•
•
•
•
•

All Major Credit Cards Accepted
Plenty of Free Parking
New Family Priced Menu
o,ildren's Menu Available
Now Taking Christmas Party
Reservations
$9.95 Per Person

ANJON'S
italian ae.taurant
and LoUDIC

.Iace 1957

521 U.S. Route 1
Scarborough, Maine
883·9562

H

oliday

..•

comes alive with our parry wear from lnwear!
Simmering & sultry, you'll make an entrance .., for aquiet
romantic corner or a sizzling night on the toonl!

It'!rrt 1&4.di..JL?~
AMARYLLIS

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
41 Exchange Street, Portland, ME 04101

772-4439
parking stamps available

SIaL
GROWING!
by Frank Gaziano
Here's a fact that may surprise you
about Pete Rose ... Of ALL the baseball players of all-time, Rose played
in more big league games than any
other man in history ... Rose played in
over 3,350 major league games -and no one else has EVER
topped that total. Old
you know Bud light
has been showing
doubte digit growth
figures for the past
several years . Ilere's
an inspiring story we saw
recently about big league
fir s t

baseman

Kent

Hrbek ... IIrbck grew up
in the neighborhood
where Twins ballpark
was located, and when

he was a litlle boy, the lights from the
ballpark would shine Into his bedroom window at night... Hrbek
d",amed of playing for the Twins
someday - and his dream came
true .. . He's now a "'gular with the
Twins. When dining out - Don't
say ·Ught". say Bud Ught. Bud

Light - A great beer from
Anheuser-Busch, Inc., the
world's l>atbrewer. Amazingly,
a big league baseball team once
had 4 managers in ONE week .. . It
happened to the Texas Rangers in
1977 ...
Frank
Lucchesi managed
thcteam until June
22 when Eddie
Stanky took over -but Stanky quit afler one day .. . Then
Coach Connie Ry.n
managed the team
for3daysuntil Billy
Hunter arrived Lo

manage the team .. .
So, the Rangers
made baseball history with 4 different managers in
one week. Thank you Bud Ught
lovers! Your call for Bud Ught
h"" placed this brand In one of
the top ten leading beers In
America. Quallty always wlnsl
Beer, A good part of the good
Ufel

The Society of
Southern Maine
Craftsmen

. . ~ . ~-- :' ~

-'

Oo~..c;::::;

""""
A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
Fabulous Food • Marsarltas

_~iMili1I¥Wii!.tI
• Tio Juan's CONCORD, NH • Margarita's ORONO, ME
New MARGARITAS open in Augusta at the Coastline Inn;
take ME Tpke, exit 15, east on Western Ave.
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Of/die!'
Mixing Good People, Good Food and
Good Drinks for 13 Years
Our Full Menu served from llAM to Midnight
Best Steamers in Town

Enjoy a view of the Marina from
the relaxing atmosphere of (l,_.5___
5 Portland Pier

<

"

a

772-48*_ _ _..._ _-

TICKETS FOR NEW YEARS EVE
BALL AT SONESTA ON SALE
AT 883 . 2802
Those who have attended previously are urged to call.
------------ ~.~----------

Nov, 28 Raoul's Dance Party
Dec, 5 Raoul's Dance Party
6 Southern Me. Tech., Sonesta
7 Merideth Station, N.H.
8 Osteopathic Hasp., Sonesta
9 Marine Corps Ball, Holiday Inn
12 Raoul's Dance Party
13 Me. Medical Center
15 Portland Club, Private
19 Raoul's Dance Party
21-22 WU-XAN, Saco

•

RED LIGHT REVUE
GIVE A GIFt OF LUNCH!

&

- .'
•.•
.,
~

' "

Gift Certificates Available
Holiday Platters too!
NOW SERVlN'G

.

~~"l:~
~

Continued from page 23

WELL
NESS

,

Christmas Specialties
order ahead Jor

Office Parties & Home Entertaining!

An open letter to Portlandarea parents

If your son or daughter plays varsity athletics in high school
Conf_nc:.on Fet.1 Alcohol and Drug
Effect. - Facing Reality: Mothers, Inand is seriously considering doing the same for a major college
fants, and FADE (Fetal Alcohol and Drug
or university, then here is a list of proposed NCAA (National
Effects). Targeted for health profession·
Collegiate
Athletic Association) legislative changes which may
als, the therapeutic community, related
affect or protect your kid. These changes have been recomcommunity support professionals and
concemed individuals. Co-sponsored by
mended by national reform groups and are expected to have
March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundawidespread support. The NCAA will hold a January convention, Maine Medicaf Center, the [)&.
tion
in Nashville, Tenn., and the following amendments will be
partment of Mental Health and Retardavoted on. Keep your fingers crossed.
tion, and area drug and aIcohof abuse
1) Ban recruiting before the end of a prospect's junior year in
counsels. Dec 6. Fee for the conference
is$5O and includes lunch. Maine Medical
high school.
Center, Dana Center, 22 Bramhall St,
2) Limit recruiting telephone calls to one prospect per
Portland. For more information, call the
institution
per week.
March of Dimes office at 871-{)660 .
3) Establish a five-day "dead period" surrounding national
Innerllght Welln_ offers Kripalu yoga
classes, individual yoga therapy sessigning dates.
sions and holistic wellness consultation
4) Cut paid official campus visits from 85 to 70 in football
services. Fall yoga classes are ongoing
and
18 to 15 in basketball.
in PorUand . Introductory offer available
5)
Reduce maximum allowable scholarships from 95 to 85 in
for individual yoga therapy session. Fall
football and 15 to]3 in basketball.
workshops: Dec 1, 9:3Oam-4pm, Kripalu
Yoga and the Chakras - home practice
6) Lessen student athlete time demands by limiting practice
for the holidays and beyond , $60. Call
and game time to 20 hours per week, with one day off per
874-2341 for information, registration ,
week.
location .
7) Eliminate athletic dormitories.
Maine'. Firat BrIIln Tumor Support
GroupwiH ~teveryThursdayevening
8) Require academic tutoring in Division I.
at 7 p.m. at New England Rehabilitation
9) Eliminate all bowl restrictions, including official team
Hospital of Portland (NERH-PortIand),
selection
date.
13 Charles SI. This new group has been
10) Permit five years' eligibility for athletes.
designed by NERH-Portland and the
11) Permit four years of eligibility for non-<jualifiers.
American Cancer Society to ~t the
special needs of aduhs with brain tumors
] 2) Require overall 50 percent graduation rate of athletes by
and their families . Interested participants
in Division I.
schools
should contact Rev. Wish prior to their
first meeting for a brief preliminary incc: Greater Portland high school students
t9<View. People are encouraged to join
any time by calling Wish at 775-4000,
ext. 542.
Portland sun Ord... Universal Worship
Mi~Qui"n
Service will now be offered every month
at 222 SI. John St, suite 132. Service will
be conducted by Satiya Martin on Sundays starting at12 noon on Nov 30. 6742938.
Recovery Aerobic. Help release hofiday stress. Class is open to all people in
recovery and 12-step programs. Dec 6,
13 & 20 at 7 pm. $4 per class. Ram
Island. 25A Forest Ave, Portland. For
more information, call 763-6970.
Red Cro.. Courses will be offering the
following courses in December: two adult
CPR courses - teaChing procedures
appropriate for the needs of persons
interested in helping victims 9 or older will be available. The two separate
Maine Outdoor Adventur. Club
courses are on either Dec 3 or Dec 17
(MOAC) upcoming trips : Dec 6, Hike in
from 1-5 pm. No minimum charge or
the White Mts. and cut your own holiday
pre-training to participate. Also, several
tree ($5 fee), meet at Gorham Shop 'n
standard first aid courses will be offered
Save at 10:30 am, call
Dec 6
on Dec 5, Dec 6 and Dec 20, from 6:30
& 9, Hiking in Acadia Nan Park, stayal
am-5 pm. A course with lessons will be
Blackwoods CllITWround, call 657-4416:
offered on Dec 5 & 12. No minimum age
Dec 16, Downhill skiing at Sunday River,
or pre-training needed to participate .
call 772-9831 ; Dec 15 & 16, skiing a,nd
Special review courses for current Red
snowshoeing in the Mahoosics, call 774Cross instructors in first aid and CPR will
0074; Dec 29-Jan I, aoss-country ski- Bodyahop USM Lifeline is offering membe available in December, and instrucbership in the Bodyshop, a supervised
ing in Moosehead Lake area, call 772for.; interested in taking this review trainweight training program for all ages and
2311 ; Jan 20, cross-country skiing in
ing should contact the office. Advance
fitness levels. Bodyshop offers personal
Greater Portland area (near Back Cove
registration and payment are required
orientation and training for participants
Shop
'n
Save),
9
am,
call
774-3032;
for lhese courses. For furlher informawhether they simpty want 10 tone up or
spontaneous day hikes during the week,
tion, call 674-1192 from 9 am-5 pm,
get in condition for a particular sporl.
683· 5984. People interested in ice
weekdays.
Bodyshopis an ongoing program : memClimbing this winter should call Carey at
USM lifeline Will Off... a Haneta and
berships are offered for 3 mon ths, 6
772-9831 . Monthly meeting on Dec 5 at
F_I Maauge Workahop in which
months or 1 year. Call 7eo-4170 for
7 pm at the North Deering CongregaChristina Lyons, a certified massage
more information .
tional Church , 1364 Washington Ave ,
therapist, will teach beginning as welt as
Portland. There w~1 be a slide show on L,L. Bean I ••ponaortng the following
experienced participants to identify al>'
public clinics: Telemark Skiing : On
ski mountaineering in New Zealand.
propriate massage strokes for maximum
and Off Trail GearIT echn iques, Dec 3
Mal ne Women Outdoora offers the folrelaxation and/or stimulation, and to
from 7:30-6:30 pm: Hiking Above the
lowing activities: Dec 16, Cross-Country
perform massage strokescorrecdy. Dec
Arctic Circle: Baffin Island Exploratory,
Skiing, call 765-3053 ; Thanksgiving
6 from 6 :30-9 pm. Wor\(Shop fee is $16.
Dec 7 from 7 :30-9 pm; Waxing for Going
Weekend, Day Hike, call 547-3919 : Feb
Preregistration is requfild. Payson Smith
Fast and Racing, Dec 10 from 7 :30-8:30
~10, Winter Camping, Skiing & Skating .
Hall, Falmouth St, Portland. Call USM
pm. Call 665-4761 , ext. 7600 or 1·800If you'd like to be a trip leader, have a
Lifeline, 780"'170, for more information
341-4341 , ext 7600 for more information.
camp
to lend for a fall or winter weekend
and free brochure.
trip , or have any questions about MWO USM'. Lifeline Certificate in Fitness Instruction Open House The public is
at all, call 547-3919.
cordially invited to attend an open house
Nature Center. Well. National Eato tearn about this professional certilicate
toartn. R.earch Reaenrewelcomes
prog ram, which offers eight courses and
visitors to its exhibits, open Tue-Fri from
O\Ier 190 hours of classroom instruction
10 am-3 pm ; parking lot and trails open
in subjects such assportsinjury, anatomy
Mon-Fri 8 am-4 pm, through April 30 .
and physiology, nutntion and more . Dec
Free. Tours may be arranged. Laudholm
6, from 6-7:15 pm, in USM 's Campus
Road, Wells. 646-1555. 646-4521 .
Center on the Pordand campus.
Outdoor Hotline Call 774-1116 for a
listing of bicycling , hiking, aoss country Wallyball Join the Casco Bay Bicycle
Club every Thursday at6 :30 pm. Peopfe
skiing , canoeing and other outdoor ac·
of all abiMties are welcome. Pizza aftertivities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor
wards. For more information. contact
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay BiWalleybalf Rand at 799-4013.
cycle Club.

OUT

10 Moulton St. • 774-4342

STOP rN AND WARM UP WIJIU:
HOLIDAY snOpprNGI

Homemade Soups, Chowdcr,
Dcsserts, Burgers, Sandwiches
and Much More!
UpslaiM! lounge available
for Christmas banquets,
Make reservations

Fri . Nov. 30 BARRY-ARVIN YOUNG
Sal. DEC, 1 DARIEN BRAHMS
&The Soul Miners

On the Waterfront
In the Old Port
84 Commercial St.
Portland, Maine

774-3550

SPORT

fiI

:~ ~

Sports quotes
of the week

Ii\

..

Last order date Wed. Dec. 191

We're looking for
students like Mark.

In addition Lo our sumpLuou<£> lunches (6
dinners we offer caLering (off premises
(6 on) parties or busine&!l funcUons. Call
now for all of your holiday party plan<£>!

th'(JALLEy
......1iIiiiIII..

RESTAURANT

"Getting my B.A. IS Important
to me. With 30 trans fer credits,
the Adu lt Degree Program Will
let me eam my degree In 3
yea rs.. .Without qUitting my
job."
-Mark Brunton. ADP student
Orrhopedoc TechniCIan

I

Conrecrocut

215 Foreside Road. Falmouth Foreside. 781-4262

~

+ sun 11 :30-8

mon-thurs, II :30-9. fri-sat, II :30- IO

IndiVidually-designed. Independent study. SA students
eam 15 credits per semester-with campus reSidenCies
either one weekend a month or nine days a semester
NurSing and teacher licensure programs offered AccredIted, finanCial aid available. Independent study M.A. also offered.

Vermont College of

Norwich University
fragranr, freshly
c ut,
, do uble balsam
fir wreath with nature's
o wn decoratio ns:
pinecones, berries and
statice set off with a red
velve t bow.

18003366794

(;... ,,;-'nl()V a

FOR

$18.95
delivered

Place ,
before December 5; and don't forget this
fe stive touch for your own home and business!

KIDS

Continued on page 26
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Mi~Quinn

A Holiday Work.hop will be .ponaored by tlla Portland MUHum of
Art on Dec 1 and6froml0 :3Oam-12 :30
pm. Recommended for children 7-12
the workshop will produce unique oma:
ments. holiday cards and a special gift
inspired by the pioneers. Seven Con gress Square, Por~and .
Children will have tlla opportunity to
catch up on their holidayglftrnaklng
at the Portland Museum of Art's Holiday
Workshops, where they will aeate objects with a westem theme:quih-inspired
cards, ornaments and hand-printed
bandana scarves. The workshops will
be offered at three different times for
ages seven through twelve: Dec 1 from
10:30 am to 12:30 pm: and Dec 8 from
10:30am to 12:30 pm, and from 1:30 to
3:30 pm. Children ages three to six may
attend a special workshop with their
parents to create a bandana scarf while
leaming simple printing techniques. The
parenVchild workshop will be held on
Dec 6 , from 11 am to noon. The cost is
$8 for museum members and $10 for
non-members and includes supplies,
refreshments and a special admission
pass to lhe exhibition N.C. Wyeth 's Wild
West. Preregistration and prepayment
are required. Seven Congress Square,
Portland. For more information, call 7756148.

~@
"" . ..".:.
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.. Knock on wood . It's
always interesting to watch a
superstar attempt a comeback
after what fan s believed was a
permanent retirement.
Consider Super Swede, the
only man to win five consecutive Wimbledons. Bjorn Borg,
the winner of]] Grand Slam
tennis titles, has become bored
watching the obnoxious Andre
Agasi commercials. At the age
of 34, Borg's returning with an
old -fashioned twist, something
to give the youngsters a
fighting chance. Says Borg,
"Many clai m that it's impossible to play tennis with a
wooden racquet nowadays. I
know it's possible. Once a tree,
soon to be another Wimbledon . Don' t bet against me."
.. In case you were wondering, there are sports products
on the market designed for the
entertainment and enjoyment
of blind people. Jim Plunkett, a
former Heisman Trophy
winner and NFL (Patriot)
quarterback, is currently
promoting the Action-Packed
Braille Card. At a conference
last week, singer Jose Feliciano
asked Plunkett what it was
like growing up the child of
blind parents. Plunkett
dabbed, "You don't put the
Brylcreem where the toothpaste should go. But, all in all,
my childhood seemed
perfectly normal."

SIDE

m.a465:

SOUPS. SANDWICHES· SALADS· AND MOREl

Port Bake ·House

We accept checks, VIsa and Mastercard. Call or wnte to place your order.

Box 627. Montpelier. Vermont 05602 8028288500

rl~-------------------
j;;-7t 10% OFF DRY CLEANING:

W

I .\

~

With this ad. Expires 12115/90 I

riJ Spruce
. up your autumn and winter wardrobes II
Free Pick-up & Delivery· Same Day Service if dropp d off
Alterations· Reweaving· Shirt Service

:

10% Off on BULK Dry Cleaning too!

f£lmStreet 1Jry C{eaners
.~
1.!2.!1,m ~b..P!J1.!!I~ !..1.!I.2.c~r:2."l.l~r!.rc lJi 7121.:..

207 -763-3806

I

"fi~1 ttef'S
vv£t rl£tte

-alue · t

berry Street

speC'l£t

PRE-HOLIDAY SALE
10% OffEverythlng
'till

~

--

Christmas

(except Pine Furniture)

47 India Street Portland ME 04101 (207) 775-5011 • Mon-Sat 11-5

1/2 roasted
chicken, mashed

~~t~e~~bi7

cafe on exchange
ATELIER FRAMING

TREAT YOUR TASTE BUDS AND GIVE YOUR WALLET AREST!
Mon-Wed ~ 11 am to 9pm
thurs - Fri ~ 11 am to 10pm
Saturday ~ 7am to 10pm
Sunday ~ Brunch & Dinner

~~

,

<~

I

Mileaway Farm Wrea ths

R.ED. # 1 Box 4965
Lincolnville, Maine 04849

V

.

wlliter's cofe ~ 15 eHcho

ing

". N o need 10 travel '0 Basion for quolity froming and expe:t advice. The
or; aVOIlabie in Por~and at Alelier Framing . I
hIghly recommend Aieli", .
Dean Velenlgas, Dean Velentgas Gallery
f,~est malenols /l, wOfk

ortlond ~ ~

82.MiddJe.sl.,

Portland

.774-2088. M·F 9·5

26 Orsco Bay

~kly

Furniture RestoratIOn
• Repairs·
Architectural Woodwork
Used Furniture & Antiques Bought & Sold
Gary F. Lehy

Conlin""d from ptI~ 25

37 York Street
Portland, ME 04101

772-9772

KIDS

,,
Astonishing Arts from the Andes
I ;

• Alpaca Rugs
• Tapestries
• Ponchos
• Musical Instruments
• Alpaca Sweaters

The Children'. MlIHu", of MeIne has

• Pottery
• Jewelery
• Andean Music (Tapes &
• Colorful Wall Hangings
• And much more!
, 207-772-2487

'{tiE. 1NOENUl'{Y SIfOf'

Mon-thurs 10-6

rrl..sat 10-7

19~

_

Sun 11-5

COmmercial
Old Port
871-1427

TOYS

GIfTS
33125 Brio
Railway

Quality Imported
& domestic toys.

Engine wilh lhree l ipping
lrucks, 12 curved lracks e,
1 slraighllrack a. 1 slralghl
lrack d, and 1 viaduct
(44' 1ong/100 cm .)

tifid%J

Serving You and Your Business
Genna! Practice of Law Including:
• Divorce, Custody & Support
• Criminal Defense

• OUI/OAS

t
-jl~

• Commercial Law
• Worker's Comp./personallnjury

• Real Estate / TItle Insurance

BRUNETTE, SHUMWAY & RYER
Auburn Street Professional Building
222 Auburn St., Portland

~ EASY ACCESS

797-2700

FREE PARKING ~

NEW PROMOTION
FREE 35 mm Camera
When you purchase 100 rolls of fresh Kodak Film
from us for only $49.95
This package has a retail value of over

$375.00.

Call us now!! There's no way you can lose!
Makes a great last minute stocking stuffer__.
VisalMastercard Accepted

I '

FOR

Call (207) 8742954 Now!

iJ..

,

I"":

.. BLACK
TIE
..
_~
distinctive catering

It r
~
'f

During the Holiday Season
for all your catering needs

Make Black Tie .. ,Required

10 am-6·30pm mon-frl ' 870 Broadway'S. Portland

3
Weeks Till
Christmas

799-7119

Gift Certificates
Available

NOW

scheduled the 'ollowing workshops
during the month 0' December: Dec 4,
11 -noon: Preschool Wlnler Collages create your own winter wonderiand whh
a collection of materials; Dec 11, 3:304:30 pm: School Age Christmas Around
the World -learn how different countries
celebrale the holiday season, with
samples 0' foods and crafts available to
participants;Dec18,ll-noon:Preschool
Holiday Worllshop - a variety of holiday
crafts will be available 'or children 10
create, including a holiday cookie. The
Children·s Museum 0' Maine, 746
Slevens Ave, Portland. 797 -5483.
The Children'. Rnource Cent.rofters
Turkey Pictures 'or kids a9es3-5 on Nov
29. Times: 10 :30 am and again al1 pm.
Cos I $1Ichild. Thompson's Poin!,
Building 1A, 741 SlevensAve, Portland.
Regisler by calling 773-3045. Reservalions are necessary.
Children'. R. .ource C.nter off.rs
Art Fun sessions 'or 3- 10 5-year-<>lds
on Tue's, Wed's and Thu's. Sessions
locus on a creative activity and cost $1
per child. Children must be accompanied by an adull and reservalions are
necessary. Activhies for 6- 10 12-yearaids are also scheduled. COst varies
according 10 activity. Thompson'S Poinl,
Building lA, 741 SlevensAve, Portland.
Call 773-3045 'or more information.
Chrlat",. . Onlll",ent Worbhop. The
City 0' Soulh Portland will sponsor
workshops from 3:30-4:30 pm on Dec 3
'or grades K-2nd. and 'rom 3:30-4:30
pm on Dec 10 'or grades 3-5. Preregistralion required. S. Porlland Public library, 482 Broadway, S. Portland. To
register, caN 799-2204.
D.nc. GMn•• Worllshop with Michelle
Sluckey and Slephanie Leighlon Zip,
Jump and Fly:a musical dance workshop
for children 8-11 . This event will focus
on lhe enhancement 0' each child's
awareness 0' creativity, corI1lOSition and
dance skills. The process and Ihe 'un
are the most important components 0'
Ihis workshop. Dec 8, from 2-4 pm, at
Portland School of Ballel, 341
Cumberiand Ave, Portland. Fee: $16.
For information and registration , call 7733345.
flick. for KkIa: The Chocolate Church
and lhe PaHen Free Library present
lheir 1990 Children'S Fall Classic Film
Schedule: The Secret Garden, Dec 1.
All r~ms run !rom9 :30-11 :30 every other
Sat. Popcorn and drinks served. Donalions welcome. Kids under 5 must be
accompanied by an adult. The Cenler
for the Arls al the Chocolate Church,
804 Washington St, Bath. For more Information, call 442-8455.
Holldlty Art Workshop CI_ _ Fresh
Painl Is offering holiday art worllshop
classes for children ages 2-14. Kids will
sculpt angels oul 0' sheets and wallpapers paste to creale gilded tree-Ioppers,
as well as using glitter, glue, clay and
paint 10 create ornaments, cards and
menorahs. Children may sign up 'or
classes on Dec 3 and 10. Classes from
9:30-10:30 am are 'or ages 2-5; those
from 3:4$-5:15 are for 6- to 14-yearoIds. Fresh Paint continues to offer roilIng admissions to ils are pre-school on
MondaysandTuesdays!rom8 :45-11 :15
am. Pre-arranged extended day care Is
also available. Fresh Paint is a state
licensed day care facility. It is located al
One Blue Heron Drive, Brunswick. For
more in'ormalion, call 72$-4983.
Friday Fre. Movf. . offered by S. Portland Public Library !rom 3:30-4:30 pm.
All ages welcome. (No movies during
school vacations or snow days.) 482
Broadway, S. Portland. 77$-1835.
Th. Portf.nd Public Llbr.ry'.
Children'. Room Schedule 'or the
weeko'Dec3isasfoilows: Dec3,10:30
am, Preschool Siory Time for 3- to $year-olds: Dec 5, 9:30 am, Finger Fun
for Babies; Dec 5, 10:30am, Preschool
Siory Time for 3- to 5-year-oids; Dec 7,
10:30 am, Tales for Twos; Dec8,10:30
am, Holiday Card Making Activity 'or
children of all ages. All programs are
free and open to lhe public. Five Monument Square. Portland. For more informalion, call 871-1700.

Portl.nd Recreation'. Aquatic Dlvl.Ion will begin accepting reglstralions
'or lhe winler session of Salurday
morning swimming lessons al 1he
Riverton Pool, 1600 Forest Ave. RegislrationbeglnsNov26at 12:15pm, either
In person at the pool or by calling 8748456 or 874-8455 (phone registra60ns
after 1 :30 use 874-8456 only). Classes
begin on Dec 22 and continue for 10
weeks. Classes are 'or in'ants, toddlers,
preschool and beginners through
swimmers. For additional in'ormation,
call 874-8456.
Portland Recreation'. Toddl.r PI.y
This isa course 10 help3-10 5-year-01ds
develop hand, eye and motor skills.
Parents will be encou raged to join in the
variety of activilies. Mondays through
Dec 3, 10-10:45am,CurrmingsCenter,
134 Congress St, Portland. Fee : 50
cents. 874-8873.
Ride tIM North Pol. Exp..... at the
8eaahore Trolley MUMum Santaand
Mrs. Claus will be arriving on the Express
at 1 pm, Dec 1. Santa will be bearing
gll1s 'or Ihe kiddies. Photos will be taken
'or lhose who want to remember the
occasion. Rides wiN be given from 11
am-5 pm, Dec 1; and from noon-4 pm,
Dec 2. For those requiring more comfort,
old Phiadelphia No. 62 will be eleclricaUy
heated. Brown bag lunches and hot
drinks will be available to revive the
circulation of those who had lhe stamina
to ride the North Pole Express. Fares
will be $3 but children under 6 will be
'ree. The Seashore Trolley Museum is
located 1-112 miles east on Log Cabin
Road, Kennebunkport, 3 miles north 0'
Kennebunkport's Dock Square . Tum
'rom U.S. Route 1 althe flashing traffic
Ii<;)ht. For furlher informa60n, call 9672800 and wear your Iongies.

. .a M.mm.1 F. .dlng. Join Ihe animals al Maine Aquarium through the fall
and winter for their daily 'eedings.
Penguins' feeding 10 am, seals'leeding
11 am, seals' training 1 :30 pm, penguins revisited 2 pm, seals revished 3
pm. The sharks dine on a less regular
basis so plan to join them on Tue's,
Thu's and Sat's around 4 pm. Crooked
Jaw the moray eel and Ihe Caiman
alligator dine on an irregular, catch-ascan basis. 783 Portland Rd, Saco.
. . . .m. str. .t Live How do you wake
an eight-fool sleeping bird before he is
covered with purple polka dots? It's easy;
you have 100 princes and princesses
blow him a kiss. Help wake the sleeping
bird and attend the WCBS-TVlShop 'n
Save performances 0' Sesame Street
Live, Dec 8-9 at the Cumberland County
Civic Center in Portland. A limited number 0' WCBB-TV members will be given
a special opportunity to purchase four
tickets for $24 by calling 783-9101 .
General tickets can be purchased
through the Civic Center; $2 discounl
coupons available at participating Shop
'n Save Supermarkets. For more information, call 783-9101 , ext 168.
YWCItoHoata Annual Piggy Bank Shop
The Portland YWCA will host its Piggy
Bank Shop on Dec 1, 'rom 10 am-noon,
al the YWCA, 87 Spring St, Portland.
The Piggy Bank Shop is a holiday gift
shopping lair 'or ch~dren, with all gifts
priced under $2. The gifts are made by
the YWCA's Time Craft Group, and this
year also by the YWCA Street Program.
Mrs. Claus will greet the children and
Santa's elves will be available 10 help
the children shop. A coffee shop will be
open for waiting parenls. Admission is
'ree. For more informalion , call the
YWCA aI874-1130.

~I

Riverton Branch Llbr.ry offers the following programs for children: Wednesdays - Tales for Twos , 10:30 am ;
Thursdays - Afterschool Films, all ages,
3;30 pm; Fridays- Finger Fun for Babies,
9.30-9 :45 am; Preschool Story Time (3to 5-year-olds) , 10:30am. Library hours:
Wednesdays, 9 am-6 pm; Thursdays,
12-8 pm; Fridays, 9 am-12 pm. For
'urther Informalion, call 797-2915.
Senta I. Coming to Townl Actually, to
the Free Minl-Sanla Village, where he
w~1 talk to children . Free Santa color
piclure and candy cane. Dec 5 through
10, from 4-7 pm each night. Everyone
welcome. Bring your camera. Plenty of
'ree parking. 7 Bridge St, Westbrook.
For more information, call 77$-0507.
Schol.r.hlp. to fnt.rlochen Art.
Camp Through a grant provided by St.
Louis-based Emerson Electric Co., high
school s1Udents are eligible 10 apply 'or
a Govemor's Scholar Award to lhe world'amous Interlochen Arts Camp in northern Michigan. The Governor's Award is
a $2,790 scholarship, which provides
fuiliultion, room and board for the eightweeksummer program. Applicants must
be in grades 9-12 and be proficient on
violin , viola, cello , bass. wind or percussion instrumenls and harp. They must
submit a taped solo performance w~h
their application. One student !rom each
slate, the District 0' Columbia and Puerto
Rico will receive on of 52 Governo(s
Scholar Awards. Winners will be determined soley on merit. Applications musl
be postmarked by Jan 21 , 1991 , and
winners will be announced by March 1.
1991 . For more information, or 10 obtain
an application, write the Governor's
Scholar Program, Interlochen Arls
Camp, P.O. Box 199, Interlochen, MI,
49643-0199, or call (616) 276-9221 .

ETC
Th. sth Annual South Portl.nd Mill
Cre.k Park Chrl.t",a. Lightfng
C.remony will be presented by South
Portland Parks & Recrealion on Nov 30
at 7 pm at the bandstand in South
Portland. The lights in the trees around
the perimeter of lhe park will be turned
on lor the firsl time this season as lhe
Soulh Porlland School Depl Chorus
sings carofs. Refreshments after the
ceremony al Mahoney Middle School.
The general public is inviled. For more
Information , call 799-7996.
Annuaf Lighting oftlM Copper Beech
Tr•• The Portland Museum of Arl
sponsors this celebration !rom 3-5:30
pm, Nov 29 , which will include the following: principal dancers 'rom Ihe
Pordand Ballet performing selections
'rom The Nutcracker in the PMA auditorium; The Pilgrim Ringers, a bell choir
'rom Ihe First Parish Church of
Brunswick, will ring in the season with
holiday songs; visilors will join the
PorUand Corrvnunity Chorus in carrols
beneath the Copper Beech Tree; the
Centennial Brass Band will perform
festive holiday music in lhe Greal Hall ;
refreshments wi! be served. Free museum admission begins at 3 pm. For
more information, call 77$-6148.
Barg.ln Symphony Tlck.t. The Portland Symphony Orcheslra is offering
discount tickets to sludents. Full-time
sludenls can purchase Classical Series
tickels 'or $24-$51forsixconcerls, three
concert Pop Series lickets for $1$-$32 ;
and 'our concert Candlelighl Series
tickels for $27.50. Groupsof 100rmore
senior citizens can receive a 15 percent
discount for series concerts as weN as
the Magic 0' ChriS1maS concert. For
more inlomation, call 773-8191 .

Celebrat. the "a8Oft, a hofiday benefit
Village at 6:30 on Dec 1; the arrival of
charge 'or the workshop. For 'ur1her
presented by the Museum Gild of lhe
Santa by lobster boat at2 pm on Dec2;
information, calilhe number above.
PorUand Museum of Art, is designed for
and a drawing for two airUne tickels to
all ages and will offer entertainment and
the Caribbean for all shoppers patroniz- Scandinavian Coupf. . Dancing - an
evening 01 dancing, teaching, and recuisine for young and old. Attraclions
ing Kennebunkport Business Associaview of dances taught at recent workinclude the Gerwick PUppels, magician
tion stores !romDec 7-24. Foracomplete
shops. Beginners and singles welcome.
GeorgeSaleriale, musicians Rhoda and
schedule of events, call Kennebunk
Soft-soled dance shoes, socks or bare
Brownie and the drawing for the Guild
Chamber of Commerce at 967-0909.
feet only. Nov30!rom7:30-10pm, Dance
Raffle. 5:30-8 pm, Dec 2, Seven Con- March ofDh". . Rafft.Supportthehome
Studio, Sargenl Gyrmasium, Bowdoin
gress Square, Portland. Tickets are $25
team and the March of Dimes : win two
adults, $10 for children, $50 for lhe
College. Brunswick. For more informaround-trip tickels on Continental Airlines ,
tion, call 833-5475 or 725-5379.
whole family . Reservations needed by
valid anywhere in Ihe U.S. Tickels will
Nov 23. For ticket info. call 775-6148.
be sold at Maine Mariners home games SELFHELP Crafts Sale 10 help
Chrl.tm..
Baz •• r
at
St_
craftspeople from developing counlries
during the month of November; the
provide nulritious food, medicine and
Bartholom_'. Eplacopal Church
drawing wiN be Dec. 1. For more inforeducation fortheirfamilies. Sale fea1Ures
in Yarmoulh. The Bazaar is known 'or its
mation, call 871-0660 or 874-7243.
craft imporls from 35 developing coun'previousty owned' jewelry. This year's Main. HI.torical Society pre••nts
lries. 7-9 pm, Nov 30 and 9 am-1 pm,
raffle offers a pain6ng, homemade quilt,
Holidays at H.nry'., Celebrale an
tilt-lOp table, pot rack and table-top
Dec 1 at Church of the Servant, 35
1890s ChriS1maS as the Maine HistoriLafayette Sl, Portland, on Munjoy Hill.
Christmas tree. Shoppers will find freshly
cal Society hosls this annual event at
For more information, call 761-4776.
crafted wreaths , tree ornamenls,
lhe Wadsworth-Longfellow House, 485
homemade food, hand-knit mil1ens.
Congress St, Dec 7-9. The house will Th. Singf. Socfabf•• for Men &
There will also be a puppet show 'or
Women Are you lonely. and lired of
open 10 the public on Dec 7 from 11 :30children. 9am-2pm, Dec2, althechurch,
doing things alone? Are you between
1:30 and 5-8. Admission is $3 for adulls
Gilman Road (\he road to Cousins Island)
Ihe ages of 40 and 60? Are you single?
andS1 for those 18andunder. Salurday
in Yarmoulh. Look for lhe sign on Route
Or are you widowed or divorced? Would
is Family Day, with a special admission
88.
you enjoy going out with a group soprice of $7 for two adults and up 10 four
Chrletm•• Fair The United Socl.ty of
cially? II so, call Ruth at 892-4407. We
children . The Merriconeag School
!Meton Friday eves to plan activities for
Shak..... will hold their annual fair offerPuppeleers will perform al 1 :30, 2:30
the Weekends.
ing homemade baked and preserved
and 3:30 in lhe Society Library. For
goods, evergreen wrealhs and her\)
8lngl. . Travel Club, a singles network
more informalion, call 774-1822.
wreaths, hand knitted and sewn wear, M.ralyc. F.rr•• Cont.mporary
of fellow lravelers, will !Met at 7 pm on
Shakeryam, Shakerstyfelumiture, toys,
Nov 29 at 485 Main St, Saco. 282-4797.
Clothing Design• • nd Lori AlI.faon
White Elephanls, \he Sabbathday Lake
Porcelain will have a pre-Christmas Social Group: II you are single, 35-55,
line 0' her\) products, books, stationary
and would like to socialize with those
sale and open house on Dec 1 and 2 al
and calendars. 10 am-3 pm, Dec 1, al
who are involved in activilies such as
the Maralyoe Ferreestudio at 36 Danforth
the Shaker Slore, Sabbathday Lake
sight-seeing, camping, bowling, dancing,
St, Pordand. Hours: Sat, 10 am-5 pm;
Shaker Village, Roule 26 , New
lrips, etc., call 856-1174, from 5-6 pm
Sun, 12-5 pm. Contact Marianneal772Gloucester. For further information, call
only.
8607 lor further details.
926-4597.
Medlev.. Chrlstma. Revel.: SoI.tlc. Th. Souncla ofth. Season In Fr. .port
Ito Chrlat",.. Med.ln Maine, 'eaturing
The Freeport Area Bed & Breakfast AsC.I.bratlon Dec 5,7 & 8 at 7:30 pm;
handmade crafts of dislinction , displayed
sociation has joined 'orces with the
Dec9at5pm. Bath City Hall Auditorium.
among English country pine anliques.
Harraseeket Inn to present their second
Tickels avaiable in Portland at Buck
The work of 24 artisans will be preannual series of holiday concerts and
Dancer's Choice and McBean's in
senled. 9 am-4 pm, Dec 1,in the Bowery
open houses. Beginning with an outdoor
Brunswick. Call Edith Doughty for more
Beach Schoolhouse at the head of Two
concert by the Pine Tree Academy
information al 443-9603.
Lighls Road, Cape Elizabeth.
Bellringers at the Harraseeket Inn on
N.w Vear's Portland On Dec 31 . Maine
Contradance with N_ Sh.nanlgana
Dec 1 al 4 pm, the participating B&B·s
Arts, Inc. will again present Maine·s
Band on Dec 8 from 8 :30 pm-midnight.
win each host an open house and conlargesl New Year's celebralion, fea1UrNewbagin Gym in Gray. All dances
cert during the weekends of Dec 1 & 2
ing a wide array 0' concerts, pertorand 8 & 9. Refreshments will be served.
taugh!. Beginners/singles welcome.
mances and exhibilions and drawing
Cost $4. For more information, call 428Admission is $3 per concert, or $10 for
lhousands to downtown Portland to cel3986.
all five events; proceeds w~1 benefit the
ebrate the beginning of the new year.
Freeport Chrislmas Project. For more
Danforth str. .t Block Party Meet the
Tickets for the event will go on sale al
information, call 865-6566.
movers and shakers in Porlland·s
Shop 'n Save Supermarkets on Dec 1.
emerging New Port neighborhood and
Additional 'unding is slill needed to fi- st.rs Mod.1 Starlight Foundation
join them for a weekend of celebraling
Holiday Fashions Get the -inside slory'
nance the celebration fully. Those wishthe season. Holiday sale and open
on Christmas lashions with help 'rom
ing to contribule should contact Maine
house. Paintings, porcelain, clolhing .
WGME-TV news personalities at Ihe
Arts, lnc., which is also looking forvolunceramics , re'reshmenls. All welcome .
Starlight Foundation of Maine Holiday
leers to pul up posters, sell tickets,
Ample parking . Dec1. from 1Oam-5 pm :
Fashion Preview, al3 pm, Dec 2, allhe
manage stages and act as parade
and Dec 2, from 12-5 pm, 53 Danforth
Woodlands Club in Falmouth . Several
marshals in retum for free admission 10
St. Portland. For more in'ormalion, call
area bouliques and clothiers will showthe event and other benefits. For further
77$-6245.
case upscale fashions. WGME-TV's
informalion on any of the above, call
Felicia Knight will emcee, aided by other
772-9012.
Th. Enriched Golden Ag. Club inviles
,ami liar faces such as Mindy Todd's.
men and women 60 and over 10 lun- Portl.nd Fe.tlvltl•• 'liD The weekend
Tickets for the show and refreshments
cheons and programsas follows : Dec 5,
of Dec 7,8 & 9 brings together many
are $20, available by caling 848-5068
Project Gelaway - "How to Beat Ihe
exciting food, enlertainment and shopor 781-5310 . Proceeds benefit Ihe
Holiday Blues' ; Dec 12, Beau & David
ping even Is, including the following : 11th
Starlight Foundation of Maine, which
(music); Dec 20, Christmas Dinner and
Annual MagicCandlelightCarol Parade.
Entertainmenl; Dec 26. After Christmas
grants the wishes of critically, chronically
Dec 7 at 5 pm al the Sonesta Hotel ;
and terminally ill children.
Party and Film. 297 CUmberland Ave ,
December 6-9, Sesame Streel Live at
Pordand. Reservations mUS1be made in
the Cumberland Counlry Civic Center; UNICEF'. 1 1190 Holiday Card .ndGlft
advance by calling the Salvation tvmy
Collection has arrived. The colorful
The Portland School 01 fv111 th Annual
at 774-6974.
greeting cards, note cards and slationHoliday Sale of tvls and Crafts, Baxter
Global Holiday au.... 10 benefit Maine
ary are a way 10 send a message aboul
Building, 619 Congress St; Chnstmasal
Audubon SOCiety, 9 :30-3:30 Dec 1,
children in need. The proceeds from lhe
Victoria Mansion, a special celebratton,
Woodfords Church, 202 Woodlords St,
sale of UNICEF cards translale into life485 Congress SI., Dec 7, 8 & 9 ; a visit
Portland. Unique gifts. $3 non-members!
saving and health-giving programs for
with Santa at lhe Sonesta Holel, Dec 8
children in 128 developing counlries.
$2 members & coupons. 781 -2330.
Irom 1-5 pm; Dinner with Dickens at lhe
Forinfonration on where to buy UNICEF,
The H.rp.w.1I Craft Guild I. preSonesta beginning a15 :30 pmon Dec 8 :
call State Street Church in Portland at
_tlng • W. .kend F. .tlval of Fine
Santa's arrival at Ihe Portland Museum
774-6396.
of Art at noon on Dec 9 - greel him
Art & Crllfta for the holiday season.
Sludios and showrooms thal w~1 open
oulside and then enjoy children 's enler- Wln.T••tlng Taste eightdifferenlwines,
'or the weekend include Ceramic Chotainmenl, storytelling and aclivities incompete for a trip to Cali'omia Wine
Counlry, a Sugarloaf weekend and olher
reography, Summersweet Handcrafters
side. For more informalion on any olthe
Gallery, My Sisler's Place, Ash COve
great prizes while raising money 'or
above, call Intown Portland Exchange
Mulliple Sclerosis Sociely. Casco Bay
al 772-6828.
Pottery. Widgeon Cove Sludios. Ma
CUlley 's Old Sollies, Dale Boyce , Th. Portland Fofk Club meets every f~sl
Fun Raisers promise wine and fun, Nov
WOodlurner and Martha's Close!. A
29 'rom 7-9 pm, One City Center, Portand Ihird Tue 0' every month at 7:30
land. Call MS office al 761-5815 'or
special 10 percent discount will be ofp.m . in the Sweden borg ian Church, 302
fered at some Iocalions. as well as remore information. Tickels are $15 and
Slevens Ave, Porlland . Pickers and
are limited.
freshments. Hours for the festival will be
players of every description are enfrom 10 am-4 pm. Follow the signs off
couraged to aHend, as well asslorytellers World AIDS D.y The AIDS Project and
Route 123. Harpswell, to find all Guild
olher local nonprofit organizations will
and people who just want to listen. A
studios and showrooms. For information
donalion of $1 apprecialed. For more
be honoring Franny Peabody and her
or a brochure/map of all locations, call
information , call 773-9549.
family on Worid Aids Day at 3 pm, Dec
833-6081 .
1, al First Parish Unitarian Church, 425
Quilling .Chrlstma. Orl18ment:Learn
Congress St , Porlland . Scheduled
Hoflday F.lr Allen Avenue Unitarianto hand quill a snowflake design ornaUniversalist Church w~1 be having a fair
speakers will honor the Peabodys and
ment at lhe Riverton Branch Library.
there will also be an "open mike' when
between 10 am and 3 pm on Dec 1.
Workship will be led by Phyllis Forward
people will be inviled to make their own
Items for sale will include Christmas
on Dec 6 at 7 pm at Ihe Riverton Branch
decoralions, homemade foods, IOOgS,
statements on how this family has
Library at 1600 Foresl Ave, Portland .
touched Iheir ives, both because of
books, homemade Needhamcandy, knit
Space is Iimiled; call 797-2915 on
ilems and a while e1ephanllable. A ra,ne
AIDS work and the many other arenas in
Wednesdays from 9 am-6 pm, Thurswhich the Peabody·s have made a conwi! be held, and a chowder/sandwich
days 'rom 12-8 pm, and Fridays !rom 9
luncheon will be available. For more
tribution to thequali1yof life In the region.
am-5 pm to reserve a place. There is no
information , call 774-2500.
For more information, call 774-3865.
Art, HI.tory and Sclenc. on DI.pfllJl
The York Instilule Museum'scollections
include 18th- and 19th-century painlings, furniture, period rooms, sluffed
btrds, rocks, minerals and fossils. 371
Main St, Saco. Hours: Tue and Wed 14 pm, Thu 1-8 pm. 283-3861 .
Kennebunkport'. Chrlstma. Prelud.
wi! run from Nov 30 through Dec 2, and
will be followed by a !:Bcond weekend Dec 7, 8 & 9. The tree-lighting ceremony
at 5:30 pm, Nov 30, wilh community
caroling, is the official kick-olfo' Prelude.
From that point on, the schedule is
stocked with food, entertainment and
shopping . Some of the highlights :
candlelight caroling with the Franciscan
Friars al Ihe Lourdes Shrine, 51.
Anthony's Friary, Kennebunk Lower

-----
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CYR INDUSTRIES, INC.

Electrical Contractors
89.2.-0119

or

1-800-.2.87-~R..E

P.O. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

"BEScr
CHRIS(j'"MAS
PAGEANcr
EVER"
at Schoolhouse Arts
Center at Sebago Lake
November 30 - December 16
Fridays at 7 p,m,
Saturdays at 2 & 7 p.m.
Sundays at 2 p.m.
All tickets $4 • Call 642-3743 for reservations

B
Y
HEALTH CLUB
686 Congress Street, Intown Portland

772-7779
For your enjoyment and relaxation, we are
offering our Massage Special for the Fall &
Winter season.

OFF

on any

MASSAGE
Masseuse position available - call 772-7779

-
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body & soul
personals
dating services
body & soul
roommates
aptslrent
houseslrent
officeslrent
real estate
studio/rent
theater arts
photography
learning
music lessons

wanted
employment
biz services
business opps
stuff for sale
garage sale
boats
wheels
bulletin board
childcare
animals
lost & found

INTEGRATIVE
HEALING
AND
WELLNESS: Explore the joy of healing from the inside out, from spirit to
the body. Professional alternative
health care practitioner draws upon
Christian, Eastern, and New Age
methods to assist in the restoration
of whole-person wellness. Practice
includes: education, counselling,
trans formative energy work -MariEI
and Healing touch- and guided
meditationslvisualizations for healing
and
relaxation.
Lisa
Love,
B.S.N.,R.N. 892-5878 M-F, 9-5.

MEN'S GROUP- Openings in Wednesday evening group. Men with
previous group experience or "firsttimers" welcome. Issues will include:
genuine personal power instead of
machismo, relationship difficulties,
job dissatisfaction, stuck feelings.
Work done in a safe, supportive environment. Facilitated by Rick Lynch,
marriage, family, child therapist, who
works with men in mid-life crisis and
life transitions & who has studied
with Robert Bly & James Hillman.
874-0681, for information.

DOlUla Godfrey, M.Ed.

line ad deadline: noon monday. display ad deadline: 5 p.m. friday. use the coupon or call 775-6601.

DWF is looking for that 'someone
special" who is interested in a longterm committed relationship beginning as best friends. He will be late
2O's - mid 40's, have a sense of
humor, enjoy laughter and be successful at whatever it is that he does.
CBW Box 465.
DWM. age 49, sensitive and caring,
seeks same. Likes hiking, walk on
the beach, bird watching . camping.
biking. movies, casual clothes.
Answer all. P.O. Box 57. Old Orchard
Beach.04064'{)057.
GWM LEATHERMAN , late 40's.
serious, experienced, discreet, seeks
younger. trim, masculine gay males
for new experiences, good times and
new friends . Roger. P.O. Box 1169,
Sanford. ME 04073.
I want to be amused. Quirky, lascivious, lively, lesbian seeking
partners in fun . Write me a letter. il it
makes me laugh, I'll send you a
tacky postcard. Who knows? Box 31,
Phippsburg, ME 04562.
Lake Wobegon Girl seeks a Praire
Home Companion. Write if you're a
fun loving, outdoorsy, prolessional
male, 3S-45, wanting some good
times and adventure. Photos appreciated. CBW Box 562.
Lusty blond mountain climber seeks
mountain man for outdoor adventures. I'm looking for a man with a
mind to match his body. I am silly,
feminine and sweet. Photos appreciated. CBW Box 463.
I

~

Patiently Pursuing Persephone (time
to get out Homer!) Real relationships
require intimacy, vulnerability, passion, honesty. support, compromise
and the courage to express feelings.
Tall, dark (well. I was!) and
handsome, DWM, 44, magician, inner explorer, psychologically and
emotionally available, physically fit,
seeks warm , self-assured , adventurous, spiritual, insightful, beautiful
SlDF for friendship and beyond.
Aphrodite/Artemis types are encouraged to respond. CBW Box 461 .
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SWM 31, Attractive, fit, fun and creative. looking for an unusual, slightly
kinky female with an occasional
dominant streak, who is good looking, intelligent, sensitive and caring
for
friendship
or
possible
relationship.
Photo
appreciated.
CBW Box 459. TPL 22205.
Seeking Miss Right, SWF, 20-30. I'm
DWM- 25, honest, dependable. good
sense of humor, enjoy dining,
movies, walks, watching TV, cuddling, somewhat a homebody. If you
have similar interests, please write
and describe yourself. Will answer
all. CBW Box 460.
Tall, handsome, SWM, looking to
meet a dark haired. dark featured
pretty, SWF, age 26-32. Height Sft. 4
in. to 5 ft. 8 in. for a commItted
relationship. I am a thoughtful,
generous. intelligent man, who likes
the beach , movies, sports , reading,
children and animals. CBW Box 456.
The voice said: If you write it, she
will respond'. Creative DWM. 34,
seeks teammate to play on the Field
of Dreams. A non-smOking, lite-drinking. chem-free , SlDWF, 25-40, who
is trustworthy, educated, open , mature, playful, supportive and selfaware. Some interests: art, movies,
travel . sports, music, reading, dining,
cuddling and good conversation.
CBW Box 466.

Assistance in recognizing destru ctive patterns in your life,
overcoming fear and living life joyfully.

dating services

personals
Tis a fit SWM, 31 from Portland, With
a life and job both grand, In his
search for an ideal date, He decided
to endeavor his fate, And let CBW
give him a hand. He seeks an attractive SWF, 2S-31 , Who likes both adventure and fun . She should be looking to enhance, Her life with a
friendly romance , With the man who
wrote this one. CBW Box 450.
Trim, fit, late 30's male, submissive
"bad boy" seeks strong-willed
women for new experiences. You
must be discreet, sensual and imaginative. Will satisfy your desires.
P.O. Box 54, Fryburg, ME 04037.

Wanted: Normal SWM who isn't
afraid of relationships (or is that a
contradiction in terms?) by SWF, 24,
whose favorite activies include dancing, reading, complaining and sleeping.(Should like comedies, animals
and a girl who is always getting
speeding tickets). CBW Box 464.
You've had it with apes, baboons
and wolves. Why not try this Noble
Beast of 41? He hunts not for meat
but for Beauty. Well tamed, may
prowl but rarely bites. Complete with
one wonderful cub. Your mirror image and paw prints welcomed . CBW
Box 457.

LlVE-ONE-ON-ONE!
1-900-8200202. When you want a friend to talk
to, it·s the only number you 'll ever
need. $2.50 per minute, must be 18.

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinemal

Psychotherapy Center of Maine
Sarah J. Bulley, LCSW
Phychotherapist

'," ..

• Life Transition' Guided Re-P"renting
• Self EsteemiEmpowemletlt

ASROLOGY READINGS

Lusty blond mountain climber seeks mountain man
for outdoor adventure. I'm looking for a man with a
mind to match his body. I am silly, feminine and
sweet. Photos appreciated_ CBW Box 562.

,~ ENCOUNTERING ONESELF IN NATURE
~'9-- \

If you're a single woman who hasn't
met the right man, perhaps he's
wailing for you here.

r------------,

Tired of watching old Molly Dodd reruns late at night??? Well neither am
I, but other diversions might be nice,
given the right companion . I am a
single, modern male. 1/3 of a century, educated, bright, sincere and
I'm looking for that woman now.
Favorite activities: dancing the line
between logic and intution , finding
just the right color, seeking culture in
an urban setting and solving puzzles.
Casco Bay Wcckly
I'll keep this open-ended and let you
551 A Congress St.
provide any clues you like. Please
Portland, ME, 04101
write CBW Box 436.
Uncommon single businessman. 40,
CBWBoxXXX
6 ft. 1 in., 1B5 Ibs, warm , sensitive,
honest, introspective, successful ,
Correspondence i s
seeks physically and emotionally fit
for w arded before
Por~and
area woman , 28-40,
the publication of
capable of committmenl. Your
the next i ssue.
children are welcome. Photo appreciated.
ME 04105.P.O. Box 6090, Falmouth, L....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'
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Do It

Like
This!

.-

'"The Dating Servi ce That Cares"

HOT TALKING PERSONALS!

,

S1. 45I rnin. More Info: (305) 565- 44 55. Ex t . 5 713

A Gift Certificate for a Personal Ad!

ERSONAL

With Casco Bay Weekly'. Talking Personals you can not only
read the personals, you can also l isten to them and leave a message of
your o wn!

Talking Personal. are a qu ick and easy way to find out more about the
person placing the ad, to share more about yourself, o r just to see w hots
o ut there.

Whenever you place a Person-to-Person ad in C"",co Bay Weekly,
you will be assigned a Talking Personal number (TPL), free!
You ca n leave an outgo ing message so that oLhers can hear
and leave messages o f their o wn for you!

To listen to the Talking Personals in this issue,
just follow these simple instructions:
1. DiaI1-900-896-2824 from a ny touchtonc phone.
Each call costs 95¢ per mi nute, b il~d to you r phone.
(Please note: This nwnber wiU not be effective alter
Dec. 17, 1990. Please walc h for our new number comin g J ail. 4, 199 1.)
2. When the machine answers, d ial access code 22.
3. The machine w ill ask ro r a specific nu mber.
Enter the "TPL- number listed at the end of the ad you wish to respond to.
4. Usten to the recorded message.. and leave your roponse ir you wish.
All ca115 are IC~ Okccnr: tndsap w ill be: ddckd.
·Pa-IOfl-&o- PerllOO adYerdAa"!l m.ay ChooK no, to

bye an o UIJIO lng mr:fouF'

f)ed" how many words you want to give and for
how many weeks. f)ediU if you'd like to give Box
Service.
Ds(( and use your Master Card or Visa, or mail us
your name (the recipient is your personal
information) and the amount of the ad you want to
purchase, to: Casco Bay Weekly, 551 A Congress
Street, Portland, Maine 04101. Attn: Personal Gift
Certificate.
The reCipient of your Personal Gift Certificate can
simply tum it in when they place their Personal Ad!

P:~~0 ::!~{[~~f4rr~
Pc,,_

Mrs) i~ (f.~4~~:W;RIiJ

;>[sc4:i!'rfi~---wtc(,JS).
9{p·_ _

:;;:i "

HATE TO WRITE LETTERS? Let me
write lyrical, lucid, letter-perfect personaVbusiness letters for you . The
right words for many occasions. Call
LETTER BY LETTER, 773-4772.

A.I.A. Award Winning Design 1990

Addictions· ACOA Issues
Co-Dependency· Indlvlduab

Groups · Couples

Lucy C. Chudzik, !SAC
Lk ensed Substance Abuse Counselor

207-761-9096
477 Congress SL, Suite 4 10,
Portland, ME 04101

,{-

NAST Y~~NEA T
COMPULSIVE

CLE AN I N G

G & B CLEANING COMPANY- offers
first time FREE cleaning! We can
contract offices, homes and commercial properties. References, bonded, FREE ESTIMATES! 772-5173,
leave message.

Built by Sunrise Builders Inc.

available to do odd jobs and moving.
Very handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move you lor less.
774-2159 anytime.

rates and fine print
RATES
All charges are per week.
Up to 30 words
$ 9.00
31-45 words
11.00
46-60 words
15.00
Each additional word
after 60
.15

College Student with Truck

Message:

775-6601.

Name ____________________________
Category - - - - - -

POLICY
CBW will not prinl ads that seek to buy or sell mual services for money or
goods, Dr ads with purely sexual cOnlent. CBW will not print full names,
street addresses, Dr phone numbet$ in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertiset$ must either provide a Post Office Box
number in their ad or use the CBW BOI Smice. All information concerning
PERSON TO PERSON advertiset$ is kept strictly confidential. CBW reserves
the right to catagorize, refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate cOnlent, etc.

City, Zip ____________________

REFUNDS
Classnied ads are non-refundable, Cred~ will be issued when a viable error
has been determined.

Don't let good space
go to waste.
Occupy it with an ad in
Casco Bay Weekly.

----------------------------------------------------

line ads: Monday noon. Display ads: Friday 5 p.m.

ERRORS
CBW shall not be liable tor any typographical errors, omissions, or changes
in the ad which do no affect the value or cOnlent 01 the ad or substanlially
change the meaning.

Is "Walking the dog" a big problem for
you? Are you disabled, hale the cold,
or just don't have the time? Responsible adult who's an exercise addict
would like to walk your dog while at
work or away. Call 772-0552.

for display classified (border ad) rates call CBW at 775-6601

Mdress.___________________________

WHAT IS A WORD?
Aword is considered aword when it has aspace on both sides. Aphone
number is one word. Punctuation is free.

If you've ever cleaned up for the
cleaning person .. . or worse,
cleaned up after them ...
You need me in your life.
Katherine Clark
772-8784
residential
commercial

"-cob W.tson. MA

DEADLINES

Give "Something Personal" This Year!

College Student with truck available
to do odd jobs and moving. Very
handy and can fix most anything.
Experienced mover who will move
you for less. 774-2159 anytime.

Custom Building & Remodeling
Portland, Maine 799-4477

WMl<ly group and Indiliiduai
psychotherapy also available

U.ten to thou. .ncb of Voice Act. .ecord..t
by SEX¥ Men & Women who went to
me.t YOU - CALL US NOWI It'. foo - .uy
and includ •• Voicemeil for ."t.1I privacy.

INTOWN COUNSELING
CENTER

biz services

One-day workshop providing a
safe place to express the nalUrai feelings due to dealh, divorce, or
growing up in a
dysfunctional family .
..turdIor. Decetn..... 15
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Portland $75
87c)'865e

1·900·646·4646

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE. Ease
tension and relieve stress through
the benefits of massage. Nourish
your health and well-being . Gift Certificates available. Pam Richards.
C.M.T. 775-&>36.

Through a facilitated process outer ecology
becomes directly related to Internal experience.
• SessioM offered for individuals or couples by appointment.
• Sessions held at seashore, salt marsh or forest environment.
• Gift certificates available
Contact NATURE WALKS UNUMITED
Ondy Krum at 774-2441
in assodation with DWINELL &: HALL

HOLIDAY HEALING
LOSS AND TRANSITION

Compatibles

Responding
to a
CBW Box #?

~.

SHIATSU- Experience the Japanese
interpretation of acupuncture, without
needles. AN EXQUISITELY GENTLE
YET POWERFUL APPROACH TO
HEALTH CARE, Shiatsu can help
you beUer understand and work with
your body. A typical session combines gentle body manipulation,
massage (fully clothed) and pressure
on an individualized combination of
acupuncture points. Shiatsu is an
excellent complement to other
eastern and western curative techniques . Ann Foster Tabbutt, Shiatsu
Practioner - AOBTA . 799-9258.

-~
J'J connection with the natural world around you?

d>.ling service. We're Compatibles.

o

775-7927

I ndiIJidUJ>l Sessions
Do you yearn for a deeper sense of

-'--r.'

883-1066 - Portland
783-1500 - Lewiston

800·633-6969

METAPHYSICAL READING from a
spiritual perspective offer insight and
practical application regarding your
current energy field, life lessons,
personal symbols and challenges.
Call Regina at 729-0241 .

Call Lisa Bussey, MA, CEDT

Wholistic Health Counseling Individual counseling - substance
abuse,
eating
disorders,
stress/anxiety, relationships, marriage, body (self) image. Call Dudley
Davis (M.S. Health Psychology) at
761'{)058.

and other hte support UNlees

The best ones are at Compatibles .
aaive, interesting men who haven't
had time to meet the rigm woman ...
so they' ve come to Compatibles.

Ca/J Today fo r a Persona l I nleroJew

Gay Matching!
If ~ have poc.ed an a:l in the Casco Bay weekly peronas. ya..r a:l is .
aJIoIrab;:alIyentemd i1 the PERSONALOFTHE WEEK contesl We ~ looki1g
for ads tha: are ctealive, witty mel tun. Wmers wiI recave their tickets In the rrai[

TAROT READINGS
Life changes , business changes

9 am-9 pm daily
756 Forest Ave., Portland

You sec, we're not just 2nmher

18 yrs old

GROUP FORMING in
evening to be arranged.
Jungian orientation : Use of dreams
to explore the problems and potential
for growth within the individual. For
more information, please call Glenn
Morazzini,
LCSW,
Licensed
Psychotherapist, insurance reimbursible, 774-9382.

Counseling for eating and
body image issues, individual
and group counseling available.

871-9256

REAL GIRLS

$3/min.

DREAM

Insurance Reimbursable

775·2077

Meet girls in your area
who would like to meet
someone like you
tonight!!!!

OFTHE WEEK

Where Are The
Single Men?

PHVCHIC READINGS
Let the stars be your guide

IN YOUR AREA!
1·900·860·3377

PERSONAL

361 Rl. I. Falmouth, Me. 04105
(207) 781-4842

Tall aggressive redhead kinky with
years of experience, or Nancy/Jeff a
totally different type of woman than
you have ever known , Alana soft
sweet but strong all the things that a
lesbian switch could be. MCIVISA
call 1-818-377-9847.

An on-going weekly group therapy
session is now being formed to focus
on changing mental, emotional and
behavioral habits that prevent one
from reaching and maintaining a
healthy, stable weight. Topics that
will be discussed are self-esteem,
body
image,
stress/anxiety,
relationships, assertiveness, social
influence, life style and diet. For
more information call Dudley Davis,
(M.S. Health Psychology) at 7610058.
Por~and ,

COUNSELING

As the song says "iI's in his kiss.'
let's get together so you can see if
you got a soul mate, lover, friend.
FROG or prince. It will be a noble
experiement, whatever happens.
CBW Box 459.

29

Total Number of Wonls _________
Basic Rate ________

Phone (days) ________ (eves) ________ + Extra Wonls at _ ¢ Each _ _ _ __
CBW Box $5.00/wk
WOWII WOULD like more information about the Casco
Bay weeklr & Maine Times One-Stop Shopping Special.
Please cal
to give me advertiSing
Talking Personal Line
rates so that I can reach 100,000 readers this week!
Check One y•• O noD
COST PER WEEK
Complete payment must accompany
MuHiply cost by number
all advertising. NO REFUNDS. There is
of weeks ad will run
a $10 charge for all returned checks.

_ _ _ __
No
__--"C""ha::..:.r....,ye=--_
_ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ __

TOTAL DUE ______
Bring or mail ads with payment to:
Casco Bay Weekly
Please call me with
Classified Dept.
One·Stop Shopping Info 0
551 A Congress Street
Portland, ME 04101
Mon 9·7; Tues-Fri 9-5;
o Check or Money Order enclosed
0 VISA
0 MaslerCard
Sat 12-3
Card '1 _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ Exp. date _ _ __
or call 775-6601

-
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apts/rent

roommates
I
I

I
j

i,

by Lynda Barn}

1

,.
THATS HIe MA\N TrllNG M'e AND HIM HAVE
IN (OMMON . WE 1)0T\-1 LovE INTEREST
AND WE &on~ LOIIE FACTS . JIM MONTECINO jJLA':loD tHE PIANO FoR 7 DAYS AND
83/~ \lovftS S~P.AIGHT IN n~c TRocADell..O

1
\

1

Walk or bike to MMC, Mercy, Art
School or USM from pleasant fourroom apartment. Parking, storage
and cat O.K. $400 or $350 single,
plus utilities and heat, very economical. Security deposit, no lease . Great
landlady. 892-6085.

:.

BAlL

1<00/0\

IN AVlKlAND,NEW HA~ANP

IN 1"'51. DON'T '(OIA W\S\I ,(OIA Cov\..D
8fEN Trlo\l.< 1\) CLA? FOP. \-11M?

H.... VE

West End, Gray St. GM with two cats
looking for roommate. Comfortable
two
bedroom,
eat-in
kitchen,
endosed porch. $225/month indudes all. 774-7040 after 6 pm

houses/rent
One bedroom furnished home, North
Yarmouth . Available Dec.-Mar. Quiet
beauty indudes care of my wonderful dog and my elusive cat. Sorry, no
more pets. Non-smoker only. 8295392.
PEAKS ISLAND- Charming, 3 bedroom, newly rennovated house, furnished or unfurnished, new appliances. Sky light deck, gas heat,
near beach and stores. $475.1month,
766-2227.

M,{ FRIeNDS Sf>, Y I '\-I\NK I'M AN 'eNC.YCLol'EDIA BECAUSE" OF MY FAC.'s TrlE'1
T\\ IN\< I'M SHOWING OFF ·[5UT 10 ME FAcTS
.ARE AS GoRHOU, AS Tl1f MOS, GoRG fOU S
Of MUSIC. THERE ARt OVER ONE MILLION
TU6t'S IN mE rlUMAf\l I(IDNE~. ALL THE PLANers IN Tr\E SOLAfl. S~5rEM CAN FIT INSIDE
JV PIH'~. DEAN fY\Af1.T\N WEAIH A $\1.f
1'2 SHoE .

Mi< Lv DE R/YI':l ER $A'1'5 I VNDERSfAND HIM
BETTEi< IriAN HIS WifE I WA5 IN 1-\15

ltooM \HADING i\IM TilE GVINESS BooK
I ftEAO HIM ABOUT II-\E \)06 NAMtD 8LVE'1
yHIO GVAftOtll TilE SHEEP FOP. i\IS MASTEIl
Foi< 29 YEARS. WORcO'S OLDE,T DOG .
"SON of " g,TU\ MUSTA FtcL APART wHeN
TIIAT DoG PASSED AWAY" Mi< . lVOt~MYfR
SAlO, T\\EN fiE 5,ARTED CR~ING AND I
DON'T I<Now Wtly BLlT I STAR-TtD (P-':jING

1 00 I'M GlA\) Mf< . LVDERMYER IS 6ETlER.
DEAR- SLVE'j i\tLLO fROM ME AND
MR LvDE!l.M':lE«. WHERE EVEr<. YOOi AR~ .

PORTLAND - Private, serene, great
neighborhood, dead end street near
Payson Park and Back Cove, 2
bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, beautiful, sunny
duplex home, all appliances, private
yard and gardenong space, patio,
garden shed, walk-Up attic and more.
$675. Non-smokers, no pets. 7723225
days,
767-5439
eveslweekends.
WEST CUMBERLAND- one bedroom home, partially furnished, nice
quiet location. Available for winter.
Rent negotiable. Want responsible
person. 829-6936 after 6PM.

apts/rent
80 Spruce St.- 1 bedroom apartment, 2nd floor, living room , kitchen,
bathroom,
bathtub,
whirlpool,
washer/dryer,
parking ,
stove,
refrigerator, wood and oil heat.
$480/month. Days , 772-5320, ask for
Chong. After 5 , 772-7059.

roommates
Beautiful waterviews of Casco Bay.
East Prom. apartment needs 1
responsible, chemical-free adult to
share fully restored Victorian building. Uvingroom, diningroom, large
hall, kitchen, pantry, washer/dryer
and parking. Tastefully furnished.
$300. plus 1/3 utilities. Available Immediatelyl 774-3013, leave message.
Clean and Sober Housemates wanted $75.00 weekly includes all
utilities. Beautiful farmhouse on outer
Washington Ave. Parking and yard.
Call 828-1116, ask for Mike or Marc,
(afternoons and evenings).
Easy-going person needed for large
nonsmoking,
environmentally
oriented household only a stone's
throw from USM Portland. A thrifty
gem in quiet neighborhood. Only
1BO/month + 114 uti lites. 775-3875
Female Roommate needed to share
3 bedroom apartment with one
woman. Spacious, sunny, hardwood
floors. Frontlback porch. USM area.
$300. plus 1/2 utilities. 828-0625,
please leave message.

-

Female housemate needed to share
charming Victorian house, in Deering
Center Area of Portland (near Deering H.S.) with woman and cat.
Uvingroom, diningroom, 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths, washer, piano,
ample storage space. Non-smoker
essential, vegetarian, or "lishatarian" preferred. $375. includes
utilities. 774-9378, anytime.
Female preferred to share house in
South Portland with professional
female, sense of humor required.
$25O/month includes all. 799-8391
Female- non-smoker wanted, for
sunny, spacious, 3 bedroom apartment. Hardwood 1I00rs, Eastern
Prom, $215.1month indudes heat.
Available January 1. 774-6519.
ROOM FOR RENT- Ouiet, chemfree, smoke-free home. Shared
kitchen & bath. West End location.
M-F $65.00 weekly. 775-1202.

G.M. seeks same to share intown
apartment.
Washer/dryer, cable,
storage. Friendly, easy-going guy
who doesn't mind pets. Large bedroom, large closet, lots of light.
$225/month + 1/2 utilities. Call Marc
775-2608.

Professional woman seeks female
housemate, 30+. to share charming
3-bedroom house on West End.
Must be neat, responsible and open
to alternative lifestyles. Non-smoker.
WID
Hook-up. $375.1month +
utilities. Call 774-7224.

GM seeks same to share country
apartment. Quiet, 2 bedroom 1 1/2
baths,
to
minutes
10
Brunswick/Lewiston. $285. includes
heat! Call 353-2334.

Room with a view. Available immediately at spacious, beach front
house in Cape Elizabeth. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, washer/dryer, 2
woodstoves, oil heat. Must see 10
appreciate. 799-9607, evenings or
leave message.

I need a roommate as of December
15, 1990, possibly for December 1.
Three bedroom apartment with
livingroom, kitchen and bedroom.
Rent is $150.lmonth plus utilities.
Your own bedroom. A security
deposil required. Call 761-4696. Ask
for Ashley or Dan. Leave a message.
Thank you.
Intown- Park Street. Roommate
needed for large, sunny, 3 bedroom
apartment. Clean, quiet & dependable. $225.1month + deposit &
utilities. Ed or Suzanne, 774-4030.
MlF Responsible roommate wanted
to share 3 bedroom apartment with 2
males. Nice view. Next to harbor
view park in West End. $166.00 plus
1/3 utilities. Call Scott 871-0126.
MlF Roommate. WEST END apartment. Quiet, light, smokeless, spacious. Plenty of storage, workspace.
Includes parking telec. Gas heat +
stove not included. Recycling, cycling, mosdy vegetarian, creativity a
plus. $290. Reggie at 774-2718.
MlF roommate needed for 3 bedroom apartment near Wash Ave.Baxter Blvd. 1/3 rent + utilities, off
street parking, must like cats, 761 4058 available 1211 .
Nonsmoking GF wanted to share 4
in
suburban
bedroom
house
Brunswick neighborhood with two
others. Only $230 plus utilities,
available Dec. 1. 729-5356.

Roommate needed to share second
floor apartment in quiet Westbrook
neighborhood with one other person
and two cats. $250.lmonth includes
utilities, yard, parking. Call evenings,
856-0066 or 854-1624.
Roommate(s) wanted for large
farmhouse
in
Bridgton,
near
Shawnee Peak Skiing. Large room
with small changing room , phone in
room, new bathroom, large shared
room
and
kitchen,
living
washer/dryer. $250. for one, $350.
for two, includes heat and utilities
except phone. 647-2166. Jason.
Seeking person(s) to share exquisite
1900 country estate home near
North Pownal. Must be reliable,
dependable, and neat, with reciprocal respect. Will exchange references. Studio, office, etc. also ... ?
$275.1month. 784-0561.

CUMBERLAND AVE .-West Side Recently remodeled 1 and 2 bedroom multi-level apartments. Affordable,
spacious
with
laundry
facilities. Section 8 vouchers welcome. Lease now and receive one
month free rent. Call SPECTRUM,
INC. 797-0223.
EASTERN PROM AREA- Small,
pleasant, 1 bedroom, large yard,
parking, tst floor, pet welcome,
$390. plus electric. 772-4334 or 8790432.
MEADOWBROOK APARTMENTSSpacious, modern, 2 bedroom
apartments available. W/W carpet,
disposal, dishwasher, ample parking,
extra storage. Rent $5oo.lmonth plus
utilities . Section 8 vouchers accepted. Lese now, receive one month
free
rent!
Call
797-0223,
SPECTRUM, INC.
MID TOWN - The paint's almost dry!
1 bedroom on Hanover St., freshly
painted w/w 1st floor. Quiet and
private. Only $325.1month + utilities.
Call 774-6363.
WooDFORDSTwo
bedroom
apartment, large kitchen, sun-deck,
off street parking, washer/dryer.
HEAT INCLUDED!! $625/month +
utilities. 772-0561, leave message.

MUNJOY HILL- Two bedroom, third
floor, remodeled, sunny, good views,
gas heat, porch, $460.lmonth, plus
utilities. Call Oliver, 772-4739.
OLD PORT ARMS- LOWER EXCHANGE STREET.- Unique 1 bedroom apartments now available.
Variety of styles include 2 levels with
loft. Perfect location to all intown activities and businesses. Spacious
rooms, wall 10 wall carpet, fully applianced kitchens. Rents range from
$45O-$525/month, plus utilities . Section 8 vouchers accepted. Lease
now and receive one month free
rent. For more information please
call SPECTRUM, INC. 797-0223.
Owner occupied, convienient location, secure building, 3rd floor,
recently painted, 3 bedrooms,
hardwood floors, gas heat, parking,
Grant Street, appliances. Security
deposit,
references. No pets.
$495.1month + utilities. 772-6078.
PARK AVE - 1 bedroom with study.
Top floor with great views of
Oaks.Lots of light wood floors.
Laundry on premises. Heat and hot
water induded. $465.1month. Call
774-6363.
SCARBOROUGHAvailable
Jan.t,t991. 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath,
condo with basement and deck,
washer/dryer hook-up, dishwasher,
new carpet and fresh paint. No pets.
$575. + utilities. Call 883-5447.
SPRING
STREETSpacious,
modern 1 bedroom apartments
available. Within walking distance of
MMC and Mercy Hospital. $425. and
$5oo.lmonth plus utilities. Unique
style, hardwood floors, on-site
laundry. Section 8 vouchers accepted. Lease, references , security
deposit required. Lease now, and
receive one month free rent Call
'
797-0223.
STEVENS AVE- Nice location, spacious 2 bedroom with kitchen, bath,
dining, livingroom, parking and fully
maintained
by
owner.
Rent
$6oo/month, plus utilities. Section 8
vouchers accepted. Lease now and
receive 1 month free rent. Call
SPECTRUM, INC. at 797-0223.
Two Bedroom, livingroom, dining
room , small den, eat-in kitchen ,
squeaky clean. Off street parking,
private entrance, yard. First floor of
quiet, three-family home. Available
November 25th, $495.+ utilities Call
772-4134.
West End Beautiful Victorian Building. All utilities included. Parking
available. Studio and one bedroom.
Call after 3 pm, 775-4049.

real estate
PEAKS IS LAN 0- Charming year
round house, skylites, water view,
fireplace, new kitchenlbath, FHW
heat. $125,000. Swap possible. Bay
Properties Realty, 846-9224.
di-Iem-ma, a choice or situation in
which one has to choose between
two or more things: a difficult choice:
Excellent opportunities exist but require extra caution. <Ner 20 years
multi-level professional real estate
experience to assist you. No charge
for initial discussion. R. E. Consulting
Service. (207) 563-5412

ARTISTS' STUDIOS
Join several other Artists, Photographers, Craftspersons and Art-Related people In this
downtown building exduslvely devoled 10 the Arts . High ceilings, Sinks in each studIO.
All utilities, low rental rates . 799-7890 or 799-4759.

Leam how to get an extra boost in
life. Doing things in twice less time
and having faster time is where irs
at! Send $10.00 10 me before Nov.
30, 1990. Satisfaction Guaranteed!
Mr. Estabrook P.O. Box 8628
Portland, ME 04104.
SELF ESTEEM AND EMPOWERMENT FOR CHILDREN- Wholistic
dasses include awareness activities:
movement, relaxation and art expression. Age appropriate activities
provide positive affirmation. Offered
at CHILDLIGHT CENTER, 87 High
Street, Portland. Beginning Jan. 1,
for Children 4-10 years. Marilee Musters, 871-7444 or 641>-2511.
Studio 132 Pottery Instruction.
Beginning and advanced wheel
throwing and hand-building classes.
Continuously scheduled. Come join
the fun. Gift certificates available.
772-4334.

music lessons
LEARN TO PLAY GUITARII . Kathleen Austin, B.M. Berklee College of
Music, offers patient, experienced instruction and specializes in beginning and intermediate levels. All
ages welcome. 878-3618.

photography
Surprise that special someone with
the gift he'll never forget. An elegant
and seductive boudoir portrait capturing the unforgetable you. Truly, a gift
that will take his breath away! Be
pampered by our professional makeup artist and photographer in a safe,
comfortable environment. Call Jennifer at Silk Images aboul our limited
time offer, 772-8180.

employment
$40,000lYR! READ BOOKS and TV
scripts. Fill out simple 'ike/don't like"
form. EASY! Fun, relaxing at home,
beach,
vacations.
Guaranteed
paycheck, 24 Hour Recording
Reveals. 801-379-2955 Ext.ME115B.
I'm looking for a job in film making. I
have very little experience but am
willing to work for FREE for some
hands on training. If you have any
work or know someone who does
call Brian at 775-1365.
'
Wholistically oriented person with
strong back and good sense of
humor needed for personal care.
773-3275.

business opps
You don't have to sell anything! Be
your own boss. Work when you like.
If you are persistent, willing to listen
and follow this fail-safe plan for success, you will earn thousands every
month, even part-time! Call 8791562 for interview.

bulletin board
Question: Where can you
buy woven tapestries from
South America, hand-carved
wooden elephants from Africa
brass jewelry from India and
woven baskets from the Philippines, all in one p'lace, all in
your community? And where
ao all the proceeds directly
benefit craftspeople in more
than 35 develOping countries?

Answer: The seventh annual
SELFHELP Crafts Sale
held Frida~ Nov, 30from 710

Share sunny Woodfords Apartment
and forget heating bills! $290. indudes utilities. I'm female, vegie,
non-smoker; have quiet dog. Call
772-7793,
8:30-11PM,
anytime
week-ends .
Third roommale needed for three
bedroom
apartment.
Available
December t . $180 plus. One block
from Eastern Prom. Gas heat, easy
going roommates and you get the
biggest room. Call 775-4753.

learning

9 p.m " ana Saturday, Dec. 1
from 9 a,m_ to 1 p.m. Church
olthe Servant at 35 Lafayette
St, POl1land, becomes an international marketplace of
distinctive and reasonablypriced handcrafts_
Please call 761-4776.

Downtown SIOfelronl- Completely renovaled . Join busy bookstore In this highly
VISible, high loot-traffic area on Congress Streel. 2000 sq ft, 165 ft sheetrocl< wall,
high ceiling. Ideal lOf Art Gallery, Frame shop, Boutiques, elc. Very reasonable renl.
TURNKEY - ready to occupy. 799-7890.
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holidays
BLACK
&
WHITE
CUSTOM
PORTRAITS - just before Christmas.
Not free but NQT EXPENSIVE.
FAST tum aroundlll CHRISTY- 7746651.
Dried flower arrangers and wreath
makers, SEWARD NURSERIES, has
a wide selection and large inventory
of Maine grown everlastings. Come
and select your own or call for an order to be shipped. Call (207) 7675660, Cape Elizabeth, ME.
SHOP IN PEACE- Beautiful, socially
conscious books and gifts from all
around the world. Birds and baskets
from Archangel, Chinese temple
gongs, Russian peace posters,
Stockman beeswax crayons and
watercolors. Jataka Tales from India... Incredible savings on overstocked books and the amazing
"New Leaf Catalog". Ask about it!!
Maybe Someday bookstore, 195
Congress S1. between Levinskys &
the Whole Grocer. 773-3275.
The Holidays are almost here! Time
to start shopping with our latest
catalog full of quality merchandise:
sporting goods, electronics, jewelry,
cookware, cutlery from L'Davinchi,
Sterlingcraft, Diamond Cut, to name
a few. Save 30% OFF all displayed
merchandise. For FREE catalog
write: Vista, 100 Harris Ave. Portland
Maine 04103-t531 .

stuff for sale
FQR SALE- Pair of Tailwind
mountain bike panniers in excellent
condition. (used for only 2 weeks)
$30. Call Rose at 775-6601.
I have TWO one-way tickets, one
male, one female, from Portland to
Uttle Rock, Arkansas for January 10,
1991. $400.for BOTH, or best offer.
After 5PM, 651>-1073.
New Washer (with Auto-balance) and
used dryer. $550. for set. Call after
10 PM or leave message. 774-6584.

YOUR JUNK COULD BE

SOMEONE ELSE'S
TREASURE
advertise it in

call 775-6601

wheels

.

1989 Dodge Dakota SE 4x4, with
Fisher Plow and bedliner. Excellent
condition. 27K miles. Bought new
last year for $16,000. Will sacrifice
for $12,000 or best offer. 774-2159,
anytime.
1989 Ford Ranger, 30,000 miles.
Sliding rear winclow, AMlFM stereo,
excellent condition, $6,000. 8749751, leave message.
CHEAP!
FBI/U.S.
SEIZED
84VW... $50. 87 Mercedes ... $200..
85 Mercedes ... $100. 65 Mustang ...$50. Choose from thousands
starting at $25. 24 Hour Recording
Reveals Details. 801-379-2929 Ext
MJ115C U.S. HQTLINE copyright.

Pi chart
Each of the segments at
the righ t is part of a circular
object familiar to all of us,
Using the circumstantial evidence provided, try
to identify as many as you
can, in a clockwise direction, starting with the
birthday cake,

1. _ _ _ _ _ __
2, _ _ _ _ _ _ __
3, _ _ _ _ _ __
4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5, _ _ _ _ _ __
6, _ _ _ _ _ __
7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

8, _ _ _ _ _ __

9, _ _ _ _ _ __
10, _ _ _ _ _ __

11. _ _ _ _ _ __
12, _ _ _ _ _ _ __
13 _ _ _ _ _ _ __
14, _ _ _ _ _ __

15, _ _ _ _ _ __
16, _ _ _ _ _ _ __
17, _ _ _ _ _ __
18, _ _ _ _ _ __
19 _ _ _ _ _ _ __
20, _ _ _ _ _ __

21. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
22, _ _ _ _ _ __
23 _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• 1990 United Feature Syndicate.

Can you solve the Real
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift
certificate from Alberta's
for the first prize winner,
The second prize winner
receives a $15 gift certificate
from Lola's Kitchen_
Drawings are done at
random, Contestants are
ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week
span, Only one entry is
allowed per person per
week,
All entries for this
week's puzzle must be
received by Wed" Dec_ 5,
The solution to this week's
puzzle will appear in the
Dec_ 13 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly, Send your best
guess to:

...

Real Puzzle #48
Casco Bay Weekly
SS 1A Congress St.
Portland, Maine 04101

FREEl FREEl FREEl Junk car
rem.oval. Any condition, car carriers
aVailable. Call 774-0268.

Solution to Real Puzzle #46

Got a classic car or other beauty you
want to protect from the Maine winter? Have I got the garage space for
youl Call Steve at 878-8734.

=) = + = =1) 1 + 1 =2

childcare
Afterschool Arts and Crafts, designed for the young child. Class time
will be 3:00-5:30, Monday - Friday,
With flexible scheduling. Class size
limited to 12 children and will focus
on seasonal themes. Cost $7.00 per
class. Call 799-2400 for more information. Also available- afternoon
program in Casco Bay Montessori
Pre-School.
I have one opening in my home for
part-time childcare . I have a fenced
yard, located on a dead-end street
between Morrill's and Allen's Corner.
Experienced and references available. Call 878-5127.

-) - - ( + + ) = = =

2) - 2 4 + 3 5 = 1 1
+) (x

+)-x =

« -=) x =)

3) 47+ 5 - 7 = ( 4 - 1 ) x 1 5

=-+(

)+X/. 0
1234567890

() - .. --=--===0_=

4) 29,2 - 1 9 , 1 =1 0, 1

» (+-+),)===.)

5) 4 + 2 + 5 ,5 = 1 1 , 5
+) -+=-(-=-==)

6) 2+124-121=5

Th~s w~k Anne Pinnette of Portland cleared up the
confUSIOn first; Alberta's is her reward_ Liz Silvennan of
Scarborough was second and she'll go to Lola's_

(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently published by Harper and Raw.)
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For all ye mighty

~ wind related needs.

Portland Stage Company Presents

kites. windsocks.
stunters • wind toys
• and much more
This
holiday
season
g~ve the

l. c....::J

A MAN'S A MAN
By Bertolt Brecht
A fiercely funny comedy about war and
individual identity.
November 27 • December 16
Call the box office for ticket infonnation at 774·0465.
Brought to life at

~
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gift of

flight, and
watch their
SPirits...
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PORTlAND

.**STAGE**
COMPANY

"'f~

3 Wharf St •• Old Port ~
871·()()3S

Co·,

25A Forest Avenue, Portland, ME 04\01
sore<!
Continental Airlines and Shaw's Su rrnarkets

Maine's Most
Unique Exotic
Bird Experlencel

Discount PrieM

Finches to Macaws
Cages & Supplies
Everyday Special
Young Parrakeets

$8.99
736 Rear Forest Avenue
(In the Sulllvm Photo Bldg.)

Portland • 828-0236

10 - 8
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